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Abstract

The bulk of the work in this thesis addresses a well defined problem in the field of white

solid-state lighting. The problem was defined by this project’s industry sponsors and con-

sequentially this thesis is to be covered by an embargo period in which it is not publicly

accessible, to protect commercial sensitivities and intellectual property. The title of this

thesis and this abstract are not protected by these restrictions and so must be selectively

descriptive.

There are two bodies of work that can be freely described here. The first, presented in

Chapter 2 concerns the performance of parabolic antennas as collimators when their size

is reduced to of the order of the wavelength of emission. Using finite-element modelling

we calculate the dependence of the amount of power directed into a 20◦ half-angle cone

on the emitter’s position within the paraboloid and compare with results obtained using

geometrical optics.

It is demonstrated that due to variations in the local density of optical states, changing

the characteristic size of the reflector within the range from 0.5 to 1.5 times the emission

wavelength has a strong bearing on the optimum emitter position, a position that does not

in general coincide with the paraboloid’s focus. We calculate that the optimal antenna size

and emitter position allow for the maximum directed power to exceed that obtained in the

geometrical optics regime.

In the other section that can be described here, Chapter 6, we present a novel technique

in the field of ghost imaging. In our method we show that one can modify the illumination

basis patterns to perform common image post-processing steps directly during the recon-

struction process. This can remove the amplification of detector noise caused by post-

processing with a filter and yields favourable noise spatial statistics. This technique can be

applied to any operation which could be written as a matrix multiplication with the image,

which includes the application of image filters by convolution.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Aim and Outline of this Thesis

This PhD project was sponsored by Dyson Technology Limited and as a result had a well

defined primary objective since its inception. The essence of the task is captured in the

following brief objective statement:

Objective: Develop a highly efficient phosphor component that is capable of converting blue

pump-light into white-light emission whilst retaining the incident spatial intensity pattern

of the pump-beam and emitting into a narrow solid-angle.

To those who are familiar with the methods and challenges associated with modern solid-

state white lighting, particularly for high power and projection applications, this statement

may be self-explanatory. We hope having this description in mind will in any case prove

beneficial whilst we discuss some of the background concepts necessary to understand the

problem in its full glory. This is the subject of this first chapter, defining the problem in full,

and introducing the associated concepts at a level that enables understanding of the re-

mainder of this thesis, without becoming a thesis in itself. Chapters 2 - 5 are on the subject

of our research to meet this objective, with Chapter 5 containing the details of the simu-

lations used in Chapter 4. Chapter 6 focuses on one possible application of the developed

solution, presenting a novel technique in the field of computational ghost imaging.

In Chapter 2 we explore through finite element method simulations the ability of parabolic

reflectors to provide directional light emission when their size has been reduced to a level

comparable with the emission wavelength. The motivation for this work was exploring the

minimum element size limits for a parabolic antenna array to meet the project brief, but

has broader application in the area of controlling nanoscale sources of light. We explore a

range of paraboloid sizes for which the optimal position for an emitter can be significantly

displaced from the geometrical focus.

In Chapter 3 we briefly discuss some of the rationale behind our assessment of the like-

lihood of various techniques being able to meet the project brief. After calculating that the

pump light absorption of typical phosphors deployed on the nanoscale would be inade-

quate, we conclude that our most promising candidate solution is the fluorescent optical

fibre.

In Chapter 4 we evaluate our chosen strategy, fluorescent optical fibres. The optical effi-
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ciency of this approach depends heavily on the trapping fraction of fluorescence generated

within the fibre. We find that a simplified analytical treatment neglecting skew rays could

cause a dramatic underestimate of the trapping fraction. Through simulations we quantify

the effect of skew rays on pristine YAG:Ce3+ fibres and explore modifications to enhance

the efficiency and directivity of the white-light output. We also assess the performance of

wavelength-scale fibres through simulation and conclude that there is no clear advantage

to warrant design at this scale.

Experimentally we focus on demonstrating the impact of skew rays through the pump

position dependent trapping fraction predicted theoretically. From our measurements we

infer significant variations in the trapping fraction in cylindrical monocrystalline YAG:Ce3+

rods of approximately half the magnitude predicted for pristine fibres. Finally, we quantify

the performance of our phosphor rod prototypes and evaluate the strengths of fluorescent

fibres as a solution to the project objective.

Chapter 5 contains details of all of the numerical (COMSOL) simulations that were used

in Chapter 4.

In Chapter 6, having satisfied the project objective in Chapter 4, we move on to computa-

tional ghost imaging techniques. These imaging methods, which rely on structured illumi-

nation of the object to be imaged, can be considered a candidate application of the novel

white light source developed in the preceding work, even though they are demonstrated

here with traditional sources. We present a novel ‘trick’ for computational ghost imaging, in

which the illumination basis can be modified to perform image post-processing operations

directly. This technique is valid for any operation which can be written as a convolution of

the ghost image with another matrix.

We choose a simple edge-detection kernel as an example, but provide the basic tools

needed to evaluate the merits of this approach for an arbitrary kernel. Finally, we test the

performance of this technique when used in conjunction with compressed sensing.
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1.2 What is White? (Some Useful Colourimetry Concepts)

In simplest terms, white is the lightest version of the absence of colour, with pure black

forming its darkest counterpart. This definition enables one to describe a perfect white

object with relative ease as an object that diffusely reflects all visible light incident upon

it, with zero absorption. Zero absorption means that no spectrally varying absorption has

imparted a colour, or hue to the light reflected from the object. The requirement for diffuse

reflection distinguishes a white object from a perfect mirror.

The corresponding simple definition for a white light source is dictated by the human

visual system and the perception of colour [1]. A white light is one that stimulates the

three types of cone cells found in a typical human eye by equal amounts. The three cone

cell types are the basis for colour vision, having differing spectral sensitivities that loosely

correspond to the colours blue, green and red. We will use this opportunity to translate

this definition into a more convenient spatial representation of colour and whiteness, the

widely adopted CIE 1931 chromaticity space.

The perceived colour of a light source, which is remarkably consistent among those pos-

sessing normal colour vision, may be described mathematically by a weighted combination

of three primary colours needed to match it in appearance [2]. These so-called primary

colours, traditionally red, green and blue (RGB), must satisfy the condition that none of

them can be described as a combination of the other two [1]. One problem which arises

from this choice of primaries is that some colours cannot experimentally be matched by

positive contributions from each, and instead require a negative contribution, realised ex-

perimentally by adding some of the primary light to the colour one is trying to match. This

generates some mathematical and conceptual inconveniences.

In 1931 the Commission Internationale de l’éclairage (CIE) introduced their XYZ colour

space, which uses ‘imaginary’ primaries to provide a more convenient basis for colourime-

try. The CIE XYZ standard observer colour matching functions can be seen in Fig.1.1. These

functions derived from the original RGB experimental data offer two main quality of life im-

provements. First, they require no negative values, any real colour can be matched by pos-

itive amounts of these primaries. Second, the amount of primary ȳ(λ) needed to achieve

colour-matching, denoted Y , now specifies the luminosity (lightness) of the light on its own

[2]. ȳ(λ) is the photopic luminosity curve describing the spectral sensitivity of perceived

brightness for the average human observer. ‘Photopic’ here distinguishes from the modi-

fied scotopic sensitivity curve experienced at low light levels where vision is dominated by

rods not cones [1].

3



Figure 1.1: CIE XYZ standard observer color matching functions. Data from the Judd-Vos
modified CIE 2-deg photopic luminosity curve (1978) [3]

The tristimulus values in the CIE XYZ system as defined for a given spectral power distri-

bution (P (λ)) are defined as

X =
∫ 750 nm

380 nm
P (λ)x̄(λ)dλ, (1.1)

Y =
∫ 750 nm

380 nm
P (λ)ȳ(λ)dλ, (1.2)

Z =
∫ 750 nm

380 nm
P (λ)z̄(λ)dλ, (1.3)

where x̄(λ),ȳ(λ) and z̄(λ) are as shown in Fig.1.1 and available from [3]. From these tristim-

ulus values a convenient representation arises from the definition of normalised tristimu-

lus coefficients, also known as chromaticity coordinates

x = X

X +Y +Z
, (1.4)

y = Y

X +Y +Z
, (1.5)

z = Z

X +Y +Z
. (1.6)
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One can uniquely define the colour of a light with two chromaticity coordinates (e.g. x, y)

and the Y tristimulus value providing the luminosity. Here we have described the CIE x yY

colour space. There is no need to specify the z coordinate as x + y + z = 1. Finally, if one is

concerned only with colour, the Y value may be excluded and the light is defined by a posi-

tion in a 2D colour space, as in Fig.1.2, which is one realisation of the standard chromaticity

Figure 1.2: CIE chromaticity diagram adapted from [4]. Included are also the blackbody
locus with corresponding temperatures, the wavelengths in nm of the pure spectral colours
and the theoretical white point (white circle), or equal energy illuminant at [x, y] = [ 1

3 , 1
3 ].

Displayed colours are guides only.

diagram derived from the CIE XYZ colour space. It contains within it all the colours visible

to a typical human. The pure spectral colours are located on the perimeter of a horseshoe

shape, connected at its base by the so-called ‘line of purples’, which have no monochro-

matic realisation. If one has two different colour lamps, then the colours accessible by

tuning their relative contributions to a mixed light can be found on a straight line connect-

ing the two lamp colours in chromaticity space. If one has three lights, colours within the

area of the formed triangle are accessible.

At the center of the diagram, at coordinates [x, y, z] = [ 1
3 , 1

3 , 1
3 ] lies a point of no discernible
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colour, the pure white point. This is the ‘colour’ of a spectral power distribution that is per-

fectly flat across the visible region. This is however, by the principles of additive colour

mixing discussed, only one of an infinite number of ways of obtaining light that appears to

be white.

The black curve atop the colour space in Fig.1.2 tracks the colour of emission from an

ideal black body as its temperature is increased (Tc (K )). The colour of a Planckian radia-

tor (black body) provides a convenient metric for defining varying ‘warmths’ of white for

consumer applications. A lamp with chromaticity coordinates that lie near the black body

locus (limits of applicability given roughly by the extent of the black lines in Fig.1.2), may

be said to have a correlated colour temperature (CCT) value equivalent to the temperature

of the black body whose colour matches it most closely. If one needs a lamp for an office

space, the crisp white of a CCT around 6000 K would be recommended, whereas a lamp

with CCT around 3000 K will have a much warmer (not in the black body sense), yellower

colour better suited to a relaxed environment.

1.3 Solid-state Lighting

1.3.1 Light-Emitting Diodes (LEDs)

In reciprocity with the manner in which a p-n junction can convert photons into current in

photovoltaics, a semiconductor diode can become light-emitting with application of a suit-

able voltage. A p-n junction is formed at the interface between two counter doped regions

of semiconductor. The P-type semiconductor having been doped to contain a positive ma-

jority of charge carriers and the N-type a negative majority. Under an applied forward volt-

age bias the charge carriers in each region drift towards the junction and recombine with

each other. For direct band-gap semiconductors around room temperature, the probabil-

ity of radiative recombination is high. The wavelength of emission from the LED is dic-

tated by the size of the energy band-gap of the semiconductor. An LED emission spectrum

is however broadened by the effect of temperature on the distribution of charge carriers

within the energy bands, as governed by the Fermi-Dirac distribution. For room tempera-

ture LEDs of visible emission wavelengths, an emission full-width at half-maximum of the

order 30 - 40 nm is typical, see Fig.1.3 [5, 6].
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Figure 1.3: Figure from [5] showing typical emission spectra for common red green and
blue light emitting diodes at room temperature.

1.3.2 Laser diodes (LDs)

A simple p-n junction can satisfy the conditions for lasing when subjected to very high lev-

els of electrical pumping. In such a homojunction diode laser, the spontaneous emission

is only weakly confined to the junction region by the slightly elevated refractive index. This

index change is caused by the additional charge carriers present in the thin (1-3µm) ac-

tive region [6]. In semiconductor diode lasers positive optical feedback may be achieved by

cleaving the high index semiconductors along their natural crystal cleavage planes, form-

ing highly reflective surfaces. Due to the weak optical and carrier confinement to the active

region in homojunction diode lasers, such vigorous pumping is required to achieve popu-

lation inversion that they are usually restricted to operation in pulsed mode [6].

The shortcomings of the homojunction diode laser are alleviated by the heterojunction

diode laser, which could for example feature an additional compound at the junction cen-

tre with narrower energy gap and higher refractive index than its sandwiching compounds.

In this way the efficiency of carrier and optical confinement can be vastly improved and

threshold current lowered accordingly. Heterojunction diode lasers form the basis for the

majority of modern semiconductor lasers and come in a variety of realisations [6].

For the purpose of this work the terms light-emitting diode and laser diode are largely

interchangeable. We are concerned only with engineering the phosphor component that

7



comes after the pump light is generated. The only properties of the pump light source that

are of any real consequence for the phosphor are the emission angular distribution and the

spectral composition. However, it should be noted that laser diodes (used in conjunction

with colour-converting phosphors) are predicted to dominate future high power applica-

tions [7]. This is due to a phenomenon known as the efficiency droop which exists for light-

emitting diodes. The droop presents itself as a reduction in internal quantum efficiency

with increasing current density that is often attributed to either Auger recombination or

carrier spill-over [7, 8, 9]. In laser diodes these effects are less evident due to the reduced

timescales on which stimulated emission occurs [7].

The emission from a semiconductor diode laser is divergent due to diffraction, and di-

verges at different rates in the directions parallel and perpendicular to the narrow confine-

ment region. This astigmatism can be corrected with a cylindrical lens and in general the

smaller emission areas of laser diodes offer much better angular and spatial control of their

emission than their LED counterparts. The dramatically reduced spectral width of the typ-

ical blue LD vs its LED counterpart still coincides with strong absorption from YAG:Ce3+,

so the primary consequence of the spectrally narrow LD pump is reduced colour rendering

in the blue spectral region [10]. Finally it is worth mentioning that the coherence of the LD

can in some cases present unwanted interference patterns, known as speckle patterns, in

the residual pump beam [11].

1.3.3 White Light-emitting Diodes / Laser Diodes

The RGB Approach

It is clear from our understanding of white light (Section 1.2) and the emission proper-

ties of LEDs (Section 1.3.1) that a single LED / LD is incapable of producing white light,

such a source falls near the perimeter of the chromaticity diagram of Fig.1.2. We have seen

however that a combination of coloured lights may be used to access a wide range of chro-

maticity coordinates. A combination of red, green and blue (RGB) LEDs such as those in

Fig.1.3, allow the formation of the majority of visible colours, the ‘colour’ white included.

Whilst an RGB LED array may be conceptually the simplest means of producing white

light from semiconductor diodes, in practice its popularity falls short of that of the alter-

native phosphor-converted white LED / LD for general illumination. One of the reasons

for this is the poor conversion efficiency from electrical input to luminous output of green

LEDs [12]. This is typically less than half that of their red and blue counterparts. Another

issue for commercial applications is the cost and complexity of implementing an RGB LED
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device, as each colour of LED requires its own drive electronics. Further contributing to

this issue is that each colour of LED degrades at a different rate over its perhaps as much

as 20 - 30 year lifespan. Whilst there are permitted drops in efficiency over the lifetime of

a lighting product, the requirement to maintain the same perceived output colour further

detracts from the appeal of the RGB approach in this context.

Phosphor-Converted White LEDs (PCWLEDs)

Phosphor is the general name given to materials which exhibit luminescence (emit light

for reasons other than temperature). In this case, a phosphor layer provides partial down-

conversion of a blue light emitting diode source by means of fluorescence. The light that

emerges from the phosphor layer is composed of both yellow fluorescence emission and

unconverted blue pump light. An emission spectrum from a typical PCWLED can be seen

in Fig.1.4. The colours blue and yellow are known as complementary, meaning that a line

connecting them on the chromaticity diagram of Fig.1.2 passes through the white point.

As such, combined in the appropriate proportions they appear as white light to the human

eye [12].

Figure 1.4: Emission spectrum of a YAG:Ce3+ phosphor illuminated with a blue LED source.
Phosphor illuminated with an Ocean Optics LLS-455 LED and spectrum measured in an
integrating sphere. The contributions directly from the LED and from fluorescence are
loosely separated by the blue and orange line colours. The specifics of the phosphor can be
found in in the later Section 4.7 in Table 4.1 under the designation MonoCryst disc.
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1.3.4 YAG:Ce3+

The most commonly used phosphor for producing high brightness white lights is a cerium

doped Yttrium Aluminium Garnet (YAG:Ce3+). This is the phosphor considered throughout

this work, although the principles could be transferred to other phosphors of compatible

optical properties.

YAG:Ce3+ earns its popularity for its favourable absorption and emission characteristics

and low fluorescence lifetime of ∼ 70 ns, enabling high luminous output [12]. YAG:Ce3+

posses a strong absorption band around 460 nm (see Fig.1.5), aligning with the peak emis-

sion from efficient GaInN/GaN blue LEDs. The corresponding absorption cross-section

σ= 3×10−18 cm2. Its fluorescence emission spectrum is broad, and covers the wavelength

range from ∼ 500 - 700 nm, as shown in Fig.1.4. A GaInN/GaN blue LED pumped YAG:Ce3+

phosphor can efficiently produce a bright white light.

Perhaps the only significant drawback of YAG:Ce3+ is its lack of emission in the red por-

tion of spectrum, resulting in a low colour rendering index (CRI) and a ‘cool white’ appear-

ance. The CRI of a light source is a quantitative measure of its ability to faithfully render

colours with respect to ideal daylight or a black body radiator, with 100 representing ideal

rendering. For YAG:Ce3+ pumped with blue light the maximum attainable CRI is around

70-80 [13]. This poor colour rendering is typically overcome by introducing additional

dopants, such as Eu3+ which emit around 620 nm and produce a more pleasing ‘warm

white’ light [14].

Fig.1.5 shows a Jablonski (energy level) diagram and accompanying absorption and emis-

sion spectra for the process of fluorescence from a YAG:Ce3+ phosphor. First a high energy

photon is absorbed by a cerium ion, promoting an electron from a 4 f energy level into

an excited 5d level (upwards solid arrow). This electron then undergoes some rapid non-

radiative decay events to reach the bottom of the lowest 5d energy state (wavy arrows), in

which energy is lost to the surrounding crystal as heat. From this meta-stable level a ra-

diative decay event occurs, back to the ground state. In YAG:Ce3+ the ground state is split

(primarily) by spin-orbit coupling into two 2F5/2 and 2F7/2 states, resulting in a broad 500 -

700 nm emission spectrum composed of two Gaussian curves [16].

The location of the favourable absorption and emission bands in YAG:Ce3+, dictated by

the 4 f to 5d energy separation, is the result of the interaction of the host crystal with the

dopant Cerium ion. Unlike for the free Cerium ion, which has 4f - 5d separation of ∼ 50,000

cm−1 [17], within YAG this separation is substantially reduced to ∼ 22,000 cm−1. This re-

duction is a consequence of the strong interaction between the YAG crystal field and the
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Figure 1.5: Figure from [15], showing the energy level diagram and absorption / fluores-
cence spectrum of YAG:Ce at room temperature.

radially extensive 5d electron wavefunction, which shifts and separates the 5d levels [17].

The internal quantum efficiency of a YAG:Ce3+ phosphor is excellent with maximum

around 94% [18, 19]. The Cerium dopants introduced into the cubic YAG crystal occupy

the Yttrium sites by substitution and optimal doping concentrations for traditional powder

implementations are around 1-2 mol.% [18]. In monocrystalline YAG:Ce3+ the minimum

achievable inter-dopant spacing is around 2.4 nm [18]. It has a refractive index of 1.83 and

is most often embedded as a powder in a lower index resin host of index around 1.5 to

exhibit high levels of scattering. In isotropic lighting applications this scattering provides

good colour mixing of the pump light with the fluorescence and enables sufficient pump

absorption within a thinner phosphor layer.

For high power applications the standard technique of embedding the phosphor in a sil-

icon host proves ill-suited. The host materials used have poor thermal conductivity (∼0.2

Wm−1K−1 [20]) and are thus ineffective at dissipating the heat generated by the Stokes shift

of the emission. In addition, it is common for the host materials to discolour under pro-

longed operation at temperatures approaching 100◦C [20]. There is therefore a wide body

of research dedicated to either replacing the host materials or removing them entirely.
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Low melting temperature glasses are a popular choice for replacement of the epoxy resin

host as they minimize damage to the phosphor during fabrication [21, 22, 23, 24, 25]. We

favour the alternative host-free approach as at present it offers higher quantum efficien-

cies and is readily available commercially [19]. For the duration of this work we will focus

on monocrystalline (also called single-crystal) YAG:Ce3+, which is scatter-free, as our phos-

phor of choice. The uninterrupted crystal lattice provides vastly superior thermal conduc-

tivity (13 Wm−1K−1 [19]) and optical transparency when compared to epoxy resin based

approaches.

1.4 The Problem in Detail

With some basic background covered we are now better positioned to understand the full

scope of the problem. The objective is reproduced here for convenience.

Objective: Develop a highly efficient phosphor component that is capable of converting blue

pump-light into white-light emission whilst retaining the incident spatial intensity pattern

of the pump-beam and emitting into a narrow solid-angle.

The problem that needs to be addressed is the angular and spatial distribution of the flu-

orescence generated by the phosphor component. The orientation of the transition dipole

moments of the activator ions in the phosphor are random at the time of emission, result-

ing in isotropic fluorescence for the ensemble average [26]. This can be quickly confirmed

with two linear polarisers and a phosphor sample that is free from multiple scattering.

Fig.1.6 shows two emission spectra for polarised blue pumping of such a phosphor. The

spectrum with analyser in the same orientation as the source polariser (θ = 0◦) shows al-

most exactly the same amount of fluorescence as when the analyser is rotated 90◦. From

this lack of change we infer that the fluorescence is essentially unpolarised and that the

fluorescent ions retain no memory of the orientation of the electric field that excited them.

Fig.1.7 illustrates the problem traditional phosphor solutions pose for directional light-

ing applications. The coupling efficiency of isotropically emitted fluorescence into a nar-

row solid angle is unsurprisingly very poor. To overcome this, one would typically look to

a combination of reflectors and lenses to redirect the emission into the target directions.

For high power applications where the phosphor area may need to be large, this could

require bulky and expensive optical components. In any case, redirecting the light must

come at some increase in the area of the optical component following the conservation of
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Figure 1.6: Unpolarised fluorescence spectrum from a blue LED pumped moncrystalline
YAG:Ce3+ disc (see Table 4.1 in Section 4.7 for full sample details). θ is the angle between the
source and analyser polarisers. These spectra are not calibrated for instrument response
factors.

etendue. The term etendue from the french étendue géométrique meaning ‘geometrical

extent’, quantifies how spread out a light source or ray bundle is in a material as the prod-

uct of its area and emission solid angle [27].

The problem is complicated further by the need to retain spatial patterning of the pump

light in the generated fluorescence. This restricts the use of single large optical components

and tends to favour arrays of optically isolated elements (or pixels). This is the essence of

both the wavelength-scale parabolic reflector and fluorescent fibre approaches explored in

Sections 2 and 4.

1.4.1 Functional Requirements

We conclude this more detailed look at the problem and objectives of this work with a

breakdown of the 6 main categories or functional requirements by which a solution to the

project objective may be assessed.

1. Emission Cone

Emission into a narrow solid angle is the highest priority requirement of the desired

phosphor component. The precise target emission cone is not a fixed parameter, as

this may need to be balanced with the optical efficiency of coupling into the target
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cone to maintain an overall minimum device efficiency when implemented into a

larger optical system. We consider emission angles less than 20◦ from the target di-

rection, i.e. into a 20◦ half-angle cone, to be the upper limit on ‘narrow solid angle’.

2. Imaging Capability

The phosphor component needs to be able to retain the incident spatial intensity

pattern of the pump beam in its output. This means if an image were to be projected

in blue light onto the phosphor, the image is maintained in the spatial distribution

of the fluorescence and thus in the mixed white light output. Again no hard limits on

the fidelity of the preserved pattern are imposed. However, it is useful to point out

that if the proposed solution relies on an array of distinct optical elements acting as

pixels, a lower resolution limit of the order tens by tens of pixels is suggested.

3. Optical Efficiency

For the phosphor component to be used in interior lighting applications, the product

it is implemented in will need to meet some overall regulatory minimum efficiency.

The target efficiency for the phosphor component is to produce 200 lumens of direc-

Figure 1.7: The problem presented by traditional phosphors for directional lighting appli-
cations: due to the isotropy of the fluorescence generated within the phosphor and the
added scattering, the optical coupling of emission into a narrow solid angle is very poor.
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tional white output per watt of blue light it is pumped with.

4. Brightness / Power Handling

Here we find the first of the requirements not explicitly stated in the project brief.

The phosphor component needs to be capable of producing in the region of 10,000

to 20,000 lumens of directional white output within a package size no larger than your

average shoe box (a very approximate upper size limit). This high power handling has

implications for the thermal management of the phosphor, discussed briefly in the

Thermal Conductivity section below. In addition, this imposes some limits on the

total amount and spatial distribution of the phosphor.

5. Colour

To be considered a high quality white light suitable for interior lighting, the output

from the phosphor component is desired to meet certain minimum colour standards.

The first is an achievable correlated colour temperature (CCT) that covers the range

3000 - 7000 K, with the option for dynamic tuning of the CCT within a product being

a desirable bonus.

Second is the colour rendering index, which for the final phosphor solution is desired

to be greater than 90. However, this high CRI target is not imposed on this work if the

proposed solution has the potential to be adapted to a higher CRI. This flexibility ac-

knowledges that the preferred phosphor candidate, YAG:Ce3+, exhibits poor colour

rendering in the red portion of its emission spectrum, but that with the inclusion of

additional dopants or secondary phosphors this may be rectified [28, 29, 30, 31, 32].

The final key consideration is the angular and spatial uniformity of the colours exiting

the phosphor. Whilst no official uniformity standards were imposed, it is natural to

favour methods of achieving directional emission which do not exhibit unnecessary

spectral discrimination.

6. Thermal Performance

In a phosphor, heat generation is an inevitable consequence of the Stokes shift be-

tween the absorbed and emitted light, i.e. the change in wavelength from pump to

fluorescence. Operating at high powers dissipation of this generated heat becomes

critical. The existing industry standard phosphor implementation of a polycrystalline

YAG:Ce3+ powder embedded typically in a silicone resin is ill-equipped to handle
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high power lighting applications. The host materials used offer poor thermal con-

ductivity and may themselves discolour under prolonged operation at temperatures

approaching 100 ◦ [20]. Choosing an alternative phosphor implementation with im-

proved thermal management was therefore necessary.

1.5 Ghost Imaging

In the final chapter of this thesis, Chapter 6, having presented our solution to the posed

lighting problem, we shift our focus to the potential applications of a directional phosphor

component. The potential applications of a phosphor component meeting the functional

requirements outlined in Section 1.4.1 are numerous. Even without meeting the imaging

capability requirement, an efficient, bright and directional phosphor could find applica-

tions in medical and scientific imaging, automotive headlights, architectural and general

lighting to name just a few examples.

Once one includes the ability to maintain spatial patterning of the pump light in the di-

rectional white emission, the applications of such a source become more specialised. The

majority of such applications will naturally fall under the category of ‘projection applica-

tions’. These could include conventional projectors for display technology, augmented re-

ality displays, multi-channel visible light communication and computational imaging de-

vices. It is in the last category that we find ghost imaging, the subject of the final chapter of

this thesis.

In ghost imaging the information regarding where light from the scene originated is not

provided by a multi-pixel detector. Instead the total transmission / reflection is measured

by a bucket detector without spatial resolution and this measurement is combined with

knowledge of the spatially patterned wavefront illuminating the scene, to enable recon-

struction of an image [33]. The illumination wavefront is usually either generated in some

chaotic way (e.g. with random speckle patterns) and measured with a second detector, or

is user-specified by a device such as an array of digital micromirrors. The latter scenario is

referred to as computational ghost imaging [34], and can be considered a candidate appli-

cation of the desired directional phosphor with imaging capabilities.

In Chapter 6 we will cover the principles of ghost imaging in greater detail, and will intro-

duce a method for incorporating image post-processing steps directly into the illumination

basis.
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1.6 Summary

In this introductory chapter we’ve covered the basics of solid-state lighting and colour sci-

ence, to a degree that has allowed us to understand the problem presented by conventional

phosphor solutions for application in directional light sources. The requirements of the

desired phosphor component have been outlined in the Functional Requirements Section

1.4.1, these form an important part of the assessment of candidate phosphor solutions and

will be referred to throughout this work. Finally we introduced ghost imaging as a potential

application for such a phosphor, as it will be the topic of the final body of work in this thesis

(Chapter 6).

We now begin the results chapters of this thesis, starting with an assessment of the lower

size limits at which the traditional parabolic reflector can still provide highly directional

emission.
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2 Wavelength-scale Parabolic Reflectors

2.1 Motivation

The majority of phosphor converted white LED products with directional light output ex-

ploit a reflective component between the phosphor and unwanted emission directions, of-

ten in conjunction with a simple lens. An example of standard low-cost directional white

LED implementation is shown in Fig.2.1.

Figure 2.1: Figure from [35] showing typical low-cost directional white LED design. Here
the reflector cup is of conical shape and the dome lens also serves as the encapsulant.

The complexity of the reflective component design can vary considerably depending on

factors such as the emission cone requirements, manufacturing cost and product dimen-

sions. Reflectors may be conical as in Fig.2.1, hemispherical or planar reflective substrates,

but the mathematically ideal shape is the 3D parabolic reflector (paraboloid of revolution).

A paraboloid of revolution has the remarkable property that all incident rays parallel to

the central axis will be reflected to the focus, making it the ideal shape to collect a colli-

mated beam, or to generate one starting from a point source. Fig.2.2 shows a simplified

scheme of such a parabolic antenna. To achieve the perfect collimation depicted in Fig.2.2,

the source positioned at the focus must be infinitesimally small and either the paraboloid

infinite or the source emission anisotropic (direct emission out of the opening of a finite

paraboloid will not be collimated). Nevertheless, for a spatially extended source in a finite

reflector, one can usually balance the emission angle or efficiency requirements with the

size of the reflector to achieve highly directional illumination.
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Figure 2.2: A section of an infinite parabola (red) on Cartesian axes, defined by being
equidistant from both the focus (red dot) and the directrix (blue, dashed) at all points. The
distance from vertex to the focal point is the focal length f . Emission from the focal point
(green lines), is collimated by specular reflection from a parabolic surface.

A single parabolic reflector is unable to meet the imaging capability requirement of the

desired directional phosphor component outlined in Section 1.4.1. Spatial patterning of the

input beam cannot be preserved in the generated fluorescence in any meaningful way if the

fluorescence is generated within a single homogeneous phosphor lump at the parabola’s

focus. A logical solution is then to discretise the phosphor and use an array of parabolic

reflectors, each acting as a spatially separated directional light source. Each reflector may

then be illuminated as an individual pixel, thereby preserving the patterning of the input

beam in the directional fluorescence output.

The minimum number of pixels required has been suggested in the Functional Require-

ments Section 1.4.1 as a few tens of pixels by tens of pixels. To meet the phosphor area

limitations defined therein an upper limit on the width of an individual (square) pixel is of

the order of 1 cm. This is of course just a limit and the option to use smaller elements with

higher system resolution or reduced overall size (easier optical manipulation) will always

be attractive. As such, an interesting question arises - how small can one make a parabolic

reflector before it stops working effectively? Additionally, in the vicinity of this limit does

the geometrical optics notion of a focal point remain the optimum position for an emitter?

These are the central questions explored in this chapter.

For a reflector of size significantly greater than the wavelength of emission from within

it (s >> λ), the geometrical optics (ray optics) approximation is an excellent model for
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light propagation in the reflector system. This is the scenario depicted by the green rays

in Fig.2.2. The geometrical optics approximation neglects the effects of diffraction and in-

terference, which play an increasingly important role as the reflector size decreases towards

that of the emission wavelength. It is at the wavelength scale (s ∼λ), where the geometrical

optics approximation dramatically breaks down that we explore the answers to our posed

questions. In the following sections, we will first use finite-element modelling to assess the

finite parabolic reflector in the geometrical optics regime and then compare the results to

those obtained for wavelength-scale parabolic reflectors.

2.2 The Geometrical Optics Parabolic Reflector

To compare the performance of a reflector for a given emitter position, we first define a

figure of merit which will quantify its utility for a directional lighting (or by reciprocity,

measurement) system. The ‘go-to’ parameter for an antenna system might be its direc-

tivity (D), which is a measure of the how concentrated its radiated power is into a single

direction. Specifically, it is the maximum value of the radiation intensity in a given direc-

tion (U (θ,φ)), with respect to the average power radiated in all directions by the antenna

[36]. θ and φ are the polar and azimuthal angle in the spherical polar coordinate system.

In the absence of a specified direction for which the directivity is being provided (D(θ,φ)),

the direction of maximum radiation intensity is implied (Dmax) [36]

Dmax = max

(
U (θ,φ)

Ptot /4π

)
, (2.1)

where Ptot is the total power radiated by the antenna. As the directivity is a maximum

value and could correspond to peak power radiated in any given direction, we do not con-

sider it a natural choice for comparing neighbouring emitter positions where only radiation

into a common emission direction is desired. This could be overcome by instead using the

directive gain U (θ,φ)/
(
Ptot /4π

)
in a chosen direction (e.g. along the central axis of the

paraboloid), however this does not address the most significant limitation of these param-

eters for this application. For assessment of an optical component of this type the total

power radiated into a range of acceptable angles, or a target emission cone is of far greater

value than just the peak directional power value somewhere within that cone.

For the reasons outlined above, we have chosen the power directed into a 20◦ half-angle

right circular cone in the far field, as a useful measure of the performance of the reflec-

tor. The cone and paraboloid share a common central axis and vertex. We have cho-
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sen the paraboloid defined in Cartesian coordinates by z = (x2 + y2)/2, with finite limits

x ∈ (−p2,
p

2), y ∈ (−p2,
p

2), and z ∈ (0,1), to present our results. This is the finite section

of a parabola shown in Fig.2.2, with the ẑ axis in place of the ŷ axis, and rotational symme-

try about this central axis.

Fig.2.3 shows how the directed power (as defined above) varies with emitter position, for

one quadrant of the paraboloid. The solution has rotational symmetry about the central

axis but this quadrant view will prove beneficial when comparing to the non-rotationally

symmetric results for individual dipole emitters in Section2.5. The directed power values

were obtained through finite-element modelling for a regular 2D grid of emitter positions

within the paraboloid, in a plane intersecting its central axis. As the simulated emitters are

isotropic, a 2D sweep on one side of the central axis is sufficient to obtain values for the

entire volume of the reflector, exploiting the rotational symmetry present. Full details of

the COMSOL model used and post-processing can be found in Section 2.6.3.

As expected, in Fig.2.3 a region of efficient coupling into the target cone is found when

Figure 2.3: Geometrical optics solution for power directed into a 20◦ half-angle cone, for
an isotropic emitter at varying positions within a finite parabolic reflector. As the solution
is independent of the size of the reflector in the geometrical optics regime, the dimensions
are given in terms of the vertex to opening distance y0. Power values are normalised to the
total emitted power. The red dot marks the focus of the paraboloid. Simulation details in
Section 2.6.3.
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the source is near the focus of the reflector. This efficiency remains below 100% as the re-

flector is of finite extent. It is also noteworthy that the focus is not the optimum position for

a source even within the geometrical optics approximation, this is a consequence of both

the finite extent of the paraboloid and the finite collection angle. Whilst a source at the

focus still optimises emission on axis, emission into the cone is optimised when the source

lies below the focal point, as seen in Fig.2.3.

2.3 The Oscillating Electric Dipole

When considering the interactions of an ensemble of fluorescent emitters with a structure,

it is often a necessary (if not at least enlightening) step to first understand the interactions

of a single emitter with the structure. The nature of an individual emitter becomes partic-

ularly important when length scales approach that of the wavelength of emission, as we

shall see. The majority of sources of spontaneous emission (fluorescence from YAG:Ce3+

included) can be described by an oscillating electric dipole [37, 38, 39]. Starting from an

electric dipole moment (p) oscillating at angular frequency ω in the ẑ direction

p(t ) = p0 cos(ωt ) ẑ , (2.2)

it can be shown ([40]) that the radiative fields at angle θ from ẑ and distance r far from the

emitter are

E =−µ0p0ω
2

4π

(sinθ

r

)
cos[ω(t − r /c)] θ̂, (2.3)

and

B =−µ0p0ω
2

4πc

(sinθ

r

)
cos[ω(t − r /c)] φ̂, (2.4)

where the angle θ is defined as starting along the axis of the dipole moment p0 and all other

symbols have their conventional meanings. The approximations used rely on the dipole

length l being small and the field evaluation distance r large, such that l ¿λ¿ r , whereλ is

the emission wavelength. In particular, as only radiative fields are of interest, conservation

of the integral of the Poynting vector (S) over the surface of a sphere at increasing radii

requires that only fields following a 1/r dependence are retained [40]. The Poynting vector

is obtained from the electromagnetic fields via

S = 1

µ0
(E×B). (2.5)
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Figure 2.4: Free space radiation pattern of an electric point dipole oscillating in the ẑ direc-
tion. Data for 0 <φ<π/2 have been omitted for better visual clarity.

Finally, the intensity is given by the time averaged Poynting vector

〈S〉 =
(
µ0p2

0ω
4

32π2c

)
sin2θ

r 2
r̂. (2.6)

The resulting doughnut-shaped radiation pattern can be seen in Fig.2.4. Crucially, the

oscillating electric dipole does not radiate along the axis of its dipole moment and so in-

teractions with structures or external electromagnetic fields may be highly dependent on

dipole moment orientation.

2.4 Fluorescence Near a Metallic Interface

The simplest scenario in which an emitter interacts with a reflector is that of the planar

metallic interface, that is, an emitter some distance above an infinite flat mirror. In the

geometrical optics regime this primitive reflector simply redirects all rays radiated towards

the mirror (half of the total) back into the upper half-space preserving their angles relative

to the mirror normal. This results in double the amount of light, with the same angular

distribution in the upper half-space and is a principle applied to increase the efficiency of
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phosphor discs in projector applications. It has been assumed here that the mirror is per-

fect (i.e. lossless) and this assumption will be applied for the remainder of this chapter for

simplicity.

If the emitter is separated from the mirror by a distance (d) that is not significantly larger

than the emission wavelength, the geometrical optics approximation is no longer valid and

the effects of interference must be considered. The electromagnetic fields surrounding the

emitter and radiated into the far-field are now the result of the combination of what would

be the free space fields and those reflected by the mirror. The reflected fields may be conve-

niently handled using the concept of image charges. The total fields of the emitter - mirror

system can be calculated as the sum the original fields with an out of phase image dipole,

located a distance d below the mirror. The oscillating dipoles are in antiphase due to the

π change in phase of the electric field reflected from the mirror. This notion is not valid

within the mirror, where the fields are zero.

Fig.2.5 compares the radiation pattern of an emitter one emission wavelength above a

perfect mirror with that radiated into the upper half-space by an equivalent free space

emitter. The angular distribution of emission is dramatically modified by the interference

between the direct and reflected fields.

Figure 2.5: Polar plot of the upward radiation pattern of a free space oscillating electric
dipole with one located one emission wavelength above a perfect infinite mirror. The
dipole moment is oscillating in the θ = 0 direction, as indicated by the red arrow, in both
cases. Calculation details in the accompanying text.
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The radiation pattern of the emitter near the mirror in Fig.2.5 has been calculated from

the net electric field far from the original and image oscillating dipoles using eq.2.3, as |E |2.

The image dipole fields include a phase shift of π inside the Cosine function and the dis-

tance from each source is given by

r± =
√

r 2 +d 2 ±2r d cos(π−θ), (2.7)

where r+ and r− are the distances to the original and image dipole respectively and d is

their separation from the mirror surface. The resulting patterns can be verified with the

following more compact intensity expressions for dipoles parallel and perpendicular to a

perfect mirror [41]

I∥(θ) = cos2(θ)[2−2cos(φ)], (2.8)

I⊥(θ) = sin2(θ)[2+2cos(φ−π)], (2.9)

where

φ= 4πd

λ
cos(θ). (2.10)

The modified radiation pattern seen in Fig.2.5 can also be understood in terms of emis-

sion into allowed and forbidden electromagnetic modes. Due to the destructive interfer-

ence between the source and image dipole at ∼ 60◦ for example, there is no longer an elec-

tromagnetic mode available for the emitter to radiate into and thus no radiation occurs.

Conversely at ∼ 75◦ the availability of radiative modes is at its highest. It may be tempting

to remark that the number of available modes here is elevated with respect to free space,

but equations 2.8 amd 2.9 tells us nothing of the total radiated power, which indeed may

be modified considerably with respect to free space.

K. H. Drexhage was the first to demonstrate that the total radiated power of an emit-

ter may vary with position when in close proximity to a mirror [42]. There the changing

power was probed by measuring the variable emission lifetime, which in the absence of

non-radiative decay mechanisms shares an inverse proportionality with the total radiated

power and the emission rate Γ. The connection between these properties of an emitter and

the availability of electromagnetic modes can be understood using Fermi’s golden rule [43]

Γi , j ∝|Mi , j |2ρ(E j ), (2.11)
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where Γi , j is the transition rate from excited state i to lower state j , |Mi , j | is the matrix el-

ement connecting states i and j and corresponds to the dipole moment of the source and

ρ(E j ) is the density of final states [44]. One can translate this quantum terminology to the

language of electromagnetism by realising the words state and mode are synonymous and

the density of final states ρ(E j ) is no different from the density of available electromagnetic

modes for the emitter, at a given frequency ρ(ω).

The quantity probed experimentally by Drexhage was the spatially varying relative of the

Density Of States (DOS) ρ(ω), the so-called Local Density of States (LDOS) ρ(r ,ω), where

r is the spatial coordinate [42]. When the LDOS is further separated into its components

from a given orientation of dipole moment, it is termed the Partial Local Density of States

(PLDOS) [37]. In the case of our infinite mirror example, the LDOS is constructed from

the PLDOS for parallel and perpendicular dipole moments as the orientational average

ρ(r ,ω) = (1/3ρ⊥ + 2/3ρ∥). Note that the PLDOS is conventionally defined not to require

the 1/3 pre-factor in the orientational average, but we choose to use it here [37].

Fig.2.6 shows the variation in total radiated power, or equivalently the PLDOS, for dipolar

emitters in close proximity to a perfect mirror. The PLDOS in each case has been deter-

mined by numerical integration of following expressions [37]

ρ∥(r ,ω) = ω2

π2c3

∫ π
2

0

[
sin(θ)− 1

2
sin3(θ)

]
sin2

(ω
c

cos(θ)d
)
dθ (2.12)

and

ρ⊥(r ,ω) = ω2

π2c3

∫ π
2

0
sin3(θ)cos2

(ω
c

cos(θ)d
)
dθ. (2.13)

It should be noted these expressions are derived from the full electromagnetic fields of the

emitters, not the far field approximations of eqs.2.3 and 2.4. Fig.2.6 also contains the same

parameters evaluated in 3D COMSOL simulations, see Section 2.6.2 for details, which show

good agreement with the analytical expressions.

The PLDOS is shown in Fig.2.6 to be highly sensitive to the orientation of the emitter

and oscillates periodically with distance from the mirror. As the distance from the mirror

increases the amplitude of the fluctuations decreases, with the PLDOS tending to its free

space value for all orientations. These observations are easily understood by considering

the emitter to be a classical dipole antenna with a radiation efficiency that is sensitive to

the amplitude and phase of the reflected fields at the antenna location, which may inter-

fere constructively or destructively with the charge oscillations in the antenna. The PLDOS

thus fluctuates with the phase of the reflected field, has a period of approximately half the

emission wavelength and fluctuates less with distance from the mirror. The amplitude of
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Figure 2.6: Variation in the total radiated power of dipolar emitters with distance from a
perfect mirror. The orientation specific analytical dependencies (lines) are those of eq.2.12
and eq.2.13. The circular data points mark the results of COMSOL simulations, details of
which can be found in Section 2.6.2.

these fluctuations is much larger for the parallel emitter, which radiates preferentially to-

wards the mirror.

The final and most striking observation from Fig.2.6 is the PLDOS values at zero emitter

- mirror separation. Once again the image charge concept provides the most intuitive ex-

planation. In Fig.2.7 we can see the impact of the induced image charges on the effective

dipole moment of the emitter as it approaches the mirror. For a dipole oscillating paral-

lel to the mirror surface, at zero separation, the image charges cancel those of the emitter.

This results in no net oscillation of charge, which means no radiation and a PLDOS of zero.

For the perpendicular dipole the result is a dipole with twice the length and hence twice the

dipole moment. This would provide a factor of 4 enhancement in radiated power, following

eq.2.6, for twice the dipole moment in free space. However, as the radiative fields are only

non-zero in the upper half-space, the result is a factor of 2 enhancement in the PLDOS.

It is important to note that for a real metal of finite conductivity one would observe
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Figure 2.7: As a dipole emitter approaches zero distance above a perfect mirror the image
dipole induced in the metal may serve to cancel ((a) - parallel orientation) or double ((b) -
perpendicular orientation) the dipole moment of the emitter [44].

quenching of the emission at very small emitter - mirror separations. This is due to near

field coupling to surface plasmon polaritons, hybrid light-matter states that may be sup-

ported by a metal dielectric interface [44]. This is typically only of consequence for emitter

- mirror separations less than ∼ 20 nm at visible wavelengths [44]. We have restricted our

investigations to perfect mirrors of infinite conductivity in the following simulations.

One can expect the effects of a fluctuating LDOS to play a critical role in the performance

of reflectors whose size is close to the emission wavelength.

2.5 The Wavelength-scale Parabolic Reflector

With the macroscale solution established in Fig.2.3 as a reference, we now consider the

corresponding case for wavelength-scale paraboloids. We have chosen a paraboloid with

vertex to opening height equal to the emission wavelength to examine in detail first and

then we shall see how the observed behaviour varies with emission wavelength.

The method is explained in detail in Section 2.6.4 but in short is as follows: for a given

emitter orientation and position within the paraboloid, use COMSOL to determine the

electromagnetic fields around the reflector and perform a near to far field transformation

on the simulation boundary. An example of both the spatial and angular field distribution

for a given emitter can be seen in Fig.2.8. Next, numerically integrate the resulting radia-

tion pattern to determine the power coupled into a 20◦ half-angle cone in the far field, our

chosen performance metric. Repeat for the source positions and orientations needed to

map the entire volume of the reflector, exploiting present symmetries.

Figs.2.9 (a) - (c) show the position-dependent power radiated into a 20◦ half-angle cone
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Figure 2.8: (a) Contour plot of the calculated electric field amplitude in the y = 0 plane, sur-
rounding an oscillating electric point dipole within a wavelength-scale parabolic reflector.
The emission wavelength λ = 600 nm. The dipole is located at the parabola’s focus (on axis
at z = 0.5λ) and is oscillating in the x̂ direction as indicated by the red arrow. The amplitude
of the field has been normalised to unity. (b) Corresponding far field contour plot, in wave-
vector (kx ,ky ) space. The amplitude of the far field has been normalised to unity. The white
circles mark emission inclination angles as labelled, with the dashed circle corresponding
to the 20◦ half-angle cone used to measure the performance of the reflector.

for dipole moments oscillating in the vertical ẑ (a) and horizontal x̂ (b) directions. (c) shows

the geometric mean of the solutions for the three basis dipole moment orientations ( 1
3 x̂ +

1
3 ŷ + 1

3 ẑ ). It can be seen in (c) that the maximum power radiated into the target cone is

approximately 50% of the total power radiated by an equivalent emitter in free space. As

one would expect, this value falls short of the ∼ 75% achieved in the geometrical optics

regime, which ignores diffraction. It can also be seen that whilst in the macroscale solution

of Fig.2.3 only a small improvement is gained by re-positioning sources below the focal

point, for the geometry chosen in Fig.2.9 the geometrical focus is one of the worst possible

choices.

In the COMSOL simulations we observe that for some emitter positions as much as 10%

of the total power radiated was into directions below the reflecting surface. The origin of

this backwards propagating power, which cannot have passed through the PEC boundary

condition is discussed in Section 2.6.5.

The maxima and minima present in Fig.2.9 (a) - (c) can be understood by examining

the spatial variation in the density of optical states, shown via the changes in total emitted
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Figure 2.9: Directed power for dipole emitters as a function of their position within a wave-
length-scale parabolic reflector (top row), corresponding total radiated power (middle row)
and fraction of total radiated power within the target cone (bottom row). The emission
wavelength λ = 600 nm. The dipole orientation is given by the red arrows, where Av. de-
notes the geometric mean of the three orthogonal dipole orientations (where the dipole
oscillation in y case is obtained from the oscillation in x solution shown). In (a) - (c) the
power directed into a 20◦ half-angle cone is normalised to the total power emitted in the
absence of any reflector, as is the total radiated power (d) - (f). Results for dipoles orien-
tated in the ẑ direction and the geometric mean possess rotational symmetry about the z
axis whilst perpendicular orientations have symmetry about the x = 0 and y = 0 planes.
Red dots indicate the geometrical focal point of the paraboloids.
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power. Fig.2.9 (d) - (f) are equivalent to their top row counterparts, but display the total

power emitted for each source position and orientation. It can be seen that the poor per-

formance around the focal position in Fig.2.9 (a) - (c) can be attributed to a considerable

reduction in the density of states here, compared both with its free space value and more

noticeably with the elevated density of states above and below the focal position. It can also

be seen in Fig.2.9 (d) and (e) that the variations in the density of states follow intuitively

from the case of an oscillating dipole above an infinite ground plane [42, 44, 45, 46]. In

this simplified case, consideration of the image charges induced in the mirror by the dipole

provides an intuitive explanation. For a dipole oscillating immediately above and parallel

to a mirror the induced image charges effectively cancel out the dipole moment, whereas

for a perpendicular dipole its effective moment is increased. This behaviour is clearly seen

for emitters close to the reflector in Fig.2.9 (d) and (e).

Fig.2.9 (g) - (i) show the fraction of total emitted power which is coupled into the target

cone. This is the results of the top row for directed power, normalised to the total radiated

power of the middle row, as opposed to the power radiated in free space. This allows one to

independently see the effects of the changes in the density of states and the ‘focusing abil-

ity’ of the reflector, which combine to yield the directed power behaviour seen in Fig.2.9 (a)

- (c). As one might expect, the focusing behaviour seen in Fig.2.9 (i) is less pronounced and

less spatially localised than that seen in the geometrical optics regime of Fig.2.3.

Fig.2.9 shows that at this scale the local density of states has a strong bearing on both

the optimum emitter position and the corresponding value for the directed power. As the

size of the reflector is varied, so too will be the local density of states. Fig.2.10a shows the

amount of power directed into a 20◦ half-angle cone for emitter positions along the central

axis of the reflector, for a range of emission wavelengths, effectively varying the reflector

size. The geometrical optics solution is present at the lambda = 0 position, for comparison.

It can be seen that as the effective size of the antenna decreases, maxima in the directed

power broaden and decrease in number. The expected trend of a general decrease in di-

rected power with decreasing effective size is also observed, but has its exceptions as it

competes with the changing location of maxima and minima in the local density of states.

Fig.2.10b shows the variation of the total emitted power.

The impact of the density of states on the directed power can clearly be seen by com-

parison of Fig.2.10b and Fig.2.10a. For a λ : λ0 ratio of 4/6, the directed power can be seen

to exceed the optimal value obtained in the geometrical optics regime. This occurs for

an emitter positioned 7/10 of the way from paraboloid vertex to the opening, over half an

emission wavelength above the optimum inferred from geometrical optics.
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Figure 2.10: (a) Variation in the power directed into a 20◦ half-angle cone with emitter po-
sition along the reflector’s central axis and with emission wavelength. The emission wave-
length is given in units of the design wavelength λ0 = 600 nm, which determines the (fixed)
size of the reflector. The size and shape of the reflector remains as in Fig.2.9, with a vertex to
opening distance of λ0 = 600 nm. Directed power values are normalised to the total power
radiated by an equivalent emitter (at the specified emission wavelength) in free space. The
black squares indicate values obtained by simulation and the connecting black lines are
visual guides. The dashed red lines indicate the position of the geometrical focus. The
‘λ = 0’ values represent the solution in the small wavelength limit in which the geometri-
cal optics approximation may accurately be applied and the solution does not depend on
wavelength. (b) As in (a), but showing the total radiated power.
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2.5.1 In the Context of Other Work

The application of parabolic reflectors to nanoscale sources of light is far from unique to

this work. Some examples of which would be the substitution of the conventional objec-

tive lens with a parabolic mirror in confocal microscopy [47, 48, 49] and for enhancing the

collection efficiency from a single fluorescent molecule or ion [50, 51, 52]. These are exam-

ples of geometrical optics regime reflectors applied to nanoscale sources of light, but there

have also been several recent works where the reflector size itself has been reduced to of

the order of the emission wavelength.

In [53] the challenge of fabricating a micro / wavelength-scale paraboloid is circum-

vented by using using plasmonics to allow a parabolic antenna to be realised from a pla-

nar elliptical nanometallic structure. Fabrication of 3D paraboloids of wavelength-scale

dimensions has been demonstrated by reactive ion etching in diamond [54] and also by

exploiting parabolic iso-intensity contours of a Gaussian beam focused near a photoresist

[55, 56]. In the latter works, which include simulation of a range of paraboloid sizes, the

sizes of interest are typically just off the larger end of those considered here, with respect to

the emission wavelength in its host medium.

2.5.2 Conclusions

It has been shown through numerical calculation that for parabolic antennas whose char-

acteristic size is approximately the emission wavelength, the optimum emitter position de-

viates considerably from the paraboloid’s focus. An informed choice on placing the emitter

allows the power emitted into a cone to exceed the optimum value for the geometrical op-

tics solution. In contrast, choosing to position the emitter at the focus may result in less

than 50% of the directed power expected from geometrical optics. Fig.2.10a shows that the

minimum size for such a reflector at which one can expect directed power comparable to

the geometrical optics solution, is just above one wavelength (vertex to opening distance).

Below this size diffraction causes the reflector to be of decreasing utility. With approxi-

mate size limits established, other factors impacting the applicability of wavelength-scale

parabolic antennas to directional phosphor components are examined in Chapter 3.

If wavelength-scale parabolic antennas were concluded to warrant further investigation

for application in directional phosphors, one would need to include the phosphor - air di-

electric interface and reflective properties of an imperfect real metal in the simulations. In-

cluding the refractive index of the phosphor would change the effective size of the reflectors

in proportion to its index and perturb the emission patterns and PLDOS variations accord-
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ing to the geometry of the new dielectric interface. Antenna efficiency would be reduced

by the lossy reflection from a real metal and quenching of emission would be expected in

close proximity to the reflector surface [44].

2.6 Methods

2.6.1 A Note on Meshes

An auto-generated ‘Physics-controlled mesh’ ([57]) has been used for both the geometrical

optics and wavelength-scale parabola models. The Physics controlled mesh is described as

follows in the COMSOL reference manual:

“A physics-controlled meshing sequence examines the physics to automatically determine

size attributes and sequence operations needed to create a mesh adapted to the problem. The

physics-controlled sequence is based on heuristics and knowledge built-in by application ex-

perts.” - [57]

As this is unlikely to be of much utility to someone without access to the COMSOL soft-

ware, we have included additional information on the generated meshes. For each model

two visualisations of the mesh are included, one colour-coded to emphasize the element

sizes and the other the element quality.

The element size is defined as the length of the longest edge of the element [57]. The ele-

ment quality Q is quantified using the default measure of the ‘skewness’ of a mesh element

with respect to a perfectly regular element.

Q = min

(
1−max

(
θ−θe

180−θe
,
θe −θ
θe

))
(2.14)

“Where θ is the angle over a vertex (2D) or edge (3D) in the element, θe is the angle of

the corresponding edge or vertex in an ideal element, and the minimum is taken over all

vertices (2D) or edges (3D) of the element” - [57]. The mesh element quality ranges from 0

to 1 where 0 represents a degenerated element and 1 the ideal regular element in terms of

‘skewness’ [57].
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Figure 2.11: Cross-section in the xz plane of the simulation geometry for the dipole in air
above mirror results of Fig.2.6. The simulation wavelength was 300 nm and here the dipole
(black dot) is displaced 0.5λ from the mirror.

2.6.2 Dipole Above a Mirror COMSOL Model

A frequency domain study within COMSOL’s Radiofrequency Electromagnetic Waves, Fre-

quency Domain module was used to produce the result in Fig.2.6. The geometry for this

simulation is shown in Fig.2.11. The size of the finite mirror was maximised by simulating

only a hemispherical domain with a large radius of 5 × the emission wavelength λ. With

reference to Fig.2.11, the horizontal surface at x = 0 was defined with the Perfect Electric

Conductor (PEC) boundary condition, which simulates a perfect mirror. The PEC condi-

tion imposes that the tangential component of the electric field (E ) at the boundary must

be zero, n ×E = 0, where n is the surface normal. In addition Perfectly Matched Layers

(PMLs) were defined between the inner (at radius 4.5λ) and outer curved surfaces as an

absorbing boundary condition. The outer curved surface was thus also given the PEC con-

dition.

The oscillating point dipole, with orientation parallel or perpendicular to the mirror was

swept from 0 to 1.6λ in increments of 0.1λ. A small offset of 0.0001λ in the positive x̂ di-

rection was applied to allow a solution at ‘zero’ displacement from the mirror. The total

radiated power was determined by integrating the time averaged power outflow, by vari-

able ‘emw.nPoav’ over the surface of the inner hemisphere.

A physics controlled ‘fine’ mesh was used, as shown in Fig.2.12. Note the anisotropic

mesh applied within the PMLs by the physics controlled mesh, in line with the anisotropic

material properties of the PMLs.
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2.6.3 Geometrical Optics Parabolic Reflector Method

For the case of the macroscale paraboloids (size >> wavelength), radiation patterns were

obtained using COMSOL’s Geometrical Optics Module (Ray Tracing study). In a three-

dimensional simulation, isotropic emission (1000 rays) was released from a point within a

finite-height reflecting paraboloid defined by the equation z = (x2 + y2)/2, with x ∈ (−p2,
p

2),

y ∈ (−p2,
p

2), and z ∈ (0,1), with a perfect reflection boundary condition. The absolute size

of the described shape is of no real consequence in the geometrical optics regime, here the

vertex to opening height (y0 in Fig.2.3) was set to 1 m as can be seen in Fig.2.13. The time

stepping used for the solver was set to 0 to 50 ns in 0.5 ns increments.

The simulation domain was closed with a hemispherical boundary over the open por-

tion of the paraboloid. The ‘freeze’ boundary condition was applied here to terminate rays

propagating into the far field. Wave vectors from rays frozen on this boundary were then

used to obtain a far field radiation pattern. Exploiting the radial symmetry present, this

Figure 2.12: Cross-sectional view of the fine physics controlled mesh used for the results of
Fig.2.6. The parameters S and Q show the element size and quality as defined in Section
2.6.1. The elements shown are volume mesh elements satisfying the condition y > 0.
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Figure 2.13: Cross-section of the 3D reflector geometry, in the y = 0 plane. The shaded blue
regions show those that are in the simulation domain and filled with air (n = 1), the white
regions lie below the reflection boundary condition and need not be simulated.

process was repeated for a regular two-dimensional grid of source positions, sampling the

area within the parabola on one side of its central axis of symmetry. Emitter positions were

shifted in the positive ẑ direction by 0.01 m from their natural integer multiples of 0.1 m to

avoid the variable source positions coinciding with any ‘naturally occurring’ points in the

COMSOL geometry. In the event of such a definition clash, for example at a height of 0 or 1

m, COMSOL can loose track of the point which should be defined as the dipole.

A ‘Normal’ physics-controlled mesh, generated internally by COMSOL was used through-

out. An example of the meshes used can be seen in Fig.2.14, where both the element size

and quality are as defined in Section 2.6.1.

Post-processing of the obtained ray angular distributions was performed in MATLAB.

The number of rays satisfying the 20◦ half-angle emission cone was divided by the total

number to obtain the directed power.

2.6.4 Wavelength-scale Parabolic Reflector Method

For the wavelength-scale paraboloids a frequency domain study within COMSOL’s Radiofre-

quency Electromagnetic Waves, Frequency Domain module was used. The position and

orientation of an oscillating electric point dipole was swept within a reflective paraboloid

of revolution with the same basic shape as in the macroscale case. For a dipole moment

perpendicular to the central axis of the reflector, a three dimensional sweep of one quad-
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rant of the reflector is required, whilst for the case of a dipole moment oscillating parallel

to this axis, a two-dimensional sweep over r =√
x2 + y2 and z is sufficient. In Fig.2.9 the z

displacements cover the range 0.11 to 0.91λ in increments of 0.1λ, whereas for the fine cen-

tral axis sweeps of Figs.2.10a and 2.10b the range was enhanced to 0.01 to 0.96λ0 in 0.05λ0

increments.

The paraboloid was designed to have a height of λ0 and a radius at its opening of
p

2λ0,

with a design wavelength λ0 = 600 nm. To produce the results of Fig.2.10a the emission

wavelength λ was varied between 0.5λ0 and 1.5λ0 . As COMSOL employs the Stratton-Chu

method [58, 59, 60, 61] to transform from the near to the far-field, it is necessary to enclose

the whole system in a closed surface with uniform properties. The reflecting parabolic sur-

face was continued by a horizontal annulus of width 0.2λ0, which formed a closed surface

with a hemisphere below the paraboloid. The perfect electric conductor boundary con-

dition was applied to this entire surface. This allows an additional spherical air layer, of

annular radius 0.3λ0 to act both as the homogeneous boundary for near to far field trans-

formation, and a second order scattering boundary condition (which effectively releases

radiation from the simulation domain) on its outer surface. A ‘normal’ physics-controlled

mesh was used throughout, an example of which can be seen in Fig.2.16. More advanced

meshing strategies were explored, such as adaptive mesh refinement, but the marginal im-

provements observed were far outweighed by computational cost of running several itera-

tions of refinement for each dipole position.

Figure 2.14: Cross-sectional view of the physics controlled mesh used for the results of
Fig.2.3, when the point source of emission was located at 0.5 m. The parameters S and
Q show the element size and quality as defined in Section 2.6.1. The elements shown are
volume mesh elements satisfying the condition y >−0.15 m.
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Figure 2.15: Cross-section of the 3D wavelength-scale reflector geometry used in Fig.2.9,
where λ0 = λ= 600 nm, in the y = 0 plane. The shaded blue regions show those that are in
the simulation domain and filled with air (n = 1), which here must fully enclose the emitter.
The white regions are excluded from the simulation and modelled with the Perfect Electric
Conductor boundary condition.

Figure 2.16: Cross-sectional view of the physics controlled mesh used for the results of
Fig.2.9, when the point dipole was located at 0.5λ. λ0 = λ = 600 nm. The parameters S
and Q show the element size and quality as defined in Section 2.6.1. The elements shown
are volume mesh elements satisfying the condition y >−0.1λ.
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3D Far-field plots were calculated within COMSOL with angular resolution settings - 60

points in elevation θ and 40 points in azimuth φ, covering the full emission sphere of 4π

steradians. The variable evaluated within COMSOL was the square of the electric far field

norm ‘emw.normEfar2’, representing the power density. Far-field data is exported from

COMSOL as a set of Cartesian coordinates. These are then converted to spherical polar

coordinates. The number of points per unique θ, φ combination (excluding the θ = 0 sin-

gularity where 40 points are expected) is frequently and seemingly randomly greater than

one, for reasons unclear. To resolve this the spherical polar dataset is interpolated using the

MATLAB function ‘scattered interpolant’ with default settings, this removes the duplicate

data points.

The power within a given angular range is calculated as the numerical integration of the

radial coordinate (which was already squared within COMSOL), weighted by the sine of

the θ value, for all data points within the specified θ range. Due to the typical represen-

tation of Far-field amplitude/intensity as the radial coordinate in a classic Far-field plot,

care must be taken when performing the integration. In reality one is integrating a func-

tion (the far-field amplitude/intensity) over the surface of large (in the far-field) sphere, of

constant and irrelevant radius at all points. One could erroneously include the far-field am-

plitude/intensity as the r 2 factor in the spherical polar surface area element of integration

r 2 sinθdθdφ. This process was repeated for the results of Fig.2.10a and Fig.2.10b with vary-

ing calculation wavelength λ and fixed size dictated by the design wavelength λ0. For each

value of λ the total emitted power in free space was determined in a simulation as above

but in which the metal regions were included and modelled as air.

2.6.5 A Note on Radiation ‘Through’ the Metal

Fig.2.17 shows an example of a radiation pattern obtained for an emitter within the parabolic

reflector defined in Fig.2.15. A small portion of the power can be seen to be radiating in di-

rections that would correspond to emission through (or around) the perfectly reflecting

boundary. One could be forgiven for writing off this minor contribution as some negligi-

ble error, however, they would have fallen victim to this deceptive yet widely adopted way

of representing a radiation pattern. The seemingly minor back lobe(s) in Fig.2.17 actually

correspond to ∼ 7% of the total power radiated by this emitter. One should instead realise

those low far field values correspond to an entire hemisphere of emission angles and their

integrated contribution is larger than instinct would have you believe.

The origin of this ‘backwards power’ was the focus of our investigations for some time.
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Figure 2.17: Far field radiation pattern for a dipole oscillating in the x̂ direction, positioned
at x = 1.3λ, y = 0 and z = 0.95λ inside the reflector of Figs.2.15 and 2.9. In this visualisation
of the radiation pattern, the squared amplitude of the electric far field in a given direction
is provided by the distance from the origin. The dashed line at z = 0 separates the expected
forward emission of the antenna from that which appears to be radiated through the per-
fect mirror.

Of course in the geometrical optics regime emission in this direction couldn’t be permit-

ted, even with the truncated metallic surround required in the wavelength-scale geometry

(Fig.2.15), it would require rays to bend in air. The answer then appears obvious, we are

not in the geometrical optics regime and the emitter of Fig.2.17 is fairly close to the outer

edge of the horizontal reflecting annulus, it is entirely reasonable to expect some power to

be diffracted in the ‘backwards’ direction. The perceived difficulty with this explanation

was that the backwards radiation component still seemed too large for emitters closer to

the paraboloid central axis and was diminishing too slowly with increasing width of the re-

flecting annulus.

The solution to this puzzle came from the discovery that we may have been unjusti-

fied in our expectation of ‘fast’ convergence to the expected result for an infinite reflect-

ing surround, with increasing surround size. In [62] we see that for the related system of a

monopole antenna above a finite ground plane the convergence to the result for an infinite

ground plane is surprisingly slow. This slow convergence can be seen in Fig.2.18, where

the peak angle of the radiation pattern tends very slowly to the infinite case of 90◦, with

increasing ground plane radius.
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Figure 2.18: Figure from [62], showing slow convergence of the radiation pattern of a quar-
ter wavelength monopole antenna above a finite ground plane of radius a to that of an
infinite ground plane. Convergence is tracked here via the peak emission angle, which is
90◦ in the perfect infinite ground plane case. λ is the emission wavelength.

Even at a radius of 10 λ the emission maximum is significantly raised from the horizontal

and a substantial portion of the radiated power is into directions below the finite ground

plane [62]. In light of this behaviour it seems reasonable to conclude the backwards radia-

tion we observe is physical and can be explained by the finite reflecting annulus.
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3 Choosing the Right Approach

3.1 Assessing Strategy Feasibility

We have seen in Section 2 that one can obtain directed power values comparable to those

achieved in the geometrical optics regime by using parabolic reflectors whose character-

istic size is just above the wavelength of emission. However, we have not yet evaluated

the wavelength-scale reflector array approach against the full functional requirements out-

lined in Section 1.4.1, nor have we compared it to other strategies for producing directional

fluorescence. This is the subject of this chapter, in which we explain the rationale behind

our final choice of strategy to pursue in full.

To date, the strategies for generating directional fluorescence with imaging capability we

have considered fall somewhere within one or more of the following categories (those in

bold purple font indicate techniques that rely on a thin [roughly hundreds of nanometers

or less] phosphor layer :

• Reflectors

– Wavelength-scale Parabolas

– Microscale Parabolas

– Nanoscale Pyramidal Reflectors

– Microscale Pyramidal Reflectors

• Refractors (lenses)

– Microlens Arrays

• Nanoantennas

– Coupling to extended lattice resonances

– Near-field coupling to metal / dielectric antennas

– Metasurfaces (active)

• Waveguides

– Nano-waveguides

– Diffractive (grating) outcoupling

– Macroscale fibre optics

We shall discuss each of these briefly in turn, providing representative examples of works in

each category where possible and highlighting some of the relevant characteristics of the
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underlying physical mechanisms. Then, we perform some basic calculations in Sections

3.2 and 3.3 to help inform our final decision on which to proceed with, which we make in

Section 3.4.

Reflectors

We begin with the category of reflectors, following on directly from the work in Section 2.

This is the widely adopted principle for enhancing the directional efficiencies of most com-

mercial white LEDs (see Fig.2.1). We’ve seen that the parabolic reflector can maintain its

directional capabilities even when miniaturised to the wavelength-scale [55, 56, 63]. One

consequence of designing a phosphor component at this scale is one can expect disper-

sion in the angular emission pattern, as the broad spectral coverage inherent to the white

LED will produce differing radiation patterns for each of its component wavelengths (see

Fig.2.10a). This lack of angular colour uniformity could prove problematic for the intended

lighting applications.

As the reflector size increases through the macroscale these interference, diffraction and

density of states induced spectral dependencies become less problematic and one can

quickly find the geometrical optics picture of Fig.2.3 to be accurate. Thus there exists a

wide range of reflector sizes, from a few microns up to the ∼ 1 cm width limit, which could

present a viable solution for this work. One would however still need to take care to manage

diffractive effects from the effective grating that forms when the array pitch is at the lower

end of microscale.

We include pyramidal reflectors of both nanometer and microscale in this category as

ease of manufacturing could warrant deviation from the ideal parabolic shape. Through

anisotropic etching of the crystal planes in silicon, pyramidal reliefs can be formed over

large area by the intersecting crystallographic planes [64]. These structures find applica-

tion in light trapping in solar cells [65, 66] but could also be employed to provide directional

emission to phosphors emitting near the inverted pyramid’s apex.

Refractors

We include this category primarily for the sake of completeness. To meet the imaging re-

quirements outlined in Section 1.4.1, refracting elements would likely need to be deployed

in an array much as for the reflectors discussed above. A microlens array placed in contact

with a continuous phosphor layer could provide enhanced outcoupling and some direc-

tionality to its emission. The efficiency of emission into a narrow solid-angle is likely to be

hindered by the uniform spatial distribution of the emitters, which will in general not be at
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the focus of one of the lenses. Consequently a lens array might be better used in conjunc-

tion with a reflector array, where the emitting areas are more spatially localised.

Nanoantennas

The control of the emission direction, lifetime and spectrum can be achieved by altering

the local electromagnetic environment of an emitter, as we have seen for parabolic anten-

nas. Optical analogs of familiar radio-frequency antenna designs can be implemented by

coupling emitters to metallic or dielectric nanostructures that support favourable resonant

modes [67, 68]. This is typically achieved via near-field interaction with the resonant struc-

ture, which limits the range over which the emission properties can be modified [67, 68].

Efficient overlapping of the emitters with the maxima of the resonant modes enables im-

pressive photoluminescence enhancement factors of the order 104 in some cases [69].

The spatial extent of the resonant modes can be extended considerably in periodic arrays

of metallic nanoparticles, making nanoantennas more appealing for solid-state lighting ap-

plications [70]. These extended surface lattice resonances enable interaction with a much

greater fraction of the bulk phosphor, extending hundreds of nanometers in the direction

perpendicular to the array plane ([70, 71]) and can beam fluorescence emission into narrow

solid angles as each metal nanoparticle behaves as a coherent emitting element in a phased

array [71]. The extended spatial character of these modes results in spectrally narrow reso-

nances when compared to their localized counterparts [70, 71, 72]. This could prove prob-

lematic for spectrally matching enhancements to the broad emission from YAG:Ce3+ and

such nannoantenna arrays would also see the beaming direction vary with wavelength,

compromising colour angular uniformity.

Metasurfaces (2D metamaterials) achieve material properties beyond those accessible to

their constituent parts through the combined effect of subwavelength structures (or meta-

atoms) and their positioning in space. Metasurfaces can generally be described as either

passive or active [73]. Most often they are passive in the sense that they are tailored to con-

trol the propagation of waves whereas in the newer class of active metasurfaces the emis-

sion may be engineered via direct incorporation of the emitter into the metasurface itself,

becoming light-emitting [73]. The greater degree of control offered by active metasurfaces

makes them better suited to lighting applications than their passive counterparts.

Clearly there is substantial overlap between the between the concepts of light-emitting

metasurfaces and the nanoantenna arrays discussed above, with the latter considered an

example of the former [73]. Therefore the characteristics and anticipated challenges re-

main consistent with those already mentioned.
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Waveguides

Due to the high refractive index of YAG:Ce3+, waveguiding via total internal reflection oc-

curs naturally in its scatter-free forms such as monocrystalline YAG:Ce3+. One simple method

of generating directional emission would be to allow directional outcoupling of the guided

fluorescence with a grating structure. In this system the momentum needed to outcouple

from the guided modes to produce radiative modes is supplied by scattering from the pe-

riodic grating. This results in a well defined emission angle which varies with the emission

wavelength. Again we expect an undesirable spectral dependence on the emission angle.

If the size of the waveguide is reduced to a few hundred nanometers so that the number

of modes supported by the guide becomes small, one can encourage preferential emis-

sion into the guided modes of the structure [74]. Furthermore the concepts of enhanced

emission into confined guided modes and directional outcoupling through periodic struc-

turing have been combined to produce resonantly enhanced emission from a luminescent

nanostructured waveguide [75, 76]. In [75] a 200 nm thick YAG:Ce3+ waveguide is period-

ically nanostructured to achieve up to a 30-fold enhancement in the emission into a well

defined angle, vs an unstructured guide. The enhancements stem from a combination of

the elevated local density of states and directional outcoupling. The enhancements are ob-

tained in narrow (FWHM<20 nm), polarization dependent spectral regions and exhibit the

beaming angle spectral dependence characteristic of grating outcoupling.

Finally, we consider traditional geometrical optics regime fibres emitting from their end

facets. Directional emission from familiar fibre optic patch cables prompted interest in

the structures, but emission properties for fluorescence generated within the fibre are un-

known. If an acceptable fraction of the emission is guided to the fibre ends then the small

emitting area could provide a bright, flexible and low etendue illumination component. In

addition, in the geometrical optics regime one can expect reduced dispersive effects.

3.2 Minimum Amount of Phosphor Calculation

With the rough size constraints and luminous output target defined in the Functional Re-

quirements Section 1.4.1, we can begin to predict the suitability of some of the techniques

just discussed. The first question we sought to answer is: could a nano-film phosphor meet

the 20,000 lumen white output target within an area no larger than a shoe box (∼30×20 cm)?

If the answer is no, half of the considered approaches in Section 3.1, those colour-coded in

purple, can be discounted.
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To answer this question we estimate the minimum area of a YAG:Ce3+ layer only 100 nm

thick needed to produce 20,000 lm of output, subject to a number of approximations. These

simplifications reduce the complexity of the calculation to match the degree of precision

needed at this stage and enable the calculation to be clearly conveyed in just a few lines of

simple mathematics.

We begin with the 20,000 lm target, which we convert to the necessary pump light power

with a typical white light phosphor yield of 200 lumens per watt of pump [77]. This is also

the target value for the sought phosphor component. This tells us we would need to illu-

minate the phosphor with 100 W of blue pump.

Having removed lumens from the problem, we convert the pump power to a number of

fluorescence photons emitted per second with the following two approximations for sim-

plicity. First, we know the internal quantum efficiency of fluorescence is approaching unity

[18], we consider it and the external quantum efficiency to be 100%. Second, we assume

all of the fluorescence is emitted at a wavelength (λ) of 580 nm, roughly at the intensity

weighted center of its spectrum (see Fig.1.4). The number of ‘yellow’ photons needed per

second is then dictated by the change in energy from the 450 nm blue pump to the 580 nm

fluorescence and the energy of a single yellow photon. Both values governed by the photon

energy at a given wavelength

E = hc

λ
, (3.1)

where h is the Planck constant and c the speed of light in vacuum. From eq.3.1 we estimate

the necessary fluorescence yield to be 78 W or 2.3×1020 yellow photons per second.

Now we make our most significant approximation by neglecting the excitation statistics

and assuming the fluorescent ions spend no time in the ground state, in other words that

they are immediately re-excited after emission. This is the assumption that makes this a

minimum area needed calculation. With a fluorescence lifetime of just 70 ns [12], each ion

can emit up to 1.4×107 emitters per second and therefore the minimum number of emit-

ters needed in the phosphor is 1.6×1013.

Finally, we take a value of 2.4 nm as the lowest inter-dopant spacing (d) achievable in

monocystalline YAG:Ce3+ [18]. The dopant density ρ = 1/d 3, which with the number of

emitters and chosen film thickness of 100 nm, determines the minimum area of phosphor

to be just 2.2 mm2. As this is several orders of magnitude below ‘shoe box size’, we are thus

not able to rule out techniques using a nanoscale phosphor layer based upon this simpli-

fied calculation.

To obtain a more accurate prediction of the required phosphor area, one could relax the

assumption that the emitters are constantly re-excited. This is expected to yield a much
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higher minimum phosphor volume requirement, as the pump power (P ) necessary to reach

the saturation condition assumed in the calculations above is estimated to be ∼ 45 kW. This

is determined from the pump photon energy (E), calculated minimum phosphor area (A),

fluorescence lifetime (τ) and absorption cross-section (σ) as P = AE
τσ

. At several orders of

magnitude higher than the necessary 78 W pump power needed in this application, fac-

toring in the excitation dynamics could rule out a nanoscale approach. However, as one

begins to consider the probability of exciting an activator ion to an excited state, it be-

comes clear that the fractional pump absorption by the layer could be a limiting factor in

achieving white output. This is the topic of following section.

3.3 Phosphor Pump Absorption

It has been seen in the preceding section that the potential to use a nanoscale phosphor

layer approach has not been ruled out based on the maximum light output from the num-

ber of emitters that could be contained within a thin (100 nm) phosphor film of practical

cross sectional area. However, the probability of absorption of pump light by an activator

ion in the ground state occurring has not yet been accounted for. The absorption of light

by a material of uniform concentration is related to the path length of light through the

material by the Beer-Lambert Law [78, 79]

I

I0
= e−αx (3.2)

where I /I0 is the ratio of light intensity at distance x along the optical path to its starting

intensity and α is the absorption (or more generally attenuation) coefficient.

We consider the monocrystalline disc which produced the cool-white (CCT ∼ 7500 K)

emission spectrum shown previously in Fig.1.4 as a point of reference. Its absorption co-

efficient α =75 cm−1 for a pump wavelength of 460 nm, as provided by the manufacturer

(Crytur spol.s.r.o. [80]). Its dopant concentration is estimated to be just under 0.2 at.%

based on the experimentally determined absorption cross-section of σ= 3×10−18 cm2 for

the (460 nm) 2F5/2 →2 D3/2 transition in [18]. The % pump absorption achieved within a

given thickness of this phosphor is shown in Fig.3.1.

The thickness of the monocrystalline disc that produced the white output spectrum of

Fig.1.4 under blue LED illumination was ∼ 180 µm. The corresponding pump absorption

following eq.3.2 is ' 70%. A 100 nm thick layer of the same phosphor would achieve just

0.07%, three orders of magnitude short of that needed produce white output in a single
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Figure 3.1: Percentage pump absorption by a given thickness of phosphor, monocrystalline
disc samples from Crytur. The disc that produced the cool white spectrum of Fig.1.4 had a
thickness of ∼ 180 µm. An equivalent 100 nm thick disc would achieve pump absorption
of just 0.07%. The absorption coefficient α =75 cm−1 comes from correspondence with
Crytur.

pass.

It is important to note that the reference phosphor we have considered does not exhibit

the maximum achievable pump absorption with a YAG:Ce3+ phosphor. At just under 0.2

at.% concentration it is around 1
3 → 1

2 of the maximum concentration imposed by the sol-

ubility limit in monocrystalline samples [18]. In polycrystalline samples the cerium incor-

poration can be an order of magnitude higher [18], but this does not alter the conclusion

that just obtaining the necessary pump absorption in a nanoscale phosphor layer would

present a significant challenge.

3.4 Conclusions

We have seen in Section 3.2 that the ability of a nanoscale phosphor layer to meet the lumi-

nous output and size targets has not been ruled out based upon a much simplified treat-

ment of the phosphor excitation dynamics. When factoring in the probability of emitter

excitation, it quickly becomes apparent that the pump absorption in a nanoscale layer is

orders of magnitude below that needed to meet the output colour functional requirement.

This shortfall is covered in the previous Section 3.3. It is important to note that we do not

conclude achieving sufficient absorption to be impossible, after all concentrated electro-
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magnetic fields can lead to substantial increases in absorption through changes in the local

density of states [81]. In addition, one could consider designing the component such that

the pump light makes multiple passes through the thin phosphor layer, perhaps in some

sort of optical cavity. Pump absorption is however a sufficiently large obstacle to be man-

aged alongside the other requirements that it sends nanoscale solutions to the bottom of

the list of preferred strategies.

Of the remaining strategies, we deemed macroscale fluorescent optical fibres to be the

most promising avenue for further investigation. This decision is aided by the fact that the

next step in assessing this approach, calculation of the trapping fraction of fluorescence

within the fibres, is a fairly straightforward exercise. Indeed we investigated the suitability

of fibres further and were not sufficiently discouraged by what we found. The assessment

of fluorescent optical fibres as a platform for meeting the project objectives is the topic of

the next chapter, in which we present them as our proposed solution.
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4 Fluorescent Fibres

4.1 Fundamentals and Motivation

Optical fibres are traditionally long cylinders of optically dense (high refractive index) ma-

terial, capable of efficiently transporting light along their length via total internal reflection

(TIR). If the diameter of the fibre is of the order of microns, as is usually the case, it will also

be flexible. For a fibre of diameter much greater than the relevant wavelength (Geomet-

rical Optics regime), the propagation of light is captured by the well-known Snell’s Law of

refraction at an interface

n0 sinβ0 = n1 sinβ1, (4.1)

where n0,n1 and β0,β1 are the refractive indices and incident / exit angles (from normal) in

media 0 and 1. The condition for the onset of TIR is obtained from 4.1 when the exit angle

β1 = π
2 and hence this critical angle

βc = arcsin
(n1

n0

)
, (4.2)

which occurs only when light is attempting to exit a higher index medium, such as in an

optical fibre. This basic principle allows the high speed optical transfer of vast amounts of

information over great distances, with minimal losses.

We propose the use of fluorescent optical fibres made of scatter-free phosphor such as

monocrystalline YAG:Ce3+ as the colour converting component in a directional solid-state

white light. The high energy blue pump light is coupled into the fibre at angles satisfying the

conditions for TIR, after which a fraction of it is absorbed and excites fluorescence within

the phosphor fibre. As the generated fluorescence is isotropic, only some of the emission

will be guided by the fibre. This is illustrated in Fig.4.1. The guided fluorescence and pump

light are then emitted from the small end facet(s), enabling easy collimation with external

or directly coupled optical components.

Before going into the details of the calculations of the trapping efficiency of such fibres,

we briefly discuss how the efficiency of the whole directional light source might be opti-

mized. Assuming the fibre is clad in air to maximize the light trapping efficiency, one has

three basic variables one can adjust. We consider these to be the fibre itself, modifications

to the input facet and likewise to the output facet of the fibre. Fig.4.2 shows schematically

our earliest proposal for a full directional light source, highlighting these three components

and suggesting implementations.
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Figure 4.1: Illustration of light trapping in a fluorescent fibre. Emission from the central
axis may either satisfy the conditions for total internal reflection and be guided (blue ar-
row), or be emitted into angles which cause the light to escape (red arrow). n0 and n1 are
the refractive indices of the fibre and cladding respectively. The illustrated geometry has
rotational symmetry about the fibre axis, forming a cylindrical fibre.

Figure 4.2: An early proposal for a directional fluorescent fibre based solid-state white light.
The function of each of the components A-C are discussed in the text. Blue and orange lines
illustrate ray trajectories (artistic) for the pump light and generated fluorescence. DBR =
Distributed Bragg Reflector.
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The functions of each of the components / modifications labelled A-C in Fig.4.2 are dis-

cussed below along with suggestions for achieving them with conventional optical compo-

nents where possible.

• A - Input Face: Dichroic element 50% of the fluorescence trapped within the fibre

will propagate towards the input facet. This component needs to distinguish the in-

cident pump light from the fluorescence, to allow the pump light into the fibre whilst

reflecting fluorescence back towards the exit facet. The obvious solution would be

a dichroic element, which has differing reflectively at the pump and fluorescence

wavelengths. For this a distributed Bragg reflector seems a natural choice.

• B - The Fluorescent Fibre. Cerium doped YAG in its monocrystalline form provides

a scatter-free, high index (1.83) medium with the familiar and favourable lumines-

cence properties that have seen it widely adopted for lighting applications. Alterna-

tive phosphors such as transparent ceramics ([30, 82]), glasses ([23, 83]) and glass-

ceramics ([20, 24, 25, 84]) could be considered if they can provide a high refractive

index, excellent surface and bulk properties and have suitable absorption and emis-

sion spectra.

• C - Exit Face: Emission shaping / outcoupling component(s). The two main func-

tions that might need to be performed by modifications to the end facet of the fibre

are redirecting and outcoupling emission. These could be performed by two separate

components, as is depicted in Fig.4.2 with outcoupling provided by surface rough-

ness and directionality by the external parabolic collimator, or with a multi-function

modification such as shaping the fibre end into a lens. One example of an existing de-

vice that could perform both functions would be the compound parabolic reflector

explored in [85].

4.1.1 Fluorescent Fibres vs the Functional Requirements

We now look briefly at the perceived advantages of a fluorescent fibre as a directional phos-

phor component, with respect to the functional requirements outlined in Section 1.4.1.

These were the appealing characteristics predicted prior to embarking on a full investiga-

tion and so contain some important unknowns. At the end of this chapter (Section 4.9.1),

we will look again at these requirements for a more complete characterisation.
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1. Emission Cone

Emission into a narrow solid angle is the highest priority requirement of the sought

phosphor component. The angular distribution from an unmodified YAG:Ce3+ fi-

bre was at this stage yet to be determined. However, due to the ability to distribute

the necessary volume of phosphor along the length of the fibre whilst maintaining a

small cross-sectional area (CSA), fibres can provide low etendue sources of light that

lend themselves to efficient collimation with external reflective or refractive compo-

nents.

2. Imaging Capability

The phosphor component needs to be able to retain the incident spatial intensity

pattern of the pump beam in its output. Fluorescent fibres were chosen with imag-

ing capability at the heart of the decision. A bundle of optically uncoupled fibres il-

luminated with a patterned beam will relay the spatial patterning to the fibre output

with a resolution determined by the number and distribution of the individual fibres.

This is the principle behind the fibrescope. Achieving a resolution that exceeds the

lower limit “of the order tens by tens of pixels” within a shoebox (∼ 20×30 cm) area is

expected to present little challenge due to the small CSA of optical fibres.

3. Optical Efficiency

This was at this stage undetermined and will depend heavily on the trapping effi-

ciency of the fluorescence generated within the fibre, which is considered in the fol-

lowing section.

4. Brightness / Power Handling

The phosphor component needs to be capable of producing in the region of 10,000

to 20,000 lumens of directional white output within an area ∼ 20 × 30 cm. Similar

to the rationale presented in the Emission Cone section, the ability to add additional

luminescent material to the length of the fibre without needing to increase its CSA

makes fibres well suited to meeting this requirement. Luminescence saturation as

the number of activator ions in the ground state decreases under high illuminance

can in principle be compensated for simply by extending the length of the fibre, with

no need to increase its CSA. In addition, YAG:Ce3+ is noted to have a “remarkably
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high saturation threshold” [86].

5. Colour

The lack of absorption which presents a significant challenge for a nanoscale phos-

phor layer is addressed with ease in this geometry, where optical path length is avail-

able in abundance. The correlated colour temperature of the emission of a fluores-

cent fibre is tuneable with the fibre length or alternatively the pump angular distri-

bution.

6. Thermal Performance

Monocrystalline YAG:Ce3+ offers vastly improved thermal properties over the tra-

ditional resin dispersed phosphor implementations, with a thermal conductivity of

13Wm−1K−1 [87] and stable performance up to operating temperatures of 300◦C [18].

Again the flexibility (by which we don’t mean bending) of the fibre geometry allows

one to extend the overall surface area of the phosphor, aiding in heat dissipation,

whilst maintain a small output CSA.

4.2 The Trapping Fraction

One key question facing the proposed fibre structure is; with what efficiency will fluores-

cence generated within the fibre couple to its guided modes? For a large number of ran-

domly orientated dipole emitters, the generated light will be radiated isotropically into 4π

steradians. Only a subset of these emission angles will satisfy the condition for total inter-

nal reflection at the fibre surface and thus be guided.

From the critical condition eq.4.2 one can integrate emission angles which are guided

and determine the trapping fraction FT by comparison of guided emissionΩwith the total

emission of 4π

FT = Ω

4π
= 2×

∫ 2π

0
dφ

∫ π
2 −βc

0
sin(θ)dθ = 1− n1

n0
(4.3)

θ here is the emission angle starting from the fibre axis, as shown in Fig.4.1. This expression

for the trapping fraction in a fluorescent fibre is commonplace in the assessment of fluores-

cent scintillating fibres for radiation detection [88, 89]. For plastic scintillating fibres, where

the core is clad in a material of similar refractive index, trapping fractions around 10% are

common [88, 90]. Here, due to the high refractive index of YAG:Ce3+ and by maximising the

index contrast through free space cladding, FT = 0.45 or 45%.
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4.2.1 3D Fibre Trapping Fraction

The simple analytical expression for the trapping fraction (eq.4.3) derived previously was

validated in a COMSOL multi-physics (Geometrical Optics module), three dimensional

simulation. Details of the simulation can be found in Section 5.1. When evaluating the

trapping fraction in an air clad cylindrical YAG fibre it quickly became clear that the trap-

ping fraction had a significant dependence on the radial position of the emitter. Fig.4.3

shows how the trapping fraction varies with radial displacement from the central fibre axis.

The results of Fig.4.3 confirm the previously calculated trapping fraction of 45% (within

simulation precision), but only for sources positioned on the fibre axis, as was implicitly

assumed previously. Examination of Fig.4.1 offers no insight as to why such a radial de-

pendence should exist. However, when one considers a cross-section of the fibre, perpen-

dicular to its axis, this dependence becomes clear. Fig.4.4 demonstrates qualitatively, via

Figure 4.3: Variation in fraction of isotropically emitted light which is guided with radial
distance of soruce from the center of a YAG fibre. Results of 3D COMSOL simulation, full
details in Section 5.1. (Inset) the same radially symmetric data shown as a colour scale on a
cross-sectional view of the fibre. The edge of the fibre is the transition from yellow (∼ 80%)
to dark blue (0 / no data).
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(a) Emission from fibre center (b) Radially displaced emission

Figure 4.4: Ray trajectories for emission from within a YAG fibre (inner circle), from a 2D
COMSOL simulation. The outer circle is the simulation boundary, upon contact with which
rays (blue arrows) freeze. Improved trapping ability is observed in (b).

Figure 4.5: Trapping fraction variation with radial position for a two-dimensional YAG fibre
cross-section, COMSOL simulation vs analytically derived expression (see text, eq.4.5). r is
the fractional radial displacement from the circle center. Simulation details in Section 5.5
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plots of ray trajectories that displacing the source from the fibre axis should result in an

increased trapping fraction.

Fig.4.5 quantifies this behaviour, comparing the trapping fraction calculated from the

2D COMSOL simulation with the following analytical expression for FT . If one considers a

source radially displaced from the center of a circle in the ŷ direction on 2D Cartesian axes,

with emission angle θ beginning from x̂, the incident angle on the circle surface is then

β= arcsin
(
r cosθ

)
(4.4)

where r is the fractional radial displacement. From which FT is obtained by normalised

integration of the range of θ values for which |β| <βc

FT = 2

π
arccos

(sinβc

r

)
. (4.5)

This is the expression plotted in Fig.4.5, where for YAG surrounded by air βc = 33.1◦.

The reason for the delayed onset of increased trapping fraction in Fig.4.5 is that the in-

crease in Fresnel reflection one would observe for a source just off the fibre center does not

constitute an increased trapping fraction. Only once the source is displaced sufficiently for

total internal reflection to occur is the light considered trapped.

The first analytical treatment of the trapping fraction in a fluorescent fibre which includes

the contribution of rays positioned off the fibre axis was published as recently as 2015 [90].

Previous analyses have restricted their consideration to rays originating on the fibre axis,

known as meridional rays [88, 89]. The justification here is that those rays originating off-

axis, so called skew rays, must travel further and interact with the fibre surface more fre-

quently than meridional rays, so are attenuated faster. Indeed for scintillating fibres where

the length and concentration of the fibre are typically much greater than would be required

in lighting it is remarked that experimentally one might observe one or two % more light

due to the contribution from skew rays [88, 89]. We now turn our attention to the results of

the full analytical treatment in [90].

The total trapping fraction (Ftotal) can be separated into the contributions arising from

rays which are emitted at angles that are guided for all values of radial displacement, so

called ‘narrow-angle’ rays (Fnarrow), and those additional ‘wide-angle’ rays (Fwide) which

are trapped for emission off axis [90].

Fnarrow = 1− n1

n0
, (4.6)
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Figure 4.6: Variation in trapping fraction for isotropic emission within an air clad (n1 = 1)
fibre with fibre refractive index n0. The contribution arising from narrow-angle rays (eq.4.6)
shown here highlights the cost of neglecting wide-angle (eq.4.7) rays. The total trapping
fraction for the proposed fibres, of index 1.83 is 70% as marked by the dashed black lines.

which is the result derived in eq.4.3.

Fwide =
n1

n0

(
1− n1

n0

)
, (4.7)

and hence

Ftotal = 1−
(n1

n0

)2
. (4.8)

Figure 4.6 compares the total trapping fraction with the contribution from narrow-angle

rays, for an air-clad fibre of varying refractive index. The impact of including only merid-

ional rays, given by Fnarrow is shown to be substantial and of decreasing consequence with

increasing fibre index. For an index of 1.83 as in the case of YAG:Ce3+ we see a significant

increase in trapping efficiency from 45% to 70% by including the contribution of the skew

rays.

For comparison we calculate the mean trapping fraction from the radially dependent

simulation data of Fig.4.3, we numerically integrate the trapping fraction F (r ) over the cir-

cular cross-section we have sampled and normalise by that area. In the continuum this
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is

F̄ =
∫ 2π

0

∫ R
0 F (r )r dr dθ∫ 2π

0

∫ R
0 r dr dθ

(4.9)

where R = rmax, the radius of the circular cross-section of the fibre sampled. For our dis-

crete data this becomes

F̄ = 2π∆r

πR2

∑
i

F (ri )ri (4.10)

where ∆r is the spacing between samples of the function F (ri ). Noting that the data from

Fig.4.3 may have some small associated uncertainty due to limitations of the simulation,

details Section 5.1, we calculate the mean trapping fraction for uniformly distributed emit-

ters to be 70.3%. This value is in excellent agreement with that obtained using eq.4.8, of

70.1% as shown in Fig.4.3.

4.2.2 Square Cross-section Trapping Fraction

A circular cross-section is the expected geometry for fluorescent guides manufactured us-

ing conventional fibre drawing techniques. However, where phosphor light guides are ma-

chined from a crystal boule alternative cross-sections become readily available and can

even be preferable from a manufacturing point of view. With this in mind it is beneficial

to understand the trapping properties of the natural cross-section when manufacturing

Figure 4.7: Confirmation of the emission position independent trapping fraction within a
fluorescent cuboidal YAG guide. Results of a 3D COMSOL simulation. Where 0 is the center
of the cuboid cross-section, a fractional Z displacement of 1 represents a source displaced
in the direction of an edge surface-normal all the way to that edge. Simulation details in
Section 5.2.
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guides this way, the square cross-section.

For a square cross-section guide the trapping fraction does not vary with pump position.

This is quantified by a full 3D simulation in Fig.4.7. The amount of light trapped within the

fibre remains constant at 68% as expected for a loss of 8% per side, given by 1
2 (1− cosθc )

[91], where θc = 33.1◦. The simulation (details in Section 5.2) also confirms the expected 8%

escaping per fibre end (not presented here).

Neglecting the contribution of skew rays in the cylindrical geometry could lead one to

wrongly conclude that only a square cross-section can provide an acceptable trapping ef-

ficiency (68% vs 45%). As the mean trapping fraction when illuminated across the entire

guide cross-section is comparable for both geometries, the preferable geometry is likely to

be dictated by manufacturing feasibility.

4.2.3 Discussion

The results obtained in Section 4.2.1 through simulation and analytical treatment tell us

that for a fully illuminated (across its cross-section), perfect, air-clad cylindrical YAG fibre

the trapping fraction is impressively high at 70%. If a value close to this could be achieved

experimentally then it would demonstrate that the trapping fraction is not nearly as lim-

iting for device efficiency as one may have concluded neglecting the contribution of skew

rays (eq.4.3). In a real sample the presence of surface roughness, bulk scattering / absorp-

tion and re-absorption of fluorescence by the phosphor will reduce device efficiency and

may mask the predicted emission positional dependence. The dependence of the trapping

fraction on the dominant loss mechanisms is explored through simulation in Section 5.4.

Our experimental objective was to determine if the predicted radial dependence was still

measurable in the presence of these loss mechanisms and if that led to acceptable device

efficiency.

The radially dependent trapping fraction could also be actively exploited. If the surface

scattering of a fibre was sufficiently low, a higher concentration of dopants towards the

edges of the fibre would yield a mean trapping fraction for a uniformly illuminated fibre

cross-section that exceeds 70%. The maximum attainable trapping fraction would then be

' 80% in the limit that all of the dopants are at the fibre edge. It is noteworthy therefore

that a strong radial dispersion of dopant concentration occurs naturally in fibres manufac-

tured by the micro-pulling-down technique [88], this can be seen in Fig.4.8. An alternative

approach to achieving the same goal would be to consider non-uniform distribution of the

pump light over the the fibre cross-section. A pump beam that propagates as a ring near
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Figure 4.8: Figures from [88], showing a potentially exploitable fibre radial dopant disper-
sion. Measurement of the relative dopant concentration of a 400 µm diameter YAG:Ce3+

fibre, exhibiting the strong radial dispersion characteristic of the micro-pulling-down fab-
rication method. (a) Green channel of an image of a sawn 100 µm thick slice of fibre under
UV illumination. The dark spots are attributed to surface debris from the sawing process.
(b) Line plots of the green channel intensity, as indicated by the coloured lines in (a). Some
detector saturation is present.

the fibre edge would have a similar effect on the trapping fraction.

4.3 Outcoupling and Directing Fibre Emission

The high trapping fraction achievable in YAG fibres due to the high index contrast between

the fibre and surrounding has the consequence by definition that many of the rays propa-

gating down the fibre do so with large transverse wavevectors. That is, they are travelling in

paths at large angles from the fibre axis. A significant consequence of this is that the emis-

sion from the fibre ends is not directional as one would observe in a fibre of low refractive

index contrast. The other result is that some of the rays propagate at such high angles that

they will be reflected from the end facet of the fibre (incident angle on end facet is π/2 -

the angle from the fibre surface). Both of these issues may be addressed by modifying the

geometry of the ends of the fibre.

To allow high-angle rays to escape the end facet of the fibre, the condition for total inter-

nal reflection eq.4.2 must be broken. For scintillating fibres, where one needs only trans-

port the generated fluorescence to a photodetector, this can be achieved by refractive index
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matching [88]. Placing a material of refractive index closely matching that of the YAG fibre

between it and the detector is a simple but effective method of allowing up to 100% of the

initially trapped rays to reach the detector. Whilst this is an excellent solution for scintillat-

ing fibres, it is a requirement for general lighting applications that the emission overcomes

the index contrast between the fibre and free space. As such we turn our attention to the

geometry of the facet, to change the incident angle β upon it and allow these rays to out-

couple.

4.3.1 Surface roughness

Indefinite confinement of the fluorescence generated within the fibre is a scenario that can

exist only within simulation or simplified analytical treatments. For any real fibre the light

will eventually be able to escape via some surface or bulk defect, or else be lost to absorp-

tion. With this in mind, one could accelerate and localise the outcoupling by introducing

intentional surface roughness to one end of the fibre. Perturbations to the shape of the fi-

bre facet change the incident angle of light on the surface locally, provided the roughness

is not sub-wavelength. If this does not cause a given ray to out-couple upon first contact

with the roughened end, its perturbed angle of reflection will see to it that the location of

(a) Unmodified, flat guide end (b) Roughened guide end

Figure 4.9: Images of two cuboidal YAG:Ce3+ guides illuminated by a thin ‘pencil’ of 450 nm
laser light, taken with a camera phone. The images are taken from behind the end facet,
such that only light which is reflected from the end facet or strikes the white screen may be
seen. For the unmodified flat end (a), no observable reflected light out-couples from the
guide and reaches the camera. For the roughened guide (b) [ground with a diamond disc],
a significant amount of light is outcoupled in the direction of the camera.
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contact for subsequent passes is essentially randomised. The appeal of this approach lies

in the ease of fabrication (e.g. sandpaper of suitable hardness), but due to the perturba-

tion of reflected ray trajectories, outcoupling may occur in directions other than out of the

roughened end facet. This is detrimental for device efficiency and can be seen in Fig.4.9

4.3.2 Hemispherical Lenses

Maximal transmission through the end facet of the fibre is achieved when all rays are inci-

dent normal to the surface. This is the scenario depicted in the fibre cross-section simula-

tion of Fig.4.4a. This may be achieved with relative ease by attaching a large index-matched

hemispherical lens to the fibre, as in Fig.4.10. If the lens diameter is significantly larger

than the fibre diameter then all rays will strike the surface at normal incidence (Fig.4.10a).

However, for smaller lenses where one is not in the regime where the fibre can be consid-

ered a point source, this is no longer the case. (Fig.4.10b) illustrates the limiting case where

the lens diameter equals that of the fibre and outcoupling efficiency is severely reduced.

Fig.4.11 shows how the out-coupled fraction increases with the diameter of the hemispher-

ical lens on the end of the fibre, based on a 2D simulation, for both a bare index matched

(a) Lens diameter >> fibre diameter (b) Lens diameter ∼ fibre diameter

Figure 4.10: Ray trajectories for emission escaping from the end of a YAG fibre by means of
a hemispherical lens. (a) large lens for which the fibre is approximately a point source of
emission. (b) small lens, where the spatial extent of the source limits outcoupling. Results
of 2D COMSOL simulation, see Section 5.6. The ray sources are 10 uniformly spaced emis-
sion cones along a 2 mm line where the fibre meets the lens. The cone emission angles are
constant and determined by the angles that are guided by the YAG fibre (± 57◦). The lens
diameters and trajectory snapshot times of (a) and (b) are 20 mm and 1.1 mm and 0.2 ns
and 0.02 ns respectively.
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Figure 4.11: Fraction of rays out-coupled from the end of a YAG fibre by a hemispherical
index matched lens, as a function of its diameter, as depicted in Fig.4.10. Results of 2D
COMSOL simulation, see Section 5.6 for full details. The angular spread of the rays entering
the lens was restricted to those that would be guided in the YAG fibre. Results are shown
both with and without the presence of a MgF2 anti-reflective coating on the lens surface.

Figure 4.12: As in Fig.4.11, but from a 3D simulation. The effect of including skew rays is to
delay the onset of efficient outcoupling with increasing lens diameter. Fraction of rays out-
coupled from the end of a YAG fibre by a hemispherical index matched lens, as a function
of its diameter, as depicted in Fig.4.10. Results of 3D COMSOL simulation, see Section 5.7
for full details. The lines connecting data points are visual aids only.
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lens and one with an MgF2 anti-reflective coating.

Whilst the 2D simulation based results of Fig.4.11 seem satisfactory given the apparent

rotational symmetry of the problem, we have already seen the need for a 3D treatment in

Section 4.2.1 and how the contributions from skew rays can be substantial. The result of a

full 3D simulation are presented in Fig.4.12. It can be seen that the outcoupling efficiency

saturates at higher values of lens diameter (around 2.2 vs 1.7 × the fibre diameter), causing

the outcoupling efficiency for lenses not much larger than the fibre to be reduced consid-

erably from that expected from the 2D simulation.

A hemispherical lens is a simple but effective means of outcoupling the fluorescence

from a YAG fibre, but it offers only a modest reduction in the emission angular spread.

We now turn our attention to addressing the emission angular distribution.

4.3.3 Ball Lenses

When considering the problem of outcoupling and directing emission from high index flu-

orescent fibres, the natural association of ball lenses with fibre collimation caused some

interest in their suitability. The following two sections explore how they might be adapted

for fluorescent fibres.

Ball lenses are as the name suggests spherical and are typically produced on the scale

Figure 4.13: Schematic of key parameters of a ball lens, here shown coupling a collimated
laser beam (left) into an optical fibre (right). D is the diameter of the spherical lens and
EF L and BF L are the effective and back focal lengths respectively.
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of millimeters or less. Their short focal lengths lend themselves to applications such as

source collimation, miniature optics and fibre coupling. Fig.4.13 illustrates a ball lens cou-

pling light into an optical fibre, with the key parameters of a ball lens labelled. The effective

focal length (EF L), the distance from the centre of the lens to the focal plane, is [92]

EF L = nD

4(n −1)
, (4.11)

where n is the refractive index of the lens and D its diameter. It is assumed the surrounding

medium is air. From the EF L one can easily find the back focal length (BF L) as follows:

BF L = EF L− D

2
. (4.12)

It is the association with fibre coupling / collimation that makes the ball lens an interesting

candidate for controlling the emission from fluorescent fibres. In Fig.4.13 one can see that

if the direction of light propagation is reversed, then it is serving to collimate emission from

the end of the fibre. In order for a single optical element to achieve the desired emission

lensing and outcoupling, it would need to be in contact with the fibre end. One can see

from 4.11 that if the index of the lens n = 2, that the EF L becomes D/2, or equivalently

the BF L becomes 0. This means the focal plane now coincides with the point at which the

lens would couple to the fibre. For a large ball lens coupled to the end of a fibre, this index

condition should allow for the best lensing performance.

Fig.4.14 is a snapshot of ray trajectories for an n = 2 ball lens collimating a point conical

light source located on its circumference. The emission cone is now restricted by Snell’s

law 4.1 to 50◦ half-angle due to the slight index contrast between the fibre (n = 1.83) and

the lens (n = 2). The most striking observation is that a significant number of rays undergo

total internal reflection and continue to propagate around the lens never escaping as time

progresses.

The second is that emission from the lens is not perfectly collimated. The latter property

is of no surprise and is common to any spherical optic, to achieve perfect collimation (in

simulations at least, perfection is absent in the real world) the shape needs to be aspheric.

The emission cone angle for the proposed YAG fibres is unusually high causing incident

angles beyond the critical angle and rays to interact with the lens far from where the parax-

ial (small-angle) approximation holds, where deviation from the ideal aspheric lens shape

is significant. This spherical aberration is therefore particularly pronounced.

Facing the presented challenges, it seemed a natural next step to explore how simple

modifications to the spherical shape might offer to mitigate these effects. This is the topic
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Figure 4.14: Snapshot of ray trajectories for a 50◦ half-angle emission cone into a refractive
index of 2 ball lens. Blue circles mark the heads of propagating rays. Due to the high emis-
sion angles into the lens a significant portion of the light is trapped within the lens via total
internal reflection.

of the following section (Section 4.3.4).

4.3.4 Modified Ball Lenses

Rays that propagate down the fibre at large angles from its axis strike the ball lens in such

a way that they are totally internally reflected and continue to bounce around the perime-

ter of the ball at high incident angles from the surface normal, never escaping (as can be

seen in Fig.4.14). To disrupt this scenario one could imagine grinding the lens sides flat (or

conical in 3D) from the point at which the fibre is coupled to the edge of the lens at some

carefully chosen angle such that those large-angle rays first strike this surface, and are then

reflected onto the front (top in Fig.4.14) face at an incident angle close to the surface nor-

mal. This scenario has been simulated and is shown in Fig.4.15.

It turns out that for a point conical source of light one need not take great care choosing

the taper angle and that the outcoupling and lensing performance continues to improve as

the taper angle tends to 0◦, see Fig.4.15b. Reflection off the tapered edges of the lens effec-

tively folds the large-angle rays back into the lens cone, resulting in excellent collimation

for small taper angles.

The remarkably effective performance of the ‘modified ball lens’ seen in Fig.4.15 is of

course limited in the real world by the finite size of the fibre which is coupled to the lens.
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(a) Lens taper angle = 30◦ (b) Lens taper angle = 5◦

Figure 4.15: Ray trajectories for a ‘modified ball lens’ in air, with a conical point source of
rays just above the lowest part of its surface. The intersection of the cone and the circle
defines the region where n = 2, the modified ball lens. Results of 2D COMSOL simulation.
The tapered edges reflect the large-angle rays back into the lens cone (multiple times for a
taper angle of 5◦). As the taper tends to just below a point source of light, this causes the
reflected rays to be almost superimposed on top of each other. Full simulation details in
Section 5.8

For a spatially extended source such as the end of a fluorescent fibre, the lens taper can-

not converge to a single point and rays will exit the fibre end laterally displaced from the

focal point of the lens. Fig.4.16 shows how the final angular distribution and outcoupling

efficiency of a 1 mm line conical light source are effected by the lens taper angle and the

diameter of the original ball lens.

The seemingly unusual choice of d=15.5 mm in Fig4.16(b) was made to match lateral

size constraints for a comparison of the presented lenses with alternative approaches, not

included here. One can see from these results that for a spatially extended source the opti-

mum taper angle seems to lie around 15 / 20 ◦, whereas in the point source case (Fig.4.15)

the taper angle could be made arbitrarily small.

If one was to apply such modified ball lenses to a fluorescent fibre based white light

source, one would need to balance the requirements for good collimation and outcoupling

efficiency with the increased diameter of the optical element. Whilst the presented values

of original lens diameter d are large with respect to the fibre diameter, one must remember

that due to the tapering the diameter of the modified ball lens is generally much less than

its original value. In addition, one of the key benefits offered by a fibre based solution is it

should be possible to reduce the fibre diameter by increasing its length and modifying the
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Figure 4.16: Effect of lens taper angle and original ball lens diameter on the distribution and
amount of light exiting the modified ball lens (n = 2) for a spatially extended source. Results
of 2D COMSOL simulation, full details in Section 5.8. The light source here is a 1 mm line of
conical sources (± 50◦) on the lens surface. The parameter ‘% of rays’, indicated by colour
shows the percentage of total emitted rays which are within the specified emission cone
half-angle.
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dopant concentration accordingly (subject to manufacturing limitations).

The results of Fig.4.16 are for two-dimensional simulations. As we have seen for the

a hemispherical outcoupling optic (Section 4.3.2) a three-dimensional simulation is nec-

essary to make accurate quantitative predictions for device performance. It is predicted

based on the changes between the 2D and 3D hemispherical lens simulations that when

extending to 3D a modest increase in necessary ball lens diameter would be required to

couple an equivalent amount of light into the target as was shown for the 2D simulations.

If the modified ball lens were to be of particular interest commercially / academically, we

would recommend using a dedicated ray tracing software package to analyse and optimise

the structure in 3D.

4.4 Simulating Losses in Fluorescent Guides

It is expected that for most ‘scatter-free’ phosphor fibres the dominant loss mechanism

will be scattering or absorption at the fibre surface. Indeed under normal circumstances

Figure 4.17: Fractional increase in the mean optical path length L̄ and mean number of

reflections N̄refl of emission radially displaced from a YAG fibre’s central axis (e.g.
(

L̄(r )
L̄(r=0)

−
1
)
, where r is the radial displacement). 3D COMSOL simulation, details in Section 5.3.
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a cladding layer would be present to mitigate this and a well made monocrystalline YAG

rod is more likely to have imperfections in its surface finish or dust present than scattering

defects in the bulk.

We have used numerical simulations to support our expectation that the presence of

surface losses, vs those originating in the bulk, are the most likely to mask the trapping

radial variation we sought to measure experimentally. Fig.4.17 compares the fractional in-

crease in the mean optical path length L̄ and the mean number of reflections N̄refl for rays

Figure 4.18: Variation in the excitation position dependent trapping fraction for a simu-
lated increasingly lossy fibre surface. The legend values correspond to the probability a
propagating ray disappears as it passes through a non-physical barrier just below the cylin-
ders curved outer surface, simulating surface losses. Results of a 3D COMSOL simulation,
for a 20 mm long, 6 mm radius YAG cylinder - see Section 5.4 for details. The additional rays
trapped at large values of radial source displacement are attenuated much faster than those
generated on axis. In the limiting case that the surface becomes a perfect absorber, emit-
ters positioned close the the fibre axis yield (marginally) higher trapping fraction values, as
one would expect.
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emitted at increasing radial displacements from the YAG fibre axis. The amount of scat-

tering / attenuation from the bulk of the fibre increases with the mean optical path length

and the surface losses increase with the mean number of times a ray interacts with the sur-

face. Fig.4.17 shows us that L̄ and N̄refl share qualitatively similar dependence on radial

displacement, up until fractional displacements beyond ∼ 0.8. However, it is clear that the

predicted surface losses increase far more rapidly than those originating in the bulk.

For a given realisation of fluorescent fibre the dominant loss mechanism of course still

depends on the relative strengths of the bulk and surface scattering coefficients. However,

given that we expect the surface quality to be lower than that of the bulk and the radial

trapping dependence to be more sensitive to surface losses (Fig.4.17), we have focused our

attention on simulating surface scattering.

Fig.4.18 shows how the emission position dependent trapping fraction of Fig.4.3 varies

as the probability of rays being lost at the fibre surface increases. As one would expect the

effect of surface scattering (modelled as a probability of ray disappearance) is to flatten the

radial dependence, with a net reduction in trapping fraction. The probability of ray disap-

pearance at the surface is independent of the ray’s incident angle in this simulation, full

details in Section 5.4. Rays generated off-axis (skew rays) are attenuated faster than those

generated on-axis. This is because skew rays interact more frequently with the fibre surface

as they propagate down it (see Fig.4.17), increasing the probability of absorption. Experi-

mental measurement of the trapping fraction variation in the presence of losses is the topic

of Section 4.7.

4.5 Wavelength-scale Fibres

The work in the following section on wavelength-scale fibres was performed with assis-

tance from Tom Vettenburg, who wrote the underlying Born series based electromagnetic

wave solver. His guidance on applying his solver to the scenarios of interest was invaluable.

4.5.1 Motivation

With similar motives to our investigation into wavelength-scale parabolic reflectors (Sec-

tion 2), we wanted to assess whether fibres with diameters on the wavelength-scale might

offer an advantage over their macroscale counterparts. As the dimension under scrutiny is

transverse to the direction of light propagation down the fibre, the issue of pump absorp-

tion for nano-scale layers discussed earlier (Section 3.3) is not limiting here. As a nano-
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scale fibre will only support a small number of guided modes the question of how well a

point dipole source will couple to them is of interest. The confined fields in the fibre might

offer an enhanced Partial Local Density of States (PLDOS) for certain dipole orientations

affecting the trapping fraction and even the fibre output angular distribution [74].

4.5.2 Method - Modified Born Series

Given the considerable size of the 3D fibre geometries we were interested in simulating

and the availability of expertise within our academic group in this alternative approach,

we chose not to use commercial finite element method (FEM) based software (COMSOL).

Instead we’ve used a modified Born series based solver developed by a member of our aca-

demic group at the time, Tom Vettenburg. It offers a much improved scaling of the high-

speed memory and time requirements with the size of the system vs traditional FEM and

Finite-difference time-domain techniques and more transparency and physical intuition

to its inner workings than a commercial package.

A detailed description of the method employed by the ‘modified Born series’ approach

and proofs of its convergence and robustness to errors can be found in [93]. For the sim-

plest case of a non-magnetic medium with isotropic (scalar) permittivity ε(x), where x is

the spatial coordinate, the electric field (at fixed frequency ω) E (x) is given by the vector

Helmholtz equation

∇×∇×E −k2
0ε(x) = S(x), (4.13)

where k0 is the wavenumber in free space. S(x) represents the source of radiation. To calcu-

late the electric field E (x) for a given source term S(x) and permittivity distribution ε(x) the

Helmholtz operator O =−k2
0ε(x) + ∇×∇× must be inverted. The direct approach, numer-

ical inversion of O written as a matrix in a basis of eigenfunctions becomes too time and

memory heavy for even remotely large systems. An iterative approach is therefore com-

monly used, such as in finite element methods [93, 94].

The iterative approach of interest is that of the Born Series, where the Helmholtz oper-

ator O is split into two parts, one associated with propagation through a homogeneous
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medium Oh and another Oi due to the medium inhomogeneities [93, 95],

O−1 = (
Oh + Oi

)−1 =(
13 + O−1

h Oi
)−1O−1

h , (4.14)

=
[
13 − (

O−1
h Oi

) + (
O−1

h Oi
)2 + . . .

]
O−1

h , (4.15)

=
[ ∞∑

p=0

(−O−1
h Oi

)p
]
O−1

h , (4.16)

where 13 is the identity operator in three dimensional space. The inverse of the operator

Oh is the simple solution for a homogeneous medium available analytically and the series

can be understood intuitively as follows. The p = 0 term (O−1
h S), or initial guess, can be un-

derstood as the field generated by the source term in the absence of any inhomogeneities.

Each additional term then adds the fields due to scattering events of higher and higher or-

der. The issue with this expansion is that it converges only for weak scattering systems and

hence this method has been of limited use in the past. As discussed in [93], this has physi-

cal origin in the existence of bound states [95].

A recently proposed modified Born series [96], overcame this convergence issue by means

of a pre-conditioning step and intelligent choice of background permittivity. The gen-

eralization to vector waves was demonstrated in [97] and the extension to magnetic and

anisotropic materials by Vettenburg in [93]. The vector version of the modified Born series

is as follows

E =
[ ∞∑

p=0
M p

]
Γ
↔
GS, where M ≡ k2

0Γ
↔
Gχ−Γ+ 13. (4.17)

The Dyadic Green’s function
↔
G is defined as (O−1

h ≡
↔
G), the solution to

∇×∇×
↔
G(x , x ′)−k2

0α
↔
G(x , x ′) = 13δ

(3)(x −x ′), (4.18)

where α is the constant complex background permittivity of the system and χ the isotropic

susceptibility with respect to α. Oi =−k2
0(ε(x)−α) ≡−k2

0χ(x). Convergence is shown ([96,

97]) to occur when the preconditioning operator Γ = i
αi
χ, where αi is the imaginary com-

ponent of the background permittivity, which must also satisfy αi > maxx(|ε(x)−αr |). It

should be noted that the convergence speed is approximately inversely proportional to the

range of susceptibilities in the simulation domain and is therefore not well suited to han-

dling metals [93]. Finally, the system must exhibit no gain and the permittivity contain no

singularities [96].

The so-called ‘Macroscopic Maxwell’ solver code developed by T. Vettenburg is available
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to download with instructions and examples at [98], both in the Python and MATLAB lan-

guages. The MATLAB version of this code was used to assess the trapping fraction for fluo-

rescent YAG fibres supporting a small number of guided modes. The details of how the sim-

ulation domain was defined and resulting electromagnetic fields processed are reserved for

Section 4.5.4.

4.5.3 Results and Discussion

For an oscillating electric dipole of a given position and orientation within a YAG (n=1.83)

fibre, the electromagnetic fields were calculated using the aforementioned solver to deter-

Figure 4.19: Spatially varying trapping fraction and LDOS for dipole moments oscillating
in the ŷ direction, for 4 different YAG fibre diameters. Results of simulations. The LDOS is
proportional to the area of the marker and the trapping fraction is given by its colour. The
dashed red line marks the edge of the fibre. The fibre diameters, in units of the emission
wavelength in the fibre medium λmed are 0.7, 1.3, 1.9 and 2.5 for (a) - (d) respectively.
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mine the trapping fraction and total emitted power (indicating changes in the Local Den-

sity Of States (LDOS)). Much like for the wavelength scale reflectors of Section 2, for a dipole

moment orientated parallel to the fibre axis only a sweep of radial position is required and

for a dipole moment perpendicular to the axis one quadrant of the fibre cross section must

be swept. This process was repeated for regularly spaced dipole positions in fibres of di-

ameter ranging from 0.3 to 2.5 (in increments of 0.2) times the emission wavelength in the

medium. The sampled dipole orientations and positions were then combined to deter-

mine the mean trapping fraction (and density of states) for a fluorescent cylindrical fibre

of the specified diameter, assuming uniform distribution of emitters. The specifics of the

simulation settings and post-processing can be found in Section 4.5.4.

Fig.4.19 shows 4 examples of these quadrant source position sweeps, for a dipole mo-

ment in ŷ (Cartesian coordinates with the fibre axis along ẑ). The trapping fraction is given

by the colour scale and the relative PLDOS by the marker size (area). Fig.4.19(a) is the small-

est size at which light is substantially guided by the fibre, (d) is the largest diameter sampled

and (b) and (c) are representative examples that lie between these sizes. The spatially vary-

Figure 4.20: Radially varying trapping fraction and LDOS for dipole moments oscillating in
the ẑ direction, for a range of YAG fibre diameters. Results of simulations. The LDOS (or
total emitter power) is proportional to the area of the marker and the trapping fraction is
given by its colour. λmed is the emission wavelength in the fibre medium.
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ing efficiency with which the emitters couple into the guided modes of the fibre can be

seen, along with some significant modifications to the PLDOS when the emitter is near the

fibre edge. The Trapping fraction values are generally quite high, as a perpendicular dipole

has its maximum emission direction aligned with the fibre axis.

Fig.4.20 combines the one dimensional sweeps of radial displacement for a dipole mo-

ment oscillating in ẑ, for the full range of fibre diameters into a single plot. The trapping

fraction is unsurprisingly significantly lower for a dipole radiating primarily radially out-

ward from the fibre centre.

The mean trapping fraction for emitters uniformly occupying the fibre cross section, for

each dipole moment orientation and their mean can be seen in Fig.4.21. At this scale

the calculated mean trapping fractions are lower than in their geometrical-optics coun-

terparts (Fig.4.3), with a general increase with fibre diameter. Fibre dimensions larger than

Figure 4.21: Spatially averaged trapping fractions for a uniformly doped fibre of varying
diameter. Dependence for oscillating dipole moments parallel and perpendicular to the
fibre axis as indicated. The mean solution for a collection of randomly orientated emitters
is 2

3 perpendicular orientation plus 1
3 parallel. The lines connecting data point are visual

aids only.
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2.5λmed have been sampled, but due to the requirement to keep the voxels sufficiently sub-

wavelength these become computationally intensive even for this solver. At a diameter of

5λmed we see a variation of the orientation averaged trapping fraction from 40% to 66% be-

tween the fibre center and edge. This follows the expected trend towards the geometrical

optics case of 45% to 80%.

The total power variations with fibre diameter are shown in Fig.4.22 in the same format

as in Fig.4.21. The difference in PLDOS for the parallel and perpendicular dipole orienta-

tions is less than a factor of two once the diameter is large enough to provide an acceptable

trapping fraction (see Fig.4.19 and Fig.4.20). This difference tends to zero as the fibre di-

ameter increases. A reference point for the relative total emitted power in bulk YAG was

calculated from that of an emitter in free space (× 1.83), with a simulated free space power

of 1.03×10−15. However upon testing the scaling of this value with changes in the refrac-

tive index of the entire simulation domain the results deviated from the expected linear

dependence [99]. A coefficient of proportionality of 1.07 over an index range of 1 to 4 was

calculated using a least squares linear fit.

Figure 4.22: As in Fig.4.21 but showing variations in the spatially averaged total power radi-
ated for a given fibre diameter. The power values have no absolute units and the calculated
bulk emitted power (1.83 × that of a simulated free space dipole) is subject to some error as
discussed in the text.
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The results presented were deemed sufficient evidence that nanoscale fibres would offer

no clear advantage over their larger (geometrical optics regime) counterparts. The modest

trapping fractions calculated and similar PLDOS for perpendicular dipole moment orien-

tations appear to offer no benefits to compensate for the added complexity. We therefore

chose to focus our efforts on the large scale fibres following the geometrical optics approx-

imation.

4.5.4 Simulation Details

The simulation domain size was fixed for all values of fibre diameter in the parametric

sweep, ranging from 0.3 to 2.5 (0.2 increments) times the emission wavelength within the

fibre. The free space wavelength was set to 500 nm, so for a diameter factor of 2 the physical

size of the fibre was 2× 500 nm
1.83 , where 1.83 is the refractive index of YAG. The simulation do-

main was a 64 × 64 × 256 array, where the longer direction is along the length of the fibre,

assigned the ẑ direction. Each voxel had a width of 1
10 th the emission wavelength in the

fibre medium.

The permittivity of voxels within the fibre diameter (which is centred in x and y and ex-

tends to the simulation boundaries in z) is set to 1.832 and elsewhere is 12 to simulate air

cladding. At the simulation boundaries a form of anti-reflective / absorbing boundary con-

dition was applied. Within a width of 0.6 × 500 nm of the simulation edges the imaginary

component of the permittivity was linearly increased from inner to outer edge. This was

done with a weighting of 0.8i × distance in boundary / boundary thickness. i is the imagi-

nary unit.

The source term which was supplied to the solver is a 4D matrix of the simulation size

plus an additional leading dimension capturing the vectorial nature of the source. The ori-

entation of the oscillating dipole is determined by the value of this additional dimension

at the source location, with 1, 2 and 3 indicating the x, y and z directions respectively. A

single non-zero term at the simulation centre defined a current density oscillating at the

simulation angular frequency 2πc
λ

. The source amplitude was specified as iµ0ω, where µ0

is the permeability of free space.

The arguments supplied to the function ‘SolveMacroscopicMaxwell’ are as follows:

• ranges : a 64 × 64 × 256 cell array of ranges to calculate the solution at.

• k0 : the vacuum wavenumber, = 2π
λ

• ε : a 64 × 64 × 256 array defining the spatially varying permittivity of the simulation

domain.
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• ξ and ζ: two terms reserved for bi-(an)isotropy and were both supplied as a single

zero element as none was required.

• µ: the equivalent term to ε but for spatially varying permeability, here supplied as 1

(uniform).

• source : a 3 × 64 × 64 × 256 cell array defining the vector source as discussed in the

text.

• a handle to a progress function that tracks convergence of the calculated fields

Once the progress function determines that the estimate of the relative error in the solution

is below 0.001 a 4D array containing the vector electric fields of the solution is returned.

Much like for the source, the leading dimension can have value 1, 2, or 3 specifying the x, y

or z component of the electric field.

The magnetic field H is determined from the electric field using the included ‘calcCurl’

function with prefactors as follows H = −i
cµ0k0

∇×E , [Here × is the vector (or cross) product].

From which the time averaged Poynting vector 〈S〉 = Re(E×H∗) was determined, where Re

denotes the real component and ∗ denotes the complex conjugate.

The total power exiting the simulation domain was determined by integrating the nor-

mal component of the time averaged Poynting vector on the closed surface of a cuboid of

the simulation domain size minus the width of the absorbing boundary regions. This pro-

vides the total power emitted for a given configuration. The total power propagating within

the fibre was calculated by integrating the z component (parallel to fibre-axis) of the Poynt-

ing vector at the boundaries as above, but only within the cross-section of the fibre. The

trapping fraction is simply the ratio of trapped to total emitted power.

4.6 Prototype YAG:Ce3+ Light Guides

4.6.1 Evolution of Prototypes, Sample Descriptions

Our initial efforts to produce ‘fibre-like’ structures for demonstration purposes used a com-

mercial YAG:Ce3+ powder suspended in an optical adhesive. The fibre shape was provided

by hollow translucent plastic tubing, into which a mixture of the power and adhesive was

encouraged and cured with a long-wave UV light source. The result is a fibre or rod with

some light guiding ability, but with high scattering losses due to the powder inclusions and

poor index contrast between the core (n=1.64) and scattering cladding (assumed n∼1.5).

We also produced samples where the plastic tube structure was replaced by a smooth rolled

tube of aluminium foil. Examples of both types of sample can be seen in Fig.4.23.
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Figure 4.23: Powder phosphor fibre prototypes, under 450 nm blue LED illumination via an
illuminating fibre. (a) Demonstration of directional emission (red dashed circle), achieved
with external fibre collimation lens, for a phosphor filled aluminium tube. (b) High levels
of scattering / leakage from a powder in plastic tube fibre.

The commercial phosphor powder used was Intematix NYAG4454-L, a cerium doped

YAG phosphor with mean particle size of approximately 13 µm [100]. The optical adhe-

sive was NOA164 from Norland, of refractive index 1.64 and curing soft, rubbery and tacky

in air [101]. The powder was mixed with the adhesive in the ratio 2.4 g adhesive to 0.03 g

powder.

With these crude prototypes we were able to demonstrate enhanced control over the an-

gular distribution of emission (due to the small cross-sectional area (CSA)) and colour tun-

ing by varying the length of the fibres.

To produce a fibre prototype of acceptable optical efficiency, a scatter-free phosphor

would be required. At this stage we had two commercially available phosphor compo-

nents at our disposal, both of which were highly scattering. The first, a phosphor powder in

host material sample, see Fig.4.24(a) and the accompanying description in the text, which

scatters visible light due to the index contrast between the host material and the powder

and the powder particle size. The other sample, of the emerging technologies that remove

the need for host material to suspend the phosphor, is a monocrystalline YAG:Ce3+ disc

Fig.4.24(b). In this case the material is scatter-free, but has had surface roughness added

to achieve better colour uniformity in the output light. Efforts were made to remove the

surface roughness with diamond based polish and cut thin strips of disc to produce fibre

shaped scatter free phosphor. These were ultimately unsuccessful and soon superseded by

the next generation of prototype.

A set of 10 bespoke moncrystalline YAG:Ce3+ light guides were ordered from the com-

pany who manufactured the monocrystalline disc Fig.4.24(b), Crytur [80]. To demonstrate

the properties of the fibre geometry at a scale which would be convenient for optical excita-
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tion and yield white output the concentration of cerium dopant in the phosphor needed to

be significantly less than that used in typical phosphor solutions. See Fig.3.1 in Section 3 for

the pump absorption achieved in a sample of typical concentration, with absorption coef-

ficient α' 75 cm−1. The bespoke monocrystalline samples were machined from a boule of

very low concentration YAG:Ce3+, with absorption coefficient quoted as ‘less than 1 cm−1’.

This moves the distance for equivalent absorption to the ∼200 µm samples to several cen-

timeters. As the samples are machined from a boule, as opposed to drawn like fibre, we

were advised that a cuboidal guide with square cross-section would be significantly easier

to produce. The guide dimensions were thus 2 × 2 × 100 mm, with all sides highly polished

to preserve light guiding ability.

Prototypes made from the square cross-section samples can be seen in Fig.4.24(c),(e) and

(g) and the full manufacturer specifications in Table 4.1. Fig.4.24(c), an unmodified ‘rod’ as

supplied by Crytur. Due to the very low dopant concentration, it appears uncoloured and

transparent from the side, but fluorescence from ambient light is guided to the ends pro-

ducing a strong yellow colour. As discussed in Section 4.2.3 and quantified in Section 4.3.3,

a simple hemispherical lens can drastically improve device efficiency by allowing almost

all of the generated fluorescence to escape the guide end. A 6 mm diameter sapphire (n =

1.77) hemispherical lens has been added (high index glue) to an unmodified guide to form

the sample in Fig.4.24(e). In Fig.4.24(g) the length of the guide was first reduced in an effort

to tune the amount of residual blue pump and achieve white output. The colour metrics

and efficiency of all the prototypes in Fig.4.24 are discussed later in Section 4.8.

Due to the square cross section of these samples, they are unable to demonstrate the ra-

dially dependent trapping fraction we expect from simulations with circular cross-section

guides (Fig.4.3 vs Fig.4.7). After some experimentation with fluorescent acrylic rods (in

the next Section 4.7) we were able to obtain monocrystalline YAG:Ce3+ rods with a circular

cross-section from Crytur. These can be seen in Fig.4.24(d),(f) and (h). The modifications

follow the same logic as for the square cross-section guides, but as the cylinders have a

larger diameter of 5 mm, a larger hemispherical lens of differing material (due to availabil-

ity) was used. A 10 mm diameter half ball lens made of material S-LAH79 (n=2) was used.

Interlinked with the question of “How will the overall efficiency of the fluorescent guide

type phosphors compare with the predictions for loss-free structures?” is“Will the position

dependent trapping fraction be observable in these cylindrical prototypes?”. We have seen

in Fig.4.18 that if the surface quality of the ‘fibre’ is not high enough, scattering losses will

dampen the radial dependence to the point where it may no longer be detectable. Demon-

strating this radial dependence experimentally is the subject of Section 4.7.
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Figure 4.24: Images of phosphor samples of significance, establishing shorthand designa-
tion for each, full sample details in Table 4.1. (a) commercial polycrystalline phosphor from
Intematix with high CRI. (b) monocrystalline YAG:Ce3+ disc, 200 µm thick, roughened sur-
faces available from Crytur [80]. The remaining samples are bespoke low concentration
phosphor light guides from Crytur. They are either 2 mm x 2 mm square cross-section (CS)
or 5 mm diameter circular CS, as indicated by the inset image in each case. Hemispheri-
cal lenses of diameter 6 and 10 mm have been added to the square CS and cylindrical rods
where indicated.
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Sample
Image

location in
Fig.4.24

Description
Manufacturer specifications + modifications

PolyCryst disc (a)

ChromaLit Round 90 CRI, 2700K, 61.5 mm
diameter. A powder (Polycrystalline) ‘phosphor

composite’ on a polymer substrate from Intematix
[102].

MonoCryst disc (b)

YAG:Ce single crystal phosphor plate, 200 µm
thick, 54 mm diameter with roughened surfaces.
Crystal growth by the Czochralski method [103].
Obtained from Crytur [80]. Intended output CCT

of 5700K (blue pump, wavelength unknown).
Manufacturer code:

LWY|CIE(0.434,0.543)|D55|C0|200|G/GN/N||5700|

SquareRod
(Bare) 100 mm

(c)

Material: YAG:Ce, Low absorption coefficient <
1cm-1 (blue pump), Surface: All sides polished,

Dimensions: (cuboidal) 2.0 (+/-0.1) x 2.0 (+/-0.1) x
100 (+/-0.2)mm, Code:

LCY|CIE(0.418,0.554)|2x2x100|||A/N|||C, from
Crytur [80]

CylRod (Bare)
100 mm

(d)

Material: YAG:Ce, Low absorption coefficient <
1cm-1 (blue pump), Surface: All sides polished,

Dimensions: (cylindrical) 5.0 (+/-0.1) x 100
(+/-0.2)mm, Code:

LCY|CIE(0.418,0.554)|dia.5x100|||A/|||C, from
Crytur [80]

SquareRodHemi
100 mm

(e)

As in ‘SquareRod (Bare) 100 mm’, with a 6.0mm
Diameter, Sapphire Half-Ball Lens (n=1.77)

attached using Norland optical adhesive NOA 164
(n=1.64).

CylRodHemi 100
mm

(f)
As in ‘CylRod (Bare) 100 mm’, with a 10.0mm

Diameter, S-LAH79 Half-Ball Lens (n=2.0) also
attached using NOA 164.

SquareRodHemi
37 mm

(g)

As in ‘SquareRodHemi 100 mm’, but first the 100
mm rod was cut to 37 mm with a diamond coated
cutting wheel on a rotary tool, both available from
high-street hardware stores. As a consequence of
the soft and rubbery cured state of the adhesive

the lens had become misaligned prior to
photographing but after all measurements had

been performed.

CylRodHemi 60
mm

(h)
As in ‘CylRodHemi 100 mm’, but first the 100 mm

rod was cut to 60 mm with a diamond coated
cutting wheel on a rotary tool.

Table 4.1: Detailed descriptions of the samples photographed in Fig.4.24
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4.7 Demonstrating a Radially Dependent Trapping Fraction

Experimentally

Fig.4.3 shows that a cylindrical fluorescent fibre has the potential to be considerably more

efficient than one would assume if neglecting the contribution of skew rays (those originat-

ing off axis). The potential discrepancy could be as large as that between a 45% and 80%

trapping fraction if illuminating with a beam or ring much smaller than the fibre diameter,

or between 45% and 70% (Fig.4.6) if the entire fibre cross-section is illuminated. We have

seen in Fig.4.18 how losses due to surface scattering affect rays originating far from the fi-

bre axis more than those near its center, reducing the magnitude of the improvement one

expects towards the fibres edge. The question remains, can one exploit, or even detect this

effect in a ‘real-world’ sample with unquantified losses present?

As the square cross-section rods are not predicted to exhibit any pump position depen-

dent behaviour and it was unclear if we would be able to obtain cylindrical guides from

Crytur, we looked for more easily accessible systems that might exhibit the same behaviour.

Fortunately, there exists a range of fluorescent acrylic rods of decent optical quality, gener-

ally under the description ‘light gathering rods’. An assortment of light gathering rods can

Figure 4.25: Fluorescent ‘light gathering rods’ used for investigating pump position depen-
dent trapping fractions. (a) An assortment of so-called light gathering rods, transparent
(outside of spectral absorption bands) fluorescent acrylic rods. 6 mm in diameter, obtained
from ‘https://www.homecrafts.co.uk/’, now out of business but widely available at online
craft suppliers. (b) A modified rod from (a), cut to 20 mm length with a glass slide and a 12
mm hemispherical glass lens (ebay) attached via index matched optical adhesive (NOA68)
to either end. The black electrical tape visible is for ease of handling and does not interact
optically under the measurements performed.
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be seen in Fig.4.25(a), purchased for approximately £40 (details within caption).

To probe the varying trapping fraction across our samples we constructed an illumina-

tion system that yielded a movable thin beam of light that is roughly collimated over the

length of the sample. The experimental setup is as shown in Fig.4.26. The lenses L1 and L2

are Plano-convex with f = 300 mm. The purpose of L1 is to collimate the large diverging

beam from the 450 nm diode ‘FlexPoint’ laser (FP-D-450-5P-C-C). L2 then focuses the col-

limated beam to a point within the sample. As the focal length of L2 is reasonably large, the

Rayleigh length of the beam is long enough to maintain a thin beam width along the full

length of the samples.

The 1D linear motorised stage and controller were obtained from Thorlabs, with item

numbers PT1/M-Z8 and KDC101 respectively. The beam was scanned horizontally across

the input face, passing through the center of the circular cross-section. The motorised stage

was controlled via connection to a PC in LabVIEW, which was also used to collect power

readings from the photodiode power sensor, a Thorlabs S120C connected to a Thorlabs

PM100USB meter interface. The sensor had a filter F1 attached where indicated in the re-

sults and is butt-coupled to the integrating sphere measurement port. The two filters used

for F1 are a 500 nm longpass (Thorlabs FEL0500) and a 450 nm passband filter of 10 nm

FWHM (Thorlabs FB450-10). The integrating sphere used was a Newport 819C-IS-5.3 with

the 2.5" port reduced to 1" with a 819M-PFR-1.0-2.5 reducer.

Figure 4.26: Schematic of experimental setup used to study dependence of sample optical
output on the illumination position. A 450 nm diode laser source is focused to a thin ap-
proximately collimated beam within the sample. The incident position of the pump beam
on the sample face is controllable via a 1D linear motorised stage. Light exiting the sample
at the integrating sphere port is collected and evenly distributed across its inner surface.
A photodiode records the amount of light detected from the sphere measurement port. A
changeable filter F1 enables distinguishing of the pump light from that generated within
the sample. Full details in the text.
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The samples were positioned in the reduced port and measurements take from the 90◦

port, with the baffle between these ports. Samples were positioned at a consistent depth

into the sphere port such that the end of the fluorescent rod was in line with the inner edge

of the anodised black ring that frames the 1" port reduced opening. It is noted that as light

from the sample is both diverging from the rod end and has a ballistic (blue) component

which strikes the opposite side of the sphere, the measurement configuration (in terms of

baffle use) is only optimised for the fluorescent component.

Fig.4.27 shows the variation in detected power with pump beam translation for a 15 mm

long section of the green fluorescent acrylic rod shown in Fig.4.25(a). The green rods were

selected for their strong absorption of the 450 nm pump light and similar fluorescence out-

put spectrum to YAG:Ce3+. The absorption coefficient for blue pump light is high, such that

to the naked eye almost all pump light is absorbed within approximately 1 cm. The faces

of the rod were finished with a facing tool in a lathe and the resulting concentric surface

defects removed with fine sandpaper.

An increase in the amount of detected fluorescence can seen close to the edges of the

sample. The edges are identifiable by symmetry and the drop / increase in fluorescence /

pump light. It can also be seen that this behaviour is not replicated in the amount of pump

light detected, so we can attribute this additional light to a reduction in the amount which

leaks out of the sides of the fibre. However, the amount of additional light is small and does

not appear to follow the smooth increase with distance from the rod center we expect from

Fig.4.18. [It is noted that the refractive index of the rods (approx 1.5) is less than that used

in the simulation, but qualitatively the same behaviour is observed in simulations for n =

1.5.]

Upon careful consideration it becomes unclear whether or not the predicted variation in

trapping fraction should be expected to be measurable for this sample. This is due to the

lack of outcoupling modification to the rod. Additional skew rays that are trapped as the

pump moves off the rod central axis would be completely unable to escape a perfect rod,

due to the total internal reflection experienced at the end facet. It is only due to the pres-

ence of defects in the fibre bulk and surfaces that these rays have the potential to escape.

With the presence of losses also expected to mask the trapping fraction variation (Fig.4.18),

one can now see that the results of Fig.4.27 are in fact quite encouraging.

Fig.4.28 compares the results of Fig.4.27 with a sample with improved outcoupling. It is

20 mm long with a 12 mm hemispherical glass lens on the exit face and a glass slide at-

tached to the input face. Due to the index matching between the adhesive (NOA68) and

the glass slide, scattering due to surface roughness on the input face is mitigated by its ad-
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Figure 4.27: Variation in amount of light exiting a 15 mm long, 6 mm diameter green flu-
orescent acrylic rod as a 450 nm laser beam is scanned across its diameter. The two data
sets distinguish light from the pump (450 nm 10 nm FWHM filter) from the fluorescence
(longpass 500 nm filter). The longpass power was normalised by its pump position = 10.5
mm value and the passband power by its position = 15 mm value. The edges of the rod can
be identified by sharp changes in detected power with pump position. An increase in de-
tected fluorescence, from which we infer an increased trapping fraction can be seen close
to the rod edges.

dition. The small change in length here was dictated by prepared sample availability and is

not the variable under scrutiny in Fig.4.28.

A clear increase can be seen as expected and now the radial dependence follows quali-

tatively the trend that was predicted. The ‘rounding off’ of the data near the fibre edges is

due to the finite width of the pump beam, causing the measurements to be the convolution

of this approximately Gaussian beam shape with the trapping fraction dependence seen in

Fig.4.18. The considerable amount of fluorescence observed when the pump is positioned

outside of the fibre for the hemi lens sample is due to the reflections off the front face of the

lens and refraction from adhesive over-spill around the rod end directing pump back into

the fibre.
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Fortunately, in addition to demonstrating the variable trapping fraction in an acrylic fibre

we were able to purchase cylindrical monocrystalline YAG:Ce3+ guides from Crytur, allow-

ing us to see the magnitude of this effect in high optical quality samples and measure the

efficiency of this next generation of prototype. The rods are 5 mm in diameter and 100 mm

long, of the same dopant concentration as the square cross-section samples and highly

polished. They can be seen in Fig.4.24(d),(f) and (h) and are described in detail in Table

4.1. The experimental setup for measuring these samples was the same as before (Fig.4.26)

with one key difference, the photodiode and filter combination was replaced with a spec-

trometer, attached to the measurement port via 600 µm optical fibre.

The spectrometer is an ocean optics USB2000+ calibrated using a radiometrically cali-

brated HL-3P-CAL tungsten-halogen light source of known output power. The calibration

lamp is not of the type designed for calibrating an integrating sphere measurement system,

Figure 4.28: As in Fig.4.27, but comparing the bare 15 mm rod seen there with a 20 mm rod
with a hemispherical lens on the output face and glass slide on the input face, as seen in
Fig.4.25(b). The hemispherical lens allows efficient extraction of trapped light and reveals
the predicted dependence on pump position (see Fig.4.18). The inclusion of the lens causes
fluorescence to be generated at pump positions that are outside the limits of the rod. Both
data sets have their power values normalised by the pump position = 11.5 power value.
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which it is understood include and are calibrated for diffuse output from the light source.

As such, the calibration was performed in the absence of the integrating sphere with the

following optical path - light source - cosine corrector - 600 µm fibre - spectrometer. The

calibration was performed using the OceanView spectroscopy software following the man-

ufacturers instructions [104].

When the calibrated spectrometer is used with the integrating sphere (connected via fi-

bre), the spectral response of the instrument response factors (such as grating and detector

efficiency) will be compensated for, but the absolute power entering the sphere will remain

unknown. The calibrated spectrometer was used in this way to obtain spectral power dis-

tributions where the absolute value of the ‘relative power per nm’ is unknown, but that

subsequent spectra can be accurately and reliably compared with each other. In this way

one can measure changes in output power with pump position or a lm/Wr ad figure by com-

parison of a pump spectrum with that from a phosphor sample.

A spectrum was obtained for pump positions at 0.1 mm intervals spanning the diame-

ter of the samples and a little beyond either side. A constant integration time of 2000 ms

was used and non-linearity correction and electric dark correction were both enabled. A

dark spectrum was first acquired and then subtracted from subsequent measurements as

per standard procedure [104]. Note the 2000 ms integration time causes the detector to be-

come saturated when the pump laser enters the sphere unhindered. This means values for

integrated power in the blue spectral region are unreliable outside of the fibre, however the

behaviour here is only of qualitative interest and is not presented in the following results.

Fig.4.29 shows the integrated power in the range 480 - 700 nm for each spectrum ob-

tained at varying pump position across two samples, the 100 mm square rod with hemi-

spherical lens of Fig.4.24(e) and the 100 mm cylindrical rod with hemispherical lens of

Fig.4.24(f). For the circular cross-section rod we observe a strong dependence on the pump

position within the sample, of the form predicted in simulation and larger in magnitude

than seen for the fluorescent acrylic rods (Fig.4.28). For the square cross-section rod, very

little fluctuation is observed across the entire sample, with no indication of a radial depen-

dence, as predicted. The spectra from each sample have not been normalised post spectral

integration and therefore their relative amplitudes reflect directly the amount of light exit-

ing the end of the sample. Indeed the square cross-section device outperforms the circular

cross-section one.

It was expected that the surface quality of the cylindrical rod might be inferior to the

square cross-section rod, due to the added challenges of obtaining the circular cross sec-

tion from a boule of crystal. However this is unconfirmed and unquantified. This is a pos-
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Figure 4.29: Variation in the amount of fluorescence exiting the end of a square vs circular
cross-section monocrystalline YAG:Ce3+ light guide, with outcoupling lens attached. Spec-
tra obtained from the configuration depicted in Fig.4.26, but with photodiode and filter
replaced with spectrometer, have been integrated in the spectral region 480 - 700 nm to
determine changes in the relative power. The dashed lines mark the approximate locations
of the edges of the samples - red, cylindrical sample, 5 mm diameter, black, square cross-
section, 2 mm width. (In hindsight) the square sample was mounted at an angle, increasing
its apparent width here.

sible explanation for the lower output from the cylindrical rod, in line with the predictions

of Fig.4.18. Another likely contribution is the losses caused by the hemispherical lens. The

Fresnel losses when passing from the rod, to adhesive, to lens are found to be comparably

small in both cases, despite the differing refractive indices of the two lenses. The greater

effect is likely to be the differing ratio of rod diameter to lens diameter in each case. Both

ratios (6 mm / 2 mm for square, 10 mm / 5 mm for circular) should be large enough to

reach the maximum out-coupled fraction seen in Fig.4.12. However, as the cylindrical rod

has a lower diameter ratio it is more prone to experiencing additional losses due to imper-

fect alignment with the lens. We also note that an approximation is made by applying the

results of Fig.4.12 to these two lenses, as both have refractive indices slightly shifted with
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respect to the simulated index of 1.83.

Fig.4.30 compares the experimentally obtained positional dependence of the cylindri-

cal sample in Fig.4.29 with the simulated lossless (P = 0) curve of Fig.4.18. The simulated

data set has been zero padded outside of fibre limits and convolved with a Gaussian of 1/e2

beam width of 0.25 mm. The beam width was inferred from the experimental data. The

experimental data set has been normalised to the same value as the simulation at the rod

center. It can be seen in Fig.4.18 that with increasing losses the trapping fraction is reduced

slowly for meridional rays at the fibre center. Choosing to normalise to the lossless trap-

ping fraction value at the fibre center is motivated by the considerable trapping fraction

variation observed experimentally, indicating the losses are in the regime where one would

expect only a 2 or 3 % reduction in the central value.

Figure 4.30: Comparison between the trapping fraction variation measured experimen-
tally for the CylRodHemi 100 mm sample and the maximum variation possible, for a per-
fect lossless system. The simulated data comes from the previous lossless (P=0) curve of
Fig.4.18, which has been convolved with a Gaussian to simulate the experimental beam
width, details in text. The beam width has been inferred from the experimental data. The
experimental data set has been normalised to 0.453 at the rod center, to align with the sim-
ulated data.
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It is observed that the magnitude of the trapping fraction change measured experimen-

tally is roughly half what one would expect of the perfect lossless system. It is anticipated

that the magnitude of the variation measured could be increased by repeating these mea-

surements on a shorter rod (less losses) and by reducing the beam width further.

4.8 Prototype Efficiency and CCT Results

Spectra obtained using the configuration depicted in Fig.4.26, but with a spectrometer in

place of the photodiode, were used to assess the efficiency with which the fluorescence

generated within a sample is directed out of its output facet. In addition these spectra were

used to assess some of the key colour metrics of the light emitted from a given sample.

4.8.1 Efficiency and CCT Calculation Methods

A calibrated irradiance spectrum was acquired using OceanView spectroscopy software for

the 450 nm pump beam entering the integrating sphere, in the absence of any sample. The

integration time was set to 210 ms to maximise the signal without experiencing saturation.

A dark spectrum was first acquired and non-linearity correction and electric dark were en-

abled. This is the standard procedure used unless stated otherwise. This spectrum serves

to quantify the power in the pump beam and whilst this is not an absolute power value as

discussed previously, it can be accurately compared with those obtained in the presence of

a sample. As the signal to noise ratio is poor for a fluorescent sample at 210 ms for each

sample a spectrum was acquired for an integration time of 210 ms and another at 400 ms.

The 400 ms spectra have been used for all of the results in this section (Section 4.8). The

purpose of the 210 ms spectra was to confirm that the software’s internal calculation of the

detected power per nm correctly accounts for a change in integration time and that the 210

ms pump spectrum can reliably be compared with the 400 ms sample spectra. The results

of Table 4.2 were confirmed to be within 1 or 2 % of each other when calculated using the

210 or 400 ms spectra.

The samples assessed are those shown in the sample column of Table 4.2, which corre-

spond to those depicted in Fig.4.24. Where a sample is listed as ‘cent’ or ‘edge’ this indicates

that the pump was positioned either at the center of the sample cross-section or near the

edge at the position where the most fluorescence was detected. Rod shaped samples were

positioned in the same way as for the trapping fraction measurements - samples were po-

sitioned at a depth into the sphere port such that the end of the fluorescent rod was in line
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with the inner edge of the anodised black ring that frames the 1" port reduced opening. For

the disc shaped samples this was not possible due to the port opening size and available

mounts. Disc shaped samples were placed in contact with the reduced port opening, such

that the opening was completely covered.

The conversion from spectra of units ‘power per nm’ (P (λ)) to lumens (φv ) is made using

a photopic luminosity curve (ȳ) and the luminous efficacy of radiation at 555 nm (Kcd =

683 lm/W) as follows [105]:

φv = Kcd

∫
P (λ)ȳ(λ)dλ. (4.19)

The unhindered pump spectrum was integrated numerically between 430 and 480 nm to

determine the power (proportional, not absolute) in the pump beam. Each sample spec-

trum was then multiplied by the ‘Judd-Vos modified CIE 2-deg photopic luminosity curve

(1978)’ [106]. The luminosity curve was first interpolated linearly to match the wavelength

intervals of the acquired spectra (≈ 0.379 nm bins). The resulting weighted spectrum was

integrated between 400 and 780 nm and multiplied by 683 to produce a lumen value. This

lumen value was then divided by the calculated pump power to yield the lm/Wr ad values

seen in Table 4.2. To clarify, that is lumens per watt of light incident on the sample as op-

posed to a wall plug efficiency.

Correlated colour temperature values were calculated for each sample with the aid of the

IES TM-30-15 Advanced Calculation tool, available from [107]. The correlated colour tem-

perature of a white light source is a useful metric for the how ‘warm’, or how blue or yellow

the light is. Formally, it is defined as “the temperature of the Planckian radiator having

the chromaticity nearest the chromaticity associated with the given spectral distribution

on the diagram where the (CIE 1931 standard observer based) u′,2/3 v ′ coordinates of the

Planckian locus and the test stimulus are depicted ([108, 107])”. CCT values are determined

by the calculation tool using the method presented in [109], using a minimum search pro-

gram and either a triangular or parabolic function between sample points on the Planckian

locus, depending on the spectrum’s distance from the locus. Spectra were first interpolated

linearly to satisfy the 1 nm spacing for the tool input and 380 to 700 nm acceptable range.

The resulting CCT values can be seen in Table 4.2.

To determine the percentage of pump/fluorescence photons detected the spectra were

first converted from units of ‘power per nm’ to proportional to ‘number of photons per

nm’. This was done simply by multiplying the power measured at a given wavelength by

the wavelength at which it was measured. Photon energy E = hc/λ, where h is Planck’s
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constant, c is the constant speed of light in vacuum and λ is the photon wavelength. The

pump photons were then counted by numerically integrating the spectra between 430 and

480 nm. Comparison with that obtained for the unhindered pump beam spectrum yields

the column ‘Pump photons detected’ in Table 4.2. The fluorescence photons are counted

in a similar way but with the integration limits of 480 to 700 nm. In addition, the normali-

sation is to the total number of photons in the unhindered pump beam minus the number

of pump photons detected. For the polycrystalline sample the upper limit was increased

to 750 nm to include the increased red emission present, see Fig.4.31. This was not done

for all samples as above 700 nm the noise in the spectra become significant. The integrated

value is compared with the number of photons in the unhindered pump to yield the ‘fluo-

rescence photons detected’ column.

4.8.2 Results and Discussion

The results of the efficiency and CCT calculations are collated in Table 4.2. An illustrative

selection of the sample spectra used can be see in the Figs.4.31, 4.32 and 4.33. These com-

pare the CylRodHemi 60 mm prototype to the commercially available samples, the various

efficiencies achievable with the circular cross-section rod and the square cross-section rod

to the circular cross-section rod, respectively.

The sample which represents our closest prototype to the proposed fibre based phos-

phor component is the Cylindrical rod which has been shortened to 60 mm to achieve

white output, with hemispherical lens for enhanced outcoupling. We consider the spec-

trum of this sample when pumped close to the sample edge ‘CylRodHemi 60mm Edge’

when comparing the prototype performance with some of the functional requirements in

Section 4.9.1. The CCT of this sample is measured as ≈ 5500 K, with CIE 1931 x y coordi-

nates of (0.3345,0.3998). These coordinates, along with a representative selection of the re-

maining samples can be seen plotted in a CIE 1931 colour space chromaticity diagram later

in Fig.4.34. As a sample with CCT of ≈ 5500 K, its calculated efficiencies such as lm/Wr ad

and % fluorescence photons are a fair representation of that expected of a phosphor com-

ponent used in a typical white light.

Of the original pump photons that have undergone fluorescence (or have been lost), the

measured percentage that have exited the ‘CylRodHemi 60mm’ sample via its hemispheri-

cal lens and entered the integrating sphere is found to be 43%. This corresponds to a yield

of 148 lumens of white output per watt of incident pump light. We now consider how these

obtained efficiencies compare theoretical predictions.
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Sample
Pump photons

detected (%)

Fluorescence
photons detected

(% of pump
photons)

CCT
(K)

lm/Wr ad

(Chromalit) PolyCryst
disc

3.5 36 3563 84

(Crytur) MonoCryst disc 18.2 45 12133 136
SquareRodHemi 40mm 14.0 39 9760 128

CylRodHemi 60mm
Cent

5.8 30 5768 108

CylRodHemi 60mm
Edge

7.3 43 5449 148

CylRodBare 100mm 1.4 11 5047 43
SquareRodBare 100mm 1.7 11 5202 41
SquareRodHemi 100mm 1.2 39 4501 143

CylRodHemi 100mm
Cent

0.9 23 4561 86

CylRodHemi 100mm
Edge

1.4 32 4502 119

Table 4.2: Key performance metrics for the samples under assessment, see Fig.4.24. Mea-
sured in the configuration of Fig.4.26 (with Spectrometer). CCT = correlated colour tem-
perature. lm/Wr ad = lumens per watt of light incident on the phosphor. Calculation details
for all columns are given in the Section 4.8.1. Note that for samples with comparable input
and output faces (this includes the discs), the detected light is approximately half of the
total emitted. The double horizontal line half way down separates the approximately white
spectra from those that are almost entirely fluorescence and lie too far from the black body
locus for their CCT and lm/Wr ad values to be interpreted in the same way as those above.

We have calculated the maximum percentage of fluorescence photons we could expect

to see, out of both ends of the rod, relative to the total number that do not pass through

unconverted, Fth using the following known factors:

• Fresnel reflection at the input face, assuming normal incidence, 8.6%

• Internal quantum efficiency of phosphor, 94% [19]

• Trapping fraction (∼max), 80%, see Fig.4.3

• Fresnel reflection between rod end, adhesive and lens, estimated of order 1 or 2 %,

neglected from calculation.

• Outcoupling efficiency of hemispherical lens, dr od = 5, dlens = 10 mm, ≈ 90%, see

Fig.4.12.
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Figure 4.31: Relative spectral power distributions for the cylindrical prototype white light
‘CylRod60mm’, pumped with a 450 nm beam near its edge and two commercially available
phosphor discs. Spectra have been smoothed with a Gaussian-weighted moving average
filter of width 5 data points (' 1.9 nm). The inset image top right shows the pump peaks at
larger y scale. The inset spectra are unsmoothed.

Figure 4.32: As in Fig.4.31 but comparing the unmodified cylindrical YAG:Ce3+ rod with the
pump position dependent spectra obtained with the addition of a hemispherical outcou-
pling lens.
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Fth = (1−0.086)× (0.94)× (0.80)× (0.90) = 62% (4.20)

The measured amount of fluorescence (43%) is ' 2
3 of that we would expect to measure

if the rod - lens system was completely free from defects and if no light escaped through

the input face of the rod (62%). Note that the fraction of light exiting the unmodified rod

face will be considerably less than half of the total fluorescence generated, as no outcou-

pling lens is attached here. Based on these values it seems reasonable to expect that a next

generation prototype with the following modifications:

• Anti-reflective coatings on the input and exit (hemispherical lens) faces

• A Distributed Bragg Reflector or other dichroic element on the input face, to reflect

fluorescence to the output end whilst allowing the pump light to enter the rod.

• Improved finishing of the cut rod surface and more precise lens placement.

• Pump beam width reduction - was optimised for 100 mm sample.

would achieve an efficiency of around 200 lm/Wr ad . If it is found that the surface quality

of the cylindrical rods is consequentially poorer than that of the square rods, there may be

potential to improve this and improve the efficiency further. One is then left with managing

the directionality of emission, which is likely to come at some cost to overall efficiency but

as we have seen in Section 4.3.4 the directional efficiency can be kept high if one is willing

to increase the cross-sectional area of the device (law of etendue [110]).

4.8.3 Square vs Circular Cross-section

Simulations have shown (Fig.4.3) that the trapping fraction achieved in a cylindrical rod

may exceed the uniform 68% trapping fraction predicted for a square cross-section, if ei-

ther the dopants are, or pump light is, distributed more towards the edges of its circular

cross-section. This is the case for the simulated system, without any surface losses or de-

fects present. If the rod is illuminated across its entire cross-section, the resulting trap-

ping fraction is ' 70%, roughly equivalent to that of the square cross-section rod. The

monocrystalline circular cross-section rods from Crytur in conjunction with the fluores-

cent acrylic rods have successfully demonstrated the predicted trapping fraction variation

and provided a benchmark for the magnitude of this effect for a ‘real-world’ lossy sample.

It is noted that the unmodified square cross-section rods perform equivalently to the

unmodified circular rods in Table 4.2 and Fig.4.33. However, once a hemispherical lens is

added the square rods outperform even the edge pumped circular ones. This may be due
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Figure 4.33: As in Fig.4.31 but comparing square cross-section samples with their cylindri-
cal counterparts.

to its decreased sensitivity to lens misalignment as discussed in Section 4.7.

The question of which shape is ‘better’ will likely depend heavily on manufacturing fea-

sibility and specific application. A circular cross-section has been assumed as the intended

geometry as drawing the samples as fluorescent optical fibres seems an appealing manu-

facturing solution.

4.9 Conclusions

4.9.1 Evaluation Against Functional Requirements

With the optical properties of the proposed fibre-based solution now well understood through

simulation and experiment, we begin our conclusions by looking again at the requirements

outlined in Section 1.4.1.

1. Emission Cone

The strength of the proposed fibre-based solution is to enable sufficient pump ab-

sorption and power output in a geometry that need not increase the area of the ele-
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ment, instead distributing the material along the fibre length. A small cross-section

lends itself to effective collimation with modification of the fibre ends or external op-

tics. The prototype is presented without a modification that adds a high degree of

directionality to its emission. It is expected that the optimum component / modifi-

cation to provide directionality will be derived from existing optical components (e.g.

the compound parabolic concentrator [111]) and will be dictated by the target appli-

cation of the device it is deployed in and manufacturing constraints.

A novel modification, the modified ball lens, is explored in Section 4.3.4. The simula-

tions there are restricted to two dimensions and the results cannot be quantitatively

applied to a 3D system. The equivalent directionality seen in Fig.4.16 is anticipated to

require a larger lens diameter than shown for a 2D simulation when extended to 3D,

in line with the behaviour observed for the hemispherical lens (Figs.4.11 and 4.12). If

such modified lenses were of further interest we would suggest the use of a dedicated

ray-tracing and optical design software.

2. Imaging Capability

The fibre-based solution presented was designed with imaging capability at its heart.

In the same way an imaging fibre optic bundle (fibrescope) works it is proposed that

a bundle of fluorescent fibre can be used to transfer spatial patterning in the pump

beam into spatial patterning of the fluorescence output. The maximum resolution of

the resulting fluorescence pattern is provided by the number of independent fibres,

which effectively become pixels in the array.

3. Optical Efficiency

The working prototpye ‘ClyRodHemi 60 mm’, when pumped at the edge of its cross-

section, has been measured to produce ∼ 150 lumens of white light from its output

face per watt of incident pump. It is expected that an improved prototype would

reach or exceed the 200 lm/W target, as outlined in Section 4.8.2. Replacing the out-

coupling lens used in this prototype with a component achieving directionality will

then come at some efficiency cost, but this can be kept minimal if one is willing to

increase the cross-sectional area of the fibre + lens system sufficiently.

4. Brightness / Power Handling

For the same reasons that the fibre geometry (or fibre bundle if seeking to preserve
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patterning of the pump light) should be favourable for achieving a narrow emission

cone it is expected to be well suited to high power applications. Thermal manage-

ment aside, we have seen in Section 3.2 that the volume of phosphor needed to

reach a high lumen target is very small, provided the activator ions are constantly

being excited. The absorption properties of YAG:Ce3+ were considered in Section

3.3. Achieving the necessary pump absorption to yield white output in a fibre ge-

ometry shouldn’t present a problem as optical path length is available in abundance.

At high pump intensities the ground state of the activator ions will begin to become

depleted. That is, the number of cerium ions not already in the excited state will

become small(er). This will affect the fractional pump absorption at high pump in-

tensities. A recent article investigates this so called luminescence saturation (which

is distinguished from thermally induced saturation) and confirms a “remarkably high

saturation threshold” [86]. The solution to any luminescence saturation would seem

to be as simple as extending the length of the fibre, with no need to increase its cross-

sectional area.

5. Colour

The 60 mm working prototype sample has an output correlated colour temperature

of roughly 5500 K. This was the CCT we were aiming for for a representative YAG:Ce3+

only white light. The 4 circular marks in Fig.4.34 represent the 4 samples made from

the exact same phosphor (from Crytur). A straight line connecting and extending

beyond these points represents the accessible chromaticity coordinates for this ma-

terial (not factoring in potential redshift from re-absorption for very long samples).

These chromaticity coordinates (and hence varying CCT values) may be accessed by

adjusting the ratio of unconverted pump light to fluorescence exiting the output end

of the sample. This can be done by changing the length of the sample, as was demon-

strated here, or could also be achieved by varying the pump angle or angular distri-

bution. Both alterations vary the mean optical path the pump light travels. Colour

tuning could also be achieved through intentional saturation of the emitters, but that

seems unlikely to be desirable.

The colour rendering index (CRI) for the 60 mm sample was calculated to be 62 by the

IES calculation tool. The expected CRI for this YAG:Ce3+ only phosphor was around

70 [16]. This shortfall is likely due to the reduced spectral coverage of the LD pump

vs the typical LED pump spectrum. To achieve the high CRIs required for quality

interior lighting (around 90) it is necessary to expand the phosphor composition be-
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Figure 4.34: CIE 1931 color space chromaticity diagram with the chromaticity coordinates
of a selection of the samples in Table 4.2 marked. The black body locus and theoretical
white point ( 1

3 x, 1
3 y) are marked for convenience. The black body locus was constructed

from a third order polynomial fit of the sample points provided in the IES TM-30-15 Ad-
vanced Calculation tool

Figure 4.35: (a) Lensed emission from a cuboidal YAG:Ce3+ guide illuminated by a fibre-
coupled LED source. Excluding chromatic aberrations at the image edges, the imaged fibre
end appears to the eye as a uniform white square. (b) emission from a cuboidal YAG:Ce3+

guide illuminated by a thin beam from a blue diode laser. The unconverted pump light is
clearly visible as a discrete beam in the output light.
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yond purely cerium doped YAG (or use an alternative high refractive index, scatter-

free phosphor). This may be possible whilst maintaining a single host material (e.g.

YAG) with multiple dopants or could require the combination of multiple distinct

phosphors as individual fibres or ‘strands’ in contact forming a larger fibre if index

matched. [112] shows a Ce,Sm based fibre with high CRI of 83. There is also a pos-

sibility that fluorescence leaking from YAG:Ce3+ fibres in an imaging bundle could

be recycled by a red phosphor between the fibres or in their cladding if present, but

controlling the colour mixing and angular emission of this extra light would likely

present a significant challenge.

Another key consideration is the colour uniformity of the output light. No spectral

dependence on the emission angle should be present for the fluorescence and none

is observed (by eye) for the prototypes. The angular distribution of the pump light

however is determined by the distribution it entered with (unless considerably al-

tered by the outcoupling / directing optic). There is also the distribution of the pump

spatially across the fibre cross-section, this should be suitably mixed if the pump light

has the opportunity to diverge into the sides of the fibre and reflect off it a few times.

Images of emission from a divergent (LED) pump sample and a collimated pump

(diode laser) can be seen in Fig.4.35. If localising of the pump beam to high radial

positions is exploited to access higher trapping fractions this would likely need to be

balanced with colour uniformity of the output light.

6. Thermal Conductivity

Monocrystalline YAG:Ce3+ has a high thermal conductivity material of up to 13 Wm−1K−1

[87] and experiences minimal efficiency loss at temperatures below 300 ◦C [18]. The

scatter-free fibre geometry offers freedom to adjust length and concentration to con-

trol the volume and surface area over which heat is generated. It is also possible that

the concentration of dopants along the fibre could be varied to homogenise the heat

generation over the length of the fibre, if desired.

4.9.2 In the Context of Other Work

Monocrystalline YAG:Ce3+ fibres have been investigated and employed as fast scintillation

detectors for detection of ionizing radiation [88, 113, 114]. A bundle of optically separated

fibres coupled to a pixelated detector provides information on the location and energy of a

scintillation event, enabling tracking of sources of ionising radiation [88]. In these scintilla-
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tion applications the concentration of cerium dopants is typically much higher than would

be suited to this application and there is no need to couple emission to free space, so the

dominant issues can differ to those considered here.

YAG crystal fibres on the low micrometer scale have also seen some interest as sources of

white light for applications such as optical coherence tomography [112, 115]. The most rel-

evant work to that presented here is the use of high concentration monocrystalline YAG:Ce3+

rods as luminescent concentrators [91, 116, 117]. In these works the YAG cuboidal guide

concentrates the emission from a series of side-pumping LED sources to achieve bright

fluorescence emission from the end facet. The problem of outcoupling and directing emis-

sion is addressed with the use of a compound parabolic collimator [85].

We have focused our attention on the trapping fraction of fluorescence generated within

cylinders of high refractive index. The dependence of the trapping efficiency on the radial

excitation position has been investigated and demonstrated experimentally, the full ana-

lytical treatment for which was published as recently as 2015 [90]. The existence of this

additional trapping power in an imperfect, lossy waveguide is of significance to the over-

all efficiency of light sources utilising fluorescent fibres. We are not aware of any similar

investigation or experimental demonstration.

4.9.3 Summary

The conclusions for this chapter are mostly contained within the ‘Evaluation Against Func-

tional Requirements’ Section 4.9.1 and ‘In the Context of Other Work’ Section 4.9.2, never-

theless we will add some final remarks here.

It is clear form the preceding sections that fluorescent optical fibres show promise as

a solution to the directional lighting problem central to this work. A full assessment of

their suitability now hinges on factors such as manufacturing feasibility, cost, durability

and their ability to meet the more specific requirements of a particular illumination system

or product. We therefore conclude this investigation having found no evidence of short-

comings against any of the defined functional requirements, and recommend fluorescent

fibres for further investigation in this context.
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5 Fibre Simulation Details

The following models are all related to the work on fluorescent fibres of Section 4. As the

proposed size of the fibres is much larger than the visible wavelengths in question, the fol-

lowing simulations all use COMSOL multiphysics’ Geometrical Optics Module (Ray Tracing

Study) to assess the propagation of emission, unless stated otherwise.

5.1 A 3D Fibre Simulation

Geometry

The geometry used to obtain the results shown in Fig.4.3 is shown in Fig.5.1. A YAG rod

(n = 1.83) is suspended in air (n = 1), with a spherical point emitter at its center. The posi-

tion of the emitter is varied and the power from rays reaching different surfaces is used to

determine the trapping fraction. The aspect ratio (diameter:length) of the fibre was chosen

by varying the fibre length and looking for convergence to a known value of trapping frac-

tion. This can be seen in Fig.5.2. The geometry is specified below for the radial position

sweep whilst the length is fixed.

• Air cylinder - radius = 6.9 mm, length = 22 mm, Layers 1 mm on top and bottom, axis

in x̂, position (0,0,0).

• YAG cylinder - radius = 6.6 mm, length = 20 mm, axis in x̂, position (0,0,0).

• Point (radiation source) - Variable position = (10 mm, 0 mm, DispR×6.6 mm)

Boundary Settings

Two ‘walls’ are defined. One designed to catch rays that have ‘leaked’ from the curved sides

of the structure and the other to catch everything else, namely emission from the ends of

the fibre. The former is defined as the outermost curved boundary of the simulation, up

until the air end caps, which are not included. With reference to Fig.5.1, this is the curved

gold surface but at a slightly increased radius, such that it encloses the air layer. The latter

is those simulation outer surfaces that remain. Both ‘Walls’ have the deposited ray power

sub-node and the freeze boundary condition added to them.
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Figure 5.1: Schematic of the 3D COMSOL simulation geometry used to determine the de-
pendence of the trapping fraction on radial source displacement (Fig.4.3). Here the length
of the YAG (n=1.83) rod (gold colour) is 20 mm and its radius is 6.6 mm. The translucent
blue outer-cylinder marks the simulation domain and is filled with air (n = 1). The point
marked in dark blue at the center of the fibre is used as a point spherical source of rays and
has its position swept radially in the ẑ direction.

The Trapping Fraction

Here the trapping fraction is calculated as: (total power − leaked power)/(total power),

where the leaked power is that which reaches the curved boundary enclosing the fibre. The

total power is 1 W. The leaked power is determined by evaluating the variable

‘gop.wall1.bsrc1.Qp_int’ at the last time computed [wall1 / wall2 will depend on the order

in which it was defined].

Ray Inlet

Release from Point -> Spherical -> Deterministic -> 3000 rays in wave vector space -> 1 W

total source power.
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Figure 5.2: The trapping fraction for an emitter positioned on the fibre axis (fractional ra-
dial displacement = 0), as a function of the fibre length (fibre diameter 13.2 mm). On axis
emitters are expected to have a trapping fraction of 45%, as in eq.4.3. A fibre length of 20
mm is selected based on the apparent convergence (within expected precision of simula-
tion), to maintain result fidelity whilst minimising the required computational resources.

Secondary Rays

Set to 3000. Required to include rays that are partially reflected upon escaping the fibre,

which can partially escape again on subsequent reflections.

Ray Tracing Settings

Time steps specified as 0 to 400 ps in 5 ps increments, with simulation terminating when

no active rays remain.

Parametric Sweep

The radial displacement of the point source was swept in the range 0 to 0.99 x the rod radius

(6.6 mm), in 0.01 x the rod radius increments.
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Figure 5.3: A visualisation of the generated physics controlled mesh cut in the z y plane at
the emitter position. The mesh volume elements plotted are semi-transparent and colour-
coded according to their size S in (a) and quality Q in (b) as defined by the skewness criteria
of eq.2.14.

Mesh

Physics controlled mesh, fine, as shown in Fig.5.3.

5.2 3D Square Cross-section Guide Simulation

The simulation settings for this 3D square cross-section guide simulation have been adapted

directly from the 3D cylindrical simulation in the previous section. Fig.5.4 shows the mod-

ified geometry, where the YAG cylinder of radius 6.6 mm has been replaced by a cuboid

of width 13.2 mm, likewise for the outer cuboid. All other simulation setting remain as in

Section 5.1, with the exception of the parametric sweep which was reduced in resolution to

fractional Z displacements of 0 to 0.95 in 0.05 increments.
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Figure 5.4: Schematic of the 3D COMSOL simulation geometry used to determine the lack
of dependence of the trapping fraction on source displacement for a square cross-section
guide (Fig.4.7). Here the length of the YAG (n=1.83) cuboid (gold colour) is 20 mm and its
width is 13.2 mm. The translucent blue outer-cuboid marks the simulation domain and is
filled with air (n = 1). The black point at the center of the guide is used as a point spherical
source of rays and has its position swept in the ẑ direction.

5.3 Increasing Path Lengths Simulation

Geometry

The geometry used to obtain the results shown in Fig.4.17, which illustrate the increase

in mean path length and number of reflections of rays generated off axis, unsurprisingly

is based on the 3D fibre simulation in Section 5.1. The key differences are the increased

length, to broaden the range of possible path lengths, and the removal of the air ‘caps’ on

the fibre ends (as in the lossy fibre simulation of Section 5.4). The simulation geometry is

shown in Fig.5.5.

• Air cylinder - radius = 6.9 mm, length = 66 mm, axis in x̂, position (0,0,0).

• YAG cylinder - radius = 6.0 mm, length = 66 mm, axis in x̂, position (0,0,0).

• Point (radiation source) - Variable position = (33 mm, 0 mm, DispR×6.0 mm)
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Figure 5.5: Schematic of the 3D COMSOL simulation geometry used to determine the in-
crease in mean path length and number of reflections for rays emitted off axis in a cylindri-
cal YAG guide (Fig.4.17). Here the length of the YAG (n=1.83) cuboid (yellow/gold colour)
is 66 mm and its radius is 6 mm. The translucent blue outer-cylinder marks the simulation
domain and is filled with air (n = 1). The black point at the center of the guide is used as a
point spherical source of rays and has its position swept in the ẑ direction.

Boundary Settings

Two ‘walls’ are defined. The first is applied to the curved outer-cylinder of the simulation

and has the disappear boundary condition applied. This removes any rays that are not

trapped in the fibre, i.e. the leaked rays, from contributing to the final ray propagation

statistics. The remaining surfaces, the two planar ends of the cylinder, are assigned the

freeze boundary condition. By omitting the YAG - Air boundary at the end of the fibre we

are assuming perfect outcoupling and preventing the indefinite reflection of some of the

trapped rays form the fibre ends.

Ray Inlet

Release from Point -> Spherical -> Deterministic -> 3000 rays in wave vector space -> 1 W

total source power.

Secondary Rays

Set to 600. In principle none should be required.
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Paths Lengths and Number of Reflections

Firstly, in the primary geometrical optics settings node, Compute optical path length and

count reflections must both be checked / enabled. The variables N̄r e f l and L̄ are deter-

mined by global evaluation of the variables ‘gop.gopaveop1(gop.Nrefl)’ and

‘gop.gopaveop1(gop.L)’.

Figure 5.6: visualisation of the generated Fine physics controlled mesh cut in the z y plane
at the emitter position. The mesh volume elements plotted are semi-transparent and
colour-coded according to their size S in (a) and quality Q in (b) as defined by the skew-
ness criteria of eq.2.14.
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Ray Tracing Settings

Time steps specified as 0 to 30,000 ps in 1000 ps increments, with simulation terminating

if no active rays remain. At 30,000 ps a small number of rays are still propagating at large

angles from the fibre-axis. These are happily omitted from the propagation statistics as

they would be quickly attenuated in the presence of any losses.

Parametric Sweep

The radial displacement of the point source was swept in the range 0 to 0.99 x the rod radius

(6 mm), in 0.01 × the rod radius increments.

Mesh

Physics controlled mesh, fine, as shown in Fig.5.6.

5.4 A Lossy 3D Fibre Simulation

The ‘bones’ of the 3D fibre simulation that models the effect of a lossy fibre surface are of

course similar to those of section (Section 5.1). The key differences are the inclusion of a

non-physical annular layer within the YAG rod, just below the surface, via which the losses

are added and the removal of the air layers on either end. Due to the present similarities

simulation details are only provided where they are consequentially different from in Sec-

tion 5.1.

Geometry

• Air cylinder - length = 22 mm, radius = 6.9 mm. Cylinder axis = x̂, position (0,0,0).

• YAG cylinder - length = 22 mm, radius = 6.0 mm. Layers on side = 0.15 mm Cylinder

axis = x̂, position (0,0,0).

• Point (radiation source) - Variable position = (10 mm, 0 mm, DispR×6.0 mm).

Boundary Settings

Due to the presence of losses in this system, the trapping fraction cannot be calculated

by subtracting the power that leaks from the sides of the cylinder from the known total
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Figure 5.7: Schematic of the 3D COMSOL simulation geometry used determine the effect
of a lossy cylinder surface on the trapping fraction (Fig.4.18). Here the length of the YAG
(n=1.83) rod (gold colour) is 20 mm and its radius is 6.0 mm. The translucent blue outer-
cylinder marks the simulation domain and is filled with air (n = 1). A layer within the YAG
cylinder at 0.975× its radius serves as the lossy ‘membrane’. Note that in contrast to Fig.5.1
the YAG cylinder continues to the ends of the simulation domain, without air ‘end-caps’.
The point marked in dark blue at the center of the fibre is used as a point spherical source
of rays and has its position swept radially in the ẑ direction.

power. Instead one wall (wall2) is defined as the entire circular end facet of the YAG rod,

on both ends (taking care to include the thin ring at full 6 mm radius. This tracks all the

power that propagates to the ends of the rods, without having to overcome a YAG-air index

barrier as in Section 5.1 and quantifies the amount of light ‘trapped’ within the rod. Wall

1 is then all remaining outer surfaces of the simulation, tracking all rays that escape to

the air layer. Both Walls have the deposited ray power sub-node and the freeze boundary

condition added to them.

The final lossy wall (Wall3) was assigned to the inner YAG cylinder at radius 0.975×6 mm.

Ideally this wall would coincide with the physical YAG-air boundary of the YAG cylinder,

but attempts to do so caused the simulation to fail to converge, so this phantom layer just

beneath the surface was added. The wall is set to have the disappear, or otherwise pass

through condition with variable probability P , as shown in the results of Fig.4.18. Note that

each ray that reflects off the rod surface has passed through this lossy barrier twice.
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Figure 5.8: A visualisation of the generated physics controlled mesh cut in the z y plane
at the emitter position. Here DispR = 0.5. The mesh volume elements plotted are semi-
transparent and colour-coded according to their size S in (a) and quality Q in (b) as defined
by the skewness criteria of eq.2.14.

The Trapping Fraction

The trapping fraction is determined by evaluating the power reaching the ends of the rod,

via the variable ‘gop.wall2.bsrc1.Qp_int’ at the final time simulated, relative to the 1 W total

system power.

Secondary Rays

None required, left at 600 to identify erroneous behaviour where present.

Mesh

Physics controlled - fine.

Ray Tracing Settings

A significant increase in simulation run time is necessary with respect to Section 5.1. Un-

like in the lossless case one must wait for trapped rays to propagate down the fibre. Time

steps were 0 to 1500 ps in 5 ps increments, with the simulation terminating if no active

rays remaining. At 1500 ps, for the more radially displaced sources active rays were still

remaining, albeit a small fraction.
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Parametric Sweep

For each value of the loss probability P (0,0.01,0.03,0.04,0.05,0.1,0.2,1), the radial displace-

ment of the point source was swept in the range 0 to 0.95 x the rod radius (6 mm), in 0.05 ×
the rod radius increments. The range is restricted to less than 0.975 x the rod radius due to

the offset of the lossy layer from the rod surface.

5.5 2D Fibre Cross-section Simulation

Figure 5.9: Schematic of the 2D COMSOL simulation geometry used to obtain the results
of Fig.4.5. The gold shaded region represents the YAG (n=1.83) fibre, surrounded by air.
Conventional horizontal x̂ and vertical ŷ axes apply

Geometry

The simulation geometry is shown in Fig.5.9. It consists of two concentric circles, one YAG

of index 1.83 and radius 0.5 m and another air of index 1 and radius 0.55 m (produced using

the layer feature). Conventional horizontal x̂ and vertical ŷ axes apply. The point at 0,0 is

swept to 0.99×0.5 m in x̂ to radially displace the point of emission.

Ray Inlet

Rays are released from the central black point in Fig.5.9, which has its position varied as

discussed in the geometry section. The rays are released with a ‘spherical’ distribution with

500 rays in wave-vector space, 1 W power. The distribution sampling is deterministic.
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Figure 5.10: Normal physics controlled mesh when the emitter is displaced 0.25 m in x̂.
Mesh elements are colour-coded according to their size S in (a) and quality Q in (b) as
defined by the skewness criteria of eq.2.14. Conventional horizontal x̂ and vertical ŷ axes
apply.

Boundary Settings, Deposited Ray Power

The outer-most circular boundary is set as a wall with the freeze boundary condition. A

deposited ray power sub node is added to track power escaping the fibre.

Mesh

Physics controlled mesh, Normal, as shown in Fig.5.10.

Secondary Rays

Set to 1000.

Trapping Fraction

The trapping fraction is obtained from the 1 W total power by subtraction of the global

evaluation of variable 1-‘gop.wall1.bsrc1.Qp_int’ at the final time simulated.
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Parametric Sweep

Displacement of the central source point is swept in x̂ from 0.0 to 0.99 (in 0.01 increments)

× 0.5 m.

Ray Tracing Settings

Time steps specified as 0 to 50 ns in 0.1 ns increments.

5.6 2D Hemispherical Lenses Simulation

Geometry

Figure 5.11: Schematic of the COMSOL simulation geometry for lens radius = 1.5 mm. The
translucent blue rectangle marks the simulation domain and is filled with air (n = 1), the
solid blue regions represent the YAG / lens domains, where n = 1.83.

The geometry for the simulation used to produce Fig.4.10 and Fig.4.11 is shown in Fig.5.11,

for a fixed lens diameter. The colour-coded domains are explained in the caption. Rays are

released from the dark blue line, via the ‘inlet’ feature. The simulation boundary is defined

by a rectangle of width and height 3 x the variable lens radius. This rectangle is offset from

being origin centred in positive ŷ by the value of the lens radius. The lens is a circle of ra-

dius ‘lens radius’ with a sector angle set to 180 degrees, it is centred on the origin.

The rectangle that represents the end of the fibre has width 2.1 mm, such that it is slightly
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larger than the 2 mm line from which rays are released. Its height is half the lens radius and

its position is defined from its corner as x = -1.05 mm and y = -(lens radius)/2.

Ray Inlet

Any deviations from the default settings are mentioned and explained below:

• Initial Position - Uniform distribution, specifies the distribution of point source along

the line.

• Number of rays per release - 10, number of points sources on the line, this introduces

some small error as none of the sources are at the very edge of the 2 mm width line

source, where outcoupling performance should be worst. Alternatively one could

perform the simulation for a series of point releases at well defined locations and

calculate their mean result (as is done in Section 5.8].

• Ray direction vector - Conical, Cone axis 1ŷ , specified direction of emission cone.

• Number of rays in wave vector space, 20, (reduced to 10 to produce Fig.4.10 for clar-

ity) number of emission angles sampled.

• Cone angle - 57◦, π/2 - βc , the maximum incident angle on the end facet from a ray

that can be guided in the fibre.

• Sampling distribution - Random.

Boundary Settings, Deposited Ray Power

The purpose of the YAG rectangle representing the fibre end, which is 2.1 mm in width (to

avoid overlapping of vertices with the ray inlet line) is to simulate rays travelling back down

the fibre. It is assumed any ray which does so is never outcoupled. Any ray which reaches

the edge of the simulation is terminated there, those than do so above the y = 0 line are con-

sidered outcoupled and those below it ‘lost’. This is achieved by defining two ‘walls’ follow-

ing the criteria mentioned, both with the ‘freeze’ wall condition applied and a ‘deposited

ray power’ sub node defined for each. Note ‘deposited ray power’ is only available if com-

pute intensity and power is selected in the intensity computation section of the geometrical

optics settings main tab. The power out-coupled can then be evaluated using: Results ->

Derived Values -> Global Evaluation and evaluating the variable ‘gop.wall2.bsrc1.Qp_int’ at

the last time computed [wall1 / wall2 will depend on how it was defined].
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Anti-reflective Coating

Where indicated in the results an anti-reflective coating was applied to the curved surface

of the hemispherical lens. Material Discontinuity -> Thin Dielectric Film -> Thin dielectric

films on boundary = Add layers to surface. Release reflected rays = Always. Thin dielectric

film1 -> Film refractive index = 1.38 and Film thickness = 600[nm]×0.25/1.38 [118].

Geometrical Optics Settings

Number of secondary rays set to 400 (200 initial rays), this limits the number of additional

rays that can be generated when partial reflections occur, if the number is too small en-

ergy will noticeably not be conserved in the system. Intensity computation set to compute

intensity and power.

Secondary Rays

Set to 400.

Parametric Sweep

Lens radius is swept between 1.1 mm and 3 mm in increments of 0.05 mm. The size of the

simulation domain (translucent blue in Fig.5.11) scales with the radius but the size of the

line source does not. The width of the fibre rectangle is also fixed, but its height scales such

that it always reaches the edge of the simulation geometry.

Ray Tracing Settings

Time steps specified as 0 to 0.1 ns in 0.002 ns increments, with simulation terminating

when no active rays remain. Chosen to allow multiple steps before contact with lens for

the smallest lens diameter and for all rays to reach a wall in the largest case.

Mesh

Physics controlled mesh, Normal, as shown in Fig.5.12.
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Figure 5.12: Normal physics controlled mesh when the lens radius is 1.5 mm. Mesh ele-
ments are colour-coded according to their size S in (a) and quality Q in (b) as defined by
the skewness criteria of eq.2.14. Conventional horizontal x̂ and vertical ŷ axes apply

5.7 3D Hemispherical Lenses Simulation

As the 3D hemispherical lens simulation follows on directly from the 2D simulation above,

we will only specify where the settings have changed with respect to the 2D model.

Geometry

Fig.5.13 shows how the 2D simulation of Fig.5.11 has been extended into a 3D model. The

boundaries of the simulation have simply been extended symmetrically in x̂ and ŷ to have

width, depth and height 3 × the variable lens radius. The block defining the simulation

boundaries has been shifted in the positive ẑ direction by 1 × lens radius. The sphere used

to define the hemispherical lens has the variable radius ‘lens radius’ and is centred about

the origin. A partition with the x-y (z=0) workplane separates the two halves of the lens for

later differing material designation. The slightly over 2 mm wide block representing the

fibre in Fig.5.11 has been replaced with a cylinder of diameter 0.0021 mm, height half the

lens radius and z offset of negative half the lens radius.

Release From Grid

The rays are released from a hexapolar grid centered at the origin with cylinder axis in the

positive ẑ direction. The radius is set to 1 mm, to equate to the 2 mm line source of Fig.5.11
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Figure 5.13: Geometry used in the 3D COMSOL simulations to produce the results of
Fig.4.12, shown here with the variable parameter ‘lens radius’ set to 1.4 mm. The dark blue
sections represent a refractive index of 1.83 (the fibre end and the hemispherical lens), the
remaining entities in light blue have an index of 1 (air).

and the number of radial positions is set to 5, yielding 91 release points evenly spread across

the fibre facet.

The Ray direction vector is set to conical, of uniform density conical distribution. 10

random wave vector rays are released from each point within the specified ẑ axis cone of

cone angle (half angle) 57◦.

Ray Tracing Settings

The ray tracing settings were set to the follow time steps in ns 0 to 0.1 in 0.001 increments.

Boundary Settings

Two walls are defined. With reference to Fig.5.13, the wall that counts outcoupled radiation

(wall2) is the cuboidal simulation boundaries above z = 0. The other is the outer bound-

aries of the lower cuboid, below z = 0 and ignoring the spherical section that protrudes out

of it. Both walls have the freeze boundary condition and deposited ray power sub-node

applied. At the last time evaluated the variable ‘gop.wall2.bsrc1.Qp_int’ provides the out-

coupled fraction of the total 1 W power.
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Parametric sweep

The lens radius was swept over the range 1.3 to 3 mm in 0.1 mm increments.

Mesh

Physics controlled mesh, Normal, as shown in Fig.5.14

Figure 5.14: Normal physics controlled mesh when the lens radius is 1.4 mm. Cut in the z y
plane at x = 0. Mesh elements are colour-coded according to their size S in (a) and quality
Q in (b) as defined by the skewness criteria of eq.2.14.

5.8 Modified Ball Lens Simulation

The modified (or tapered) ball lens simulations follow on from the previous Hemispherical

Lens Simulation section, as such many of the details remain the same. The key differences

are detailed below:

** NOTE ** the simulations were performed for a 2 mm wide fibre source, but the results

have been presented for a 1 mm source by reducing all the corresponding dimensions by a

factor of 2 (perks of geometrical optics). A 1 mm fibre source was desired for the lateral size

constrained comparison mentioned briefly in Section 4.3.4.

The geometry for the simulation used to produce Fig.4.16 is shown in Fig.5.15, for a lens

radius of 10 mm and a cone angle of 30◦. Note that the rectangle at the base of the ball

lens is included to ensure the line over which source positions are swept remains within
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Figure 5.15: Schematic of the COMSOL simulation geometry for (variable) lens radius = 10
mm and cone angle of 30◦. The translucent blue rectangle marks the simulation domain
and is filled with air (n = 1), the solid blue regions represent the lens domains, where n = 2.
Rays are released from the y = 0 at x displacements as specified (0−1 mm lateral displace-
ment). The dark blue line is set to the ‘freeze’ boundary condition and the rays that reach it
have their angle of incidence analysed.

the domains defined as the lens. Some care must be taken in defining the lens domains, as

is illustrated in Fig.5.16.

To obtain a better understanding of the ray trajectories in this case, and to have greater

control over the source positions than one has when using a line source ‘Ray Inlet’ feature,

we obtain results for values of lateral source displacement (0:0.1:1 mm) individually. The

resulting values of intercept angle with the dark blue line in Fig.5.15 are post-processed in

MATLAB to obtain the mean for an extended line source representing a fluorescent fibre.

Cone Definition

The tapered ball lens is defined by the intersection of the circle (of varying lens diameter)

and the large cone than extends beyond the simulation domain. The cone is defined by a

sector of a circle with the following parameters:

• Radius: lens radius×8

• Sector angle: coneAngle×2 (here coneAngle is the lens taper angle and the sector

angle is not a half-angle).
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Figure 5.16: Close up of the simulation geometry in Fig.5.15, in the region where the ray
emission line meets the circle defining the unmodified ball lens. The solid blue regions
represent the YAG / lens domains, where n = 1.83, elsewhere (grey) n = 1. The line source,
not shown here, is horizontal and at a height that coincides with the minimum of the cir-
cle. Thus for small circle radii the lens domain needs to be extended to enclose the full
source width. (a) the crude solution applied initially, causing sub-optimal outcoupling. (b)
the refined solution, allowing for more efficient redirecting of rays, yielding the results of
Fig.4.16.

• Position: Base: Center, x = 0 and y =−6 mm/(coneAngle/10), this fixes the cone at a

y position that ensures the cone is just wider than the swept source positions at y = 0

for all cone angles.

Anti-reflective Coating

The circular line section of the modified ball lens, that from which rays are intended to es-

cape, has an anti-reflective coating applied. The coating has index 1.38 (MgF2) and thick-

ness 600[nm]×0.25/1.38, where 600 nm is the simulation wavelength [118].

Parametric Sweep

In COMSOL a parametric sweep is performed for source lateral displacement values (dispx)

ranging from 0 to 1 mm in 0.1 mm increments. In addition the cone angle and lens diameter

are swept manually by repeating the parametric sweep over dispx in each case.
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Release from grid (ray source)

• Grid type: All combinations: qy = 0, qx = di spx (the parametric sweep variable rang-

ing from 0 - 1 mm).

• Ray Direction Vector: Conical, 1ŷ , 50◦ and 100 rays in wave vector space.

• Sampling from distribution: Deterministic, not intentionally chosen over random as

previously, but of little consequence with 100 rays in wave vector space.

Boundary Settings, Freeze vs Disappear

Similar to the hemispherical lens case, we have two distinct wall definitions. The deposited

ray power is no longer the parameter of interest here, we instead seek information on the

angular distribution of rays exiting the lens. As such we have ‘Wall 2’, as shown by the dark

blue line in Fig.5.15 defined as a ‘freeze’ boundary condition, and ‘Wall 2’, the remaining

3 sides of the simulation domain rectangle defined as a ‘disappear’ boundary. When the

angle of incidence parameter is evaluated at the last time calculated of the simulation (see

below), only the rays which were frozen will produce values, anything reaching any other

boundary is considered lost.

Secondary Rays

The number of secondary rays here is set to 0. This is because the results to be processed

from this simulation are based on the number of rays meeting a certain criteria with respect

to the total number of rays. Introducing a potentially variable number of secondary rays,

of differing intensity, could add considerably to the complexity and for very little gain in

accuracy. This approximation equates to assuming that our anti-reflective coating (which

MgF2 would do an excellent job of [118]) does a perfect job.

Mesh

Physics controlled mesh, Normal, as shown in Fig.5.17

Ray Evaluation ‘gop.phii’

The parameter being evaluated for each value of source position and lens diameter is the

distribution of incident angles on the dark blue line in Fig.5.15. This is obtained by: Derived
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Figure 5.17: Normal physics controlled mesh when the lens radius is 10 mm and cone angle
is 30◦. Mesh elements are colour-coded according to their size S in (a) and quality Q in (b)
as defined by the skewness criteria of eq.2.14. Bold black and white lines have been added
to highlight the lens taper angle in (a) and (b). Conventional horizontal x̂ and vertical ŷ
axes apply

Values -> Ray Evaluation and evaluating the parameter ‘gop.phii’. The data set ‘Ray 1 / 2’

is defined in the ‘Data Sets’ section and should be set to the parametric sweep over source

position’. Time selection should be set to last and the Parameter selection (dispx) to all. The

evaluated table of ‘gop.phii’ values can then be exported and processed in MATLAB.

Post-processing ‘gop.phii’ distributions in MATLAB

To produce the results of Fig.4.16 we first obtained a mean emission angular distribution

from the exported ‘Phi’ values. The first two columns of the evaluated table contain the

dispx value and the time value and are not required, the remaining values of incident angle

are in radians. Any rays which did not reach the specified ‘freeze’ boundary, have a value of

‘NaN’ and are set to have an incident angle of 90◦. As the dispx sweeps range only from 0 -

1 mm, we duplicate the rows corresponding to dispx values of 0.1 - 1 mm to represent a full

2 mm line source. This larger table containing 2100 rays in total represents the summed

contributions of points on a 2 mm line source and was then processed into a 90 element

vector of the number of rays within 1 degree angular bins, ranging 0 - 90◦ by the MATLAB

function ‘histogram’. For each value of lens diameter, lens taper angle and emission cone

half-angle, the colourscale in Fig.4.16 is the sum of this 90 element vector between its first

value (number of rays in bin 0 - 1◦) and the element corresponding to the emission cone

half-angle. This value is then normalised to the total number of rays, 2100.
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6 Ghost Imaging

6.1 Conventional Ghost Imaging

The term ghost imaging is generally associated with an unconventional imaging technique

in which an image is reconstructed through the combined information from two detectors.

One detector without spatial resolution, often called a ‘bucket’ detector, measures the total

transmission / reflection from an object that is illuminated with structured light. Simulta-

neously a second detector, with spatial resolution, measures an illumination pattern which

shares some non-zero correlation with that reaching the object. Individually neither detec-

tor has the necessary information to reconstruct an image of the object, but through the

spatial correlation in these two light beams together they can [33].

In the original demonstration of ghost imaging the spatial correlations were the result of

photon pair generation by parametric down conversion [119]. Despite this quantum origin

it was soon demonstrated that ghost imaging could be performed with classical light ex-

hibiting purely classical intensity correlations [120, 121, 122, 123]. In this work we remain

entirely within the classical aspect of the ghost imaging process.

Fig.6.1(a) depicts one way of performing a ghost imaging measurement. In this case the

illumination patterns are randomly generated speckle patterns by coherent illumination of

a rotating diffuser. For short exposure times the object can be considered illuminated with

a stationary speckle pattern. The illuminating speckle’s spatial intensity distribution is ob-

tained from a CCD camera measurement made equidistant from a beam-splitter placed

in the illumination path. The rotation of the diffuser then provides a fast and convenient

means of generating a new independent illumination pattern. The reconstruction process

is then to sum the recorded patterns weighted by their corresponding transmission values

as determined by the bucket detector. Some examples exploiting speckle illumination in

this way are [122, 123, 124]. Note that the spatial correlations between the illumination

and reference patterns need not be perfect or even very strong at all. In [125] weak corre-

lations between the transmitted and reflected speckle patterns of a scattering layer ([126,

127]) were exploited to enable non-invasive imaging through scattering layers with blind

ghost imaging.

In 2008 the technique of computational ghost imaging was introduced [34]. The key dis-

tinction here is the use of one of a class of devices known as spatial light modulators to gen-

erate the illumination patterns computationally. This is the scenario depicted in Fig.6.1(b).

Here the patterns are determined by the user instead of measured. The devices that en-
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Figure 6.1: Classical vs computational ghost imaging. (a) typical setup for a classical ghost
imaging experiment. A pseudo-thermal light source, formed here by a laser and a rotat-
ing diffuser illuminates an object with a series of speckle patterns. The spatial distribution
of light hitting the object is recorded indirectly by means of a beam-splitter and a camera
(CCD). Correlating the recorded patterns with their total transmission recorded by the pho-
todiode (PD) allows image reconstruction. (b) as in (a) but the structured illumination is
now user-specified by means of a spatial light modulator.

able spatial control of the illumination wavefronts come in two main types. Liquid crystal

(LC-SLM) spatial light modulators manipulate the phase of the wavefront pixel by pixel by

changes in orientation and thus refractive index of the liquid crystals. The other type, dig-

ital micromirror devices (DMDs) are arrays of small mirrors which can be flipped between

stable tilt angles in a binary fashion to achieve wavefront amplitude control. DMDs are

widely used in projection technology and can operate at KHz frequencies [128], whereas

LC-SLMs are limited by the orientation timescales to around 100 Hz [129]. One can even

achieve phase control with a DMD via Lee-Holography [130]. The main disadvantage of the

DMD is its reduced optical efficiency.
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6.1.1 Ghost Imaging vs Single Pixel Cameras

Fig.6.1(b) shows the principle behind a computational ghost imaging experiment, if the

detector and light sources were swapped, we would then have a schematic for a single

pixel camera. The distinction is merely one of where one patterns or masks their wave-

front. If the object is illuminated with a patterned wavefront, it would be considered ghost

imaging. If the object is uniformly illuminated but the spatial patterning is performed on

the reflected or transmitted light, it is considered a single pixel camera [33]. The conven-

tional distinction between computational ghost imaging and single pixel cameras is incon-

sequential for the work that follows in this chapter, the principles discussed may be applied

to either technique.

6.1.2 Choice of Basis

The ghost imaging measurement process can be described as follows in Bra-Ket notation,

with N ×N pixel projection patterns or images represented as N 2 ×1 element vectors for

convenience. The reconstructed image |I 〉 of the object |O〉 can be written

|I 〉 =∑
j
〈ψ j |O〉 |ψ j 〉 , (6.1)

where |ψ j 〉 is the j th pattern in the basis ψ illuminating the object. The inner product

〈ψ j |O〉, which becomes the weighting coefficient c j of |ψ j 〉 in the reconstruction, measures

the spatial correlation between the projected pattern and object and is recorded with a

bucket detector. Assuming a planar object of spatially varying transmissivity

〈ψ j |O〉 = c j =
∫
ψ j (x, y) O(x, y) dx dy, (6.2)

where x and y are Cartesian coordinates forming the object plane. N 2 orthogonal illumi-

nation patterns are required to reconstruct |O〉, unless one exploits prior knowledge of the

object such as sparsity in some basis. Object sparsity is the key to compressed sensing tech-

niques, which are covered in Section 6.2.2.

When the chosen basis of illumination patterns is the standard raster basis, the physical

interpretation of equations 6.1 and 6.2 becomes particularly intuitive. For a set of raster

patterns of resolution N × N the complete raster basis is described by an identity matrix

of size N 2 × N 2. The j th row of this matrix describes an N × N illumination pattern with

a single non-zero element of value unity. Comparing successive patterns in the sequence
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one would observe the ‘on pixel’ being raster-scanned across the illumination matrix. To

image the object O one raster-scans a single pixel of light across the object and at the j th (of

N 2 total) position records the total light transmitted as c j . Reconstructing the image as in

eq.6.1 is simply a matter of weighting each pattern in the raster basis with its coefficient c j ,

which, in the canonical basis is just reshaping the N 2 elements of c into an N ×N image.

The raster basis has the appealing properties of simplicity and orthonormality, however it

has one major drawback in computational imaging. The fraction of the illumination beam

being used for each pattern is just 1
N 2 , which can quickly cause problems with obtaining a

sufficient signal-noise ratio (SNR) experimentally. Imaging at higher resolutions comes at

the expense of significant reductions to the SNR.

One alternative to the raster basis is a series of random illumination patterns. There are

a number of ways of constructing an illumination matrix which could be described as ran-

dom, or pseudo-random, but a natural choice here would be binary patterns where each

pixel has a 50% probability of having a value of one (light on) and otherwise has value zero

(light off). This matrix would be described by a Bernoulli distribution with probability pa-

rameter p = 0.5 [131]. Such matrices have a clear advantage over their raster counterparts,

the fraction of total light used is now 1
2 , maximising the signal on the bucket detector. This

50% on / off property can either be left as statistically true or guaranteed for each pattern

by the choice of matrix construction method. The cost of using such random matrices is

that the property of orthogonality of the patterns has been lost and thus one needs to make

more than just N 2 measurements. It should be noted that random matrices can be or-

thonormalised [132, 133] and remain a popular choice for compressed sensing.

Hadamard matrices offer ‘the best of both worlds’. Each pattern in a Hadamard basis

(with the exception of the first) contains 50% 1s and 50% -1s. The negative values are re-

quired to provide orthogonality between each pattern (scalar product between basis rows

is 0) and can be implemented experimentally with a difference measurement between two

positive only project-able patterns. A Hadamard basis is complete and orthonormal with

N 2 patterns that use the illumination beam with maximal efficiency.

A Hadamard matrix of order 2n can be constructed from the preceding matrix in the se-

quence, of order n, using the Sylvester method [134] as follows

H2n =
[

Hn Hn

Hn −Hn

]
. (6.3)
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The sequence begins with H1 = [1], the first few elements are therefore

H1 =
[

1
]

, H2 =
[

1 1

1 −1

]
, H4 =


1 1 1 1

1 −1 1 −1

1 1 −1 −1

1 −1 −1 1

 . (6.4)

For example, the third illumination pattern in 2×2 resolution Hadamard imaging sequence

would be given by the 3rd row of H4 and implemented as the difference measurement as

|ψ3〉 =
[

1 −1

1 −1

]
=

[
1 0

1 0

]
−

[
0 1

0 1

]
. (6.5)

The SNR advantage of using the a Hadamard basis for ghost imaging is demonstrated ex-

perimentally in Fig.6.2. In the interest of a fair comparison, a repeat measurement is made

Figure 6.2: (a) USAF 1951 negative resolution target (manufacturers image [135]) with the
region imaged in the experiments of this chapter marked by a red dashed rectangle. (b)
The region highlighted in (a), with the green dashed shape indicating the region defined
as the background for later SNR calculations. (c) A ghost image of (b) obtained using a
raster measurement basis, showing poor SNR. (d) The same measurement obtained using
a Hadamard measurement basis. The raster image in (c) has had a large background sub-
tracted prior to normalisation. Both (c) and (d) have a resolution of 64 × 64 (rectangular)
pixels.
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for each pattern in the raster basis and the two values for c j are averaged. This is to match

the 2N 2 measurements needed for the difference measurements in the Hadamard case.

Full details of the experimental setup are given in the following section (Section 6.1.3). The

benefits of a well informed choice of illumination basis are clear when comparing Fig.6.2(c)

and (d).

6.1.3 Experimental Method

The experimental setup used for all of the ghost imaging results of this chapter is shown in

Fig.6.3. A blue LED (LLS-455 Ocean Optics) is coupled to a 600 µm fibre optic patch cord

and collimated by plano-convex lens L1 (f = 35 mm). An angled glass slide near the fibre

output acts as a beam-splitter and allows fluctuations in luminous output of the source to

be tracked and compensated for computationally. Both photodiodes used are Thorlabs Sil-

icon mounted photodiodes (SM05PD1B) connected to the PC via a National Instruments

data acquisition (DAQ) device (BNC-2110 connected to PCIe-6361). The DAQ input termi-

nals are set to floating source and are read in differential mode though LabVIEW.

Figure 6.3: Schematic of experimental setup used here for computational ghost imaging,
not to scale. A fibre coupled blue LED is collimated and illuminates a DMD. The DMD is
imaged at reduced magnification by lenses L2 and L3 onto a planar transmissive object
(Obj). The transmitted light is then collected by lens L4 and focused onto photodiode 2
(PD2). The photodiode 1 and beam-splitter combination allows fluctuations in source in-
tensity to be compensated for.
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The collimated light is angled onto the DMD using a pair of 2" mirrors (M1 and M2) such

that the reflection from the DMD on-state is normal to its housing. The DMD module is

a SuperSpeed V-9501 from Vialux which includes control electronics for the 1080p resolu-

tion 0.95" DMD itself [128]. The DMD is controlled on the PC using LabVIEW. The spatially

modulated beam is then imaged onto the object at reduced magnification by plano-convex

lens L2 (f = 200 mm) and biconvex lens L3 (f = 35 mm). The object is a Thorlabs 1" Negative

1951 USAF test target (R1DS1N), and is shown along with the illuminated area in Fig.6.2(a)

and (b). Finally, the light transmitted by the object is collected by biconvex lens L4 (f = 25.4

mm) and focused onto photodiode 2.

In order to maximise the used area of the DMD the projected macropixels are rectangular

with aspect ratio matching that of the DMD display (1920 × 1080). For example, for N = 64

we can fit 64 macropixels, 30 DMD pixels wide, perfectly into the 1920 width and for height

we take the largest integer macropixel height that allows 64 repeats, which is 16 DMD pix-

els. The left over pixels in the vertical direction are not used and so our aspect ratio differs

very slightly from that of the full DMD and depends on the value of N .

The photodiode signals proved to be a persistent source of difficulty. Firstly, after testing

all available acquisition settings, on the DAQ block and in software, we were unable to ob-

tain two photodiode signals which were not coupled to each other in some electrical way.

This meant that instead of acquiring simultaneous power normalization readings for PD1

for each projected pattern, we had to take a single measurement after each pair of repeat /

difference measurements, so that no signal would be simultaneously present in PD2.

Additionally, a non-negligible degree of UK mains electrical supply frequency (50Hz)

noise was present in both signals. This led us to restrict our integration times to integer

multiples of the period 20 ms, to avoid gaining an additional noise contribution from sam-

pling a non-integer number of these oscillations. Being restricted in available integration

times had the knock-on effect of us reducing the lamp intensity considerably, so that we

could sample a broader range of signal-noise-ratios in a practical time frame.

The LED power variations were observed to be linear and only ∼ 0.2% over a ∼ 30 minute

period. This high stability is attributed to the reduced LED intensity and its continuous

operation over many days. However, this variation is over 4 times larger than the typical

signal from 64 × 64 resolution raster illumination of the object and when combined with a

large stray-light background signal warranted compensation via PD1.
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6.2 Ghost Imaging in Alternative Bases

So far we have discussed and demonstrated only the well established basics of computa-

tional ghost imaging. We now seek to expand on the idea of choosing the right illumination

basis by introducing a method by which traditional image post-processing steps can be in-

corporated into the illumination basis itself. The principle motivation behind doing so is

mitigation of the familiar noise-amplifying effects of certain image filters. We explore this

principle through theory, simulation and experiment in the following pages.

We shall begin with the method, repeating eq.6.1 that describes ghost imaging here for

convenience

|I 〉 =∑
j
〈ψ j |O〉 |ψ j 〉 . (6.6)

Here the illumination basis ψ is the same basis in which the image is reconstructed, but

this need not be the case. A change of basis for an illumination basis |ψ〉 to a new basis |φ〉
can be written as

|φ〉 = B |ψ〉 , (6.7)

where B is the matrix that performs the basis change. If one makes this substitution for the

illuminating basis in eq.6.6

|I 〉 =∑
j
〈φ j |O〉 |ψ j 〉 ,

=∑
j
〈ψ j |B T |O〉 |ψ j 〉 ,

(6.8)

one can see by comparison with eq.6.6 that the reconstructed object effectively becomes

(B T |O〉). The matrix B can then be chosen such that it performs any operation that can be

expressed as a matrix multiplication, directly during the measurement process.

We now consider an example of a matrix B that performs a useful operation upon the

object O. Many of the ways in which one might process an image before further analysis

would be by convolution with a linear filter matrix or kernel. We choose convolution with

a simple edge-detection filter as an example with which to demonstrate this process.

The output value of a linear filtering operation at a given pixel location is a function of

the neighbouring pixel values in the source image, in a way dictated by the filter kernel.

The 2D discrete convolution between an image matrix I (u, v) and filter kernel K (i , j ) can

be written [136]

I ′(u, v) = I ∗K = ∑
(i , j )∈ℜH

I (u + i , v + j ) ·K (−i ,− j ). (6.9)
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The following kernel describes a basic edge-detection difference filter

K =


0 −1 0

−1 0 1

0 1 0

 . (6.10)

As one of the simplest useful filters one could conceive, we use this filter kernel as our test

case for the remainder of the chapter.

Fig.6.4 shows the result of convolution of a detailed natural image with the edge-detection

kernel K . The key features of the original object are quite clearly recognisable even in this

cluttered image, in fact, almost all of the information in the original image is contained

within the regions of sharp changes in intensity extracted by the filtering operation. Indeed

edges hold a great deal of significance to the human visual system [136] and edge-detection

forms a key component of machine vision and image segmentation processes [137]. In

Fig.6.5 we show the same filter applied to the mask describing the USAF target used in the

experiments (Fig.6.2(b)), after first resizing it to a resolution of 64×64 pixels. This serves as

a ground truth for subsequent processed experimental measurements at this resolution.

Figure 6.4: (a) Traditional fishing boats drying out in harbour. Also known as ‘boat.png’
from a widely used database of standard test images [138]. (b) The result of convolution of
(a) with the edge-detection kernel K given by eq.6.10. The image (a) was first reduced to
128 × 128 resolution.

A 2D convolution can be written as a matrix multiplication by writing one of the ma-

trices in the form of a Toeplitz matrix, in which each element is repeated several times
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Figure 6.5: Ground truth for the 64 × 64 resolution experimental measurements to come.
Obtained by convolution of a downsized Fig.6.2(b) with edge-detection kernel K as given
by eq.6.10.

across Toeplitz matrix’s columns [139]. Briefly, this process involves; zero padding the filter

to match the size of the convolution output, forming each row of the filter matrix into a

Toeplitz matrix with the same number of columns as the input image and stacking these

Toeplitz matrices into a so-called doubly blocked Toeplitz matrix [140]. A vectorised image

multiplied by the doubly blocked Toeplitz matrix produces the convolution of the the im-

age with the kernel (as a vectorised output). In this way the matrix B , given by the doubly

blocked Toeplitz matrix for the canonical case, can be constructed from the filter kernel K .

When the unmodified projection basis is the raster basis with 16 × 16 illumination pat-

terns, an example of one of the resulting projected patterns (〈ψ85|B T ) can be seen in Fig.6.6(b).

The equivalent ‘edge-modified’ version of this pattern in the popular Hadamard basis can

be seen in Fig.6.6(d). It can be seen that each row of the matrix B that performs the con-

volution, when reshaped to a matrix, is simply the convolution of the original illumination

pattern with the kernel K . This realisation opens the door for some much simpler methods

of generating B in the raster basis, from which other bases can be ‘edge-modified’ by mul-

tiplication with the canonical case.

Just as when post-processing an image with a filter, an issue arises at the borders of the

image / projected pattern. When applying a filter to an image there can in principle be

no filter result at positions where the filter matrix extends beyond the original image [136].

One must then choose whether to sacrifice some of the size of the processed image or to

artificially increase the size of the unprocessed image to compensate. The latter is usually

preferable, especially when multiple filters need to be applied. Some common choices for

what values to pad the edges with would include zeros, the values at the unpadded image
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Figure 6.6: (a) the 85th projected pattern in a 16×16 resolution raster basis. (b) The equiva-
lent pattern in the ‘edge-modified’ basis. Modified such that it performs the edge-detection
operation of the kernel K in eq.6.10. (c) and (d), the Hadamard basis counterparts to the
top row ((a) and (b)).

edge and the values from the opposite edge. We have chosen the latter, generating patterns

of the same size as the originals with periodicity in the horizontal and vertical directions.

This periodicity results in some abnormal values at the edges of an image where the origi-

nal signal was non zero, as can be seen by careful inspection of Fig.6.5.

Now we wish to compare imaging with this ‘edge-modified’ basis with the results of imag-

ing with a conventional raster or Hadamard basis and then post-processing with the edge-

detection Kernel K . We can see from the colourscales in Fig.6.6(a) and (b) that for each pro-

jected pattern in the raster edge-modified basis a difference measurement between two bi-

nary DMD patterns will be needed, whereas in the raster case a single pattern is sufficient.

In the interest of a fair comparison, we use the same number of illumination patterns in

each case, with each pattern held (and the photodiode signal integrated for) the same time.
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Figure 6.7: Comparison of traditional ghost imaging with a post-processing edge-detection
step with so-called ‘basis-processing’ with a modified illumination basis. (a) and (b) - us-
ing the raster and edge-modified raster bases. (c) and (d) - using the Hadamard and edge-
modified Hadamard bases. Results of experimental measurements with a detector integra-
tion time of 400 ms per illumination pattern throughout.

We implement this as an additional repeat measurement for each of the raster patterns,

taken immediately following the original in the projection sequence. The final coefficient

c j for a given raster pattern is the mean of the signal for these two measurements.

For the Hadamard illumination basis a difference measurement was already a necessity.

However, we can see that after modifying the basis the difference measurement now needs

to be performed between two non-binary patterns. This is achieved in experiment by util-

ising the grayscale capabilities of the DMD. During the specified integration time the DMD

repeats the projection of a series of bit planes with reducing duration, such that the fraction

of time in which a given pixel was in the on state over the cycle corresponds to its fraction

of the full 8-bit depth.

The experimental results of the comparison between post-processing and ‘basis-processing’,

for both raster and Hadamard starting bases can be seen in Fig.6.7. It is clear that incorpo-
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rating the filtering step into the illumination basis does indeed perform the intended edge-

detection operation, as in each case the images match well with the ground truth in Fig.6.5.

The key difference seemingly lies in a lack of spatial uniformity in the illumination and or

collection efficiency achieved in experiment.

The images in Fig.6.7(a) and (b) are very similar, with an apparent increase in the back-

ground noise in the post-processed raster measurement in (a). In the higher signal-to-noise

ratio (SNR) results obtained using the Hadamard basis in (c) and (d) the results are almost

indistinguishable, with slight background noise visible in the basis-processed case. As one

might expect the two methods appear to be visually indistinguishable when the SNR is

high, with some subtle differences arising at the lower SNRs in seen in Fig.6.7(a) and (b).

We now compare the results for varying noise levels by adjusting the projection / integra-

tion time.

We shall focus on comparing the raster and edge-modified raster bases for the remain-

der of this work. The reason being that whilst the edge-modified raster patterns can be

implemented as two step difference measurement between binary patterns, it can be seen

in Fig.6.6 that the edge-modified Hadamard basis requires the projection of intermediate

grayscale values. This adds to the overall measurement time and complicates the process

of constructing a fair comparison between the two methods. In addition, one can quickly

see that the edge-modified Hadamard basis will be outperformed in SNR by its unmodified

counterpart, as it no longer retains its efficient 50:50 on/off pixel ratio.

Fig.6.8 compares our method of image processing with a modified projection basis (‘basis-

processing’), with conventional post processing of the raster basis. The experimental im-

ages were obtained at three different integration times, to offer a comparison over a range

of SNRs. The basis-processed image is the higher fidelity reconstruction of Fig.6.5 in each

case, with the visual improvement becoming less pronounced with increasing SNR. In ad-

dition, the spatial characteristics of the background noise appear to differ in each method.

We will return to this observation in Section 6.2.1 after first quantifying and understanding

the apparent improvement in SNR for the basis-processing method.

To estimate the signal-to-noise ratio in our experimental images we compare the inten-

sity values in defined peak (〈IP 〉) and background (〈IBG〉) regions as

SN R = 〈IP 〉−〈IBG〉
σBG

, (6.11)

where 〈..〉 denotes the mean and σB the standard deviation of the intensity in the back-

ground region. The background region is selected manually and is shown in green in Fig.6.2(b).
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Figure 6.8: Comparison between the ghost images obtained using a modified projection
basis (‘basis-processed’, left column) and those measured with a raster basis and then con-
volved with the edge detection kernel K (‘post-processed’, right column). The three rows
show varying detector integration times, increasing from bottom to top as 20, 100 and 220
ms. The images are 64 × 64 resolution.

As the peak intensity values in the images processed for edge detection are somewhat

sprawling, we define the peak regions as the regions with the top 10% of intensity values,

taken from a high SNR experimental image. The pixels at the image edges (within 2 pixels)

were excluded from availability for defining the peak regions to avoid including artefacts of

the choice boundary conditions. The calculated SNRs from experimental images for the

two methods at a range of exposure times are shown in Fig.6.9. The visual advantage of the

basis-processing method is indeed seen here quantitatively over the full range. The ratio
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Figure 6.9: Comparison of calculated SNR from experimental images acquired using the
basis vs post-processing methods. SNRs are presented against the square root of the image
exposure (integration) time, where roughly a linear dependence is expected. The error bars
are calculated from three repeat measurements. Images were 64 × 64 resolution.

Figure 6.10: Ratio of the SNRs from the two methods compared in Fig.6.9, Basis-processed
(SNRB ) / Post-processed (SNRP ).
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between the two data sets is shown in Fig.6.10 and shows a mean SNR improvement of a

factor of ∼2.

We now consider a simple analytical treatment of the expected SNRs for each method.

We do not include the additional power normalisation step in the measurement process.

If the repeat raster measurements in the post-processing method are averaged, then the

noiseless signals for each method can shown to be equivalent. The difference then lies in

the image noise.

The motivation for exploring this technique of ‘basis-processing’ was that the noise am-

plification that can come with post-processing steps could be avoided by integrating this

step into the illumination basis. We consider additive white Gaussian noise as a model for

the detector noise in our measurement system, which we assume here to be the dominant

noise source. If an image is corrupted by additive white noise, a given filter kernel K will

increase the standard deviation of the noise by a factor or
p

Ek , where EK is the “energy of

the filter” defined as [141]:

EK =
∫
ℜ2

|K (x, y)|2dxdy. (6.12)

For K equal to the simple edge-detection filter of eq.6.10 used in the presented experi-

ments, EK = 4 and the filter increases the standard deviation of the noise by a factor of 2.

The full signal (including noise), which we denote SP for the post-processing method can

be mathematically described as

SP = K ∗
(

(O +σ1)+ (O +σ2)

2

)
, (6.13)

where K is the edge detection kernel in eq.6.10 and ∗ denotes the 2D convolution as in

eq.6.9. The additive Gaussian detector noise introduced with each measurement of the

object O is denoted σ1 and σ2 of equal standard deviations. Combining the two indepen-

dent sets of detector noise in quadrature and denoting the edge-processed object as OE we

obtain

SP =OE +K ∗
(p

2σ

2

)
. (6.14)

Finally, following eq.6.12 for the factor or 2 increase in the standard deviation of the noise

following filtering

SP =OE +p
2σ. (6.15)

Similarly for the basis-processing method we describe the measurement process as

SB = ((K1 ∗O)+σ1)− ((K2 ∗O)+σ2), (6.16)
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Figure 6.11: Simulated ratio of the SNRs from the methods two methods (Basis-processed
(SNRB ) / Post-processed (SNRP )). The reciprocal of the magnitude of the simulated detec-
tor noise takes the place of the square root of the exposure time in the experimental data.
The error bars are calculated from 50 repeat simulations with new random noise sets.

where K1 and K2 are the projectable binary filters that form K with their difference. The

resulting full signal for this method is then

SB =OE +p
2σ. (6.17)

The predicted ratio of SNRB / SNRP is then clearly unity in this case. The reduction in noise

through making the edge-detection process ‘before the measurement noise’ is perfectly

counteracted by the need to make twice as many measurements.

This result is confirmed through simulated measurements in Fig.6.11. The simulations

are performed on the image shown in Fig.6.2(b) with its resolution reduced to 64× 64. Addi-

tive white Gaussian noise of zero mean is applied as shown in eq.6.13 and eq.6.16. At noise

levelσ = 1, the standard deviation of the added Gaussian noise is unity. For comparison the

simulated object O has been normalised to a peak intensity of unity. SNR calculations are

performed in the same way as for the experimental data. Neither the analytical treatment

nor the simulations (in the from described thus far) describe the trends in the experimental

data, in which a clear advantage to basis-processing is observed. We find an explanation

with a slight increase in the sophistication of our simulated measurements.

We have neglected the additional power normalisation measurement from the treatment

given above. This step is included to counteract small fluctuations in the light source in-
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tensity, but is only a requirement for the post-processing method. The difference mea-

surement procedure used in the basis-processing method does an excellent job of com-

pensating for these fluctuations provided they are slow relative to the measurement time.

Nevertheless it has been applied to both methods in the spirit of a fair comparison.

If the noise introduced during power normalisation is added to the analysis shown in

eq.6.13 and eq.6.16 as a single multiplicative term common to both measurements, as it is

in experiment, it remains as such and has no bearing on the ratio of the two methods. This

is confirmed in simulations.

There is however evidence to suggest that the power normalisation step is indeed the cul-

prit behind the differing SNRs observed in experiment and the analyses presented above

are in some way incomplete. If we remove the power normalisation step from the experi-

mental data presented in Fig.6.8, the basis-processing SNRs remain favourable. In addition

the post-processing SNRs become noticeably non-linear, levelling off at higher exposure

times. This is all consistent with background noise introduced in the raster basis measure-

ments by the observed source intensity fluctuations, which increase in spatial frequency

with increased measurement time.

Fig.6.12 shows the calculated SNRs from experimental measurements with varying ex-

posure, using both the basis-processing and post-processing methods as in Fig.6.8, but at

32 × 32 resolution and without the power normalisation step. Without the power normali-

sation step the experimental data show good agreement with the predicted equivalence of

the SNRs, but only for quick measurements where the light source is relatively stable.

Finally, we find evidence through simulation to support that the differing SNRs between

the two methods seen in experiment is a result of the power normalisation step. We have

discussed previously the advantages of a difference measurement in compensating for fluc-

tuations in the background light levels. In the experimental setup the level of stray light

reaching the detector PD2 is substantial when compared to that from a 64 × 64 resolu-

tion raster pixel and so the details of the reconstructed raster image sit atop a large back-

ground. Fig.6.13 shows how adding a constant background to the simulated measurements

can reproduce the change the gradient of the SNR vs reciprocal noise level plot for the

post-processing method, when the power normalisation step is also applied. The basis-

processing method remains unaffected by the presence of a constant background, leading

to an SNR advantage. In our simulations the peak object transmission value is normalised

to one as it has been throughout and the value of the added background β is as shown in

Fig.6.13. It is only in the presence of the multiplicative noise introduced during power nor-

malisation that the background effects SNR. In our simulations the noise added through
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power normalisation is implemented by multiplying both measurements by a factor of (1 +

σ3), where σ3 has the same statistics as σ1 and σ2.

We now have an explanation for the SNR advantages for the basis-processing method

demonstrated experimentally and have seen good agreement with theory in situations where

the power normalisation step is not needed (Fig.6.12, low exposure times). We’ve seen that

if the number of measurements is kept the same and a secondary detector provides source

power normalisation, both the post-processing and basis-processing methods should yield

the same SNRs. This is however subject to the accurate removal of any background signal

from the detector PD2, without which basis-processing will be advantageous. Furthermore

if no power normalisation is applied the difference measurements that form this basis-

processing example remove the background noise introduced by an unstable light source,

as shown in Fig.6.12. Finally, if no secondary detector is used and power normalisation is

instead obtained by replacing the repeated raster measurement with a background sub-

traction in which all DMD pixels are off, a factor of 2 advantage in SNR will be observed

following the logic presented in eq.6.13 and eq.6.16.

Figure 6.12: Comparison of calculated SNR from experimental images acquired using the
basis vs post-processing methods, as in Fig.6.9 but at 32 × 32 resolution and no power nor-
malisation step performed. The error bars are calculated from five repeat measurements.
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Figure 6.13: Effect of background signal on the SNRs the basis-processing and post-
processing methods. Results of simulated measurements with varying detector noise level
(σ) and constant background added to the object (as indicated by the parameter β). The
small offset at β= 0 is attributed to a small initial background in the object JPEG.

6.2.1 Noise Spatial Correlations

In addition to the SNR differences that can be seen between the basis-processing and post-

processing methods shown in Fig.6.8, one can see a difference in the spatial characteristics

of the noise in each case. The explanation is fairly straightforward, in the post-processing

method the noise has had its spatial statistics modified by the application of the edge-

detection filter.

In Fig.6.14(a) we see a 64 × 64 image containing random Gaussian distributed noise

with zero mean and standard deviation of 1. This noise is white, meaning that has a con-

stant power spectral density (over the range accessible here). This can be seen in image In

Fig.6.14(b), the magnitude of the Fourier transform of (a), as a proxy for the power spec-

trum. A realisation of this noise has equal probability of occupying the spatial frequencies

shown in (b). In the basis-processing method the noise remains white.

In Fig.6.14(c) shows the same noise as in (a) after it has been convolved with edge-detection

kernel K (eq.6.10). The noise, denoted N here, now exhibits some spatial correlations. By
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Figure 6.14: Spatially correlated noise after post-processing. (a) Normally distributed ran-
dom noise with zero mean. (b) Fourier Transform of (a). (c) K convolved with (a). (d)
Fourier Transform of (c).

convolution theorem

F {K ∗N } =F {K } ·F {N }, (6.18)

where F denotes the Fourier transform. We can see then that modified spatial distribution

of the noise will be determined by Fourier transform of the filter kernel K . This is shown for

the edge-detection filter (eq.6.10) in (d).

Correlated background noise has the appearance of containing useful information and

will be more likely to be mistaken for structure in the final image, than its uncorrelated

(white) counterpart (compare (a) and (c)). Thus we can see that even in situations where

the SNRs of the two methods are equivalent, there exists a subtle difference between the

results.
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6.2.2 Compressed Sensing

In this section we briefly compare the results of traditional post-processed ghost imag-

ing with our novel basis-processing technique when used in conjunction with compressed

sensing methods. The central concept behind compressed sensing is using some known

or assumed prior knowledge of the object to be imaged to reduce the number of measure-

ments needed to reconstruct it. This prior knowledge comes in the form of the sparsity of

the coefficients describing the object when it is represented in an appropriate basis. A sig-

nal is considered sparse when most of its elements are equal to zero, or in practice are close

enough to zero.

Natural images are generally sparse in the Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) basis, which

is a relative of the Fourier basis that uses only cosine functions of varying wavenumbers

and operates on real valued signals. This basis is commonly used for the compression of

images for this reason [136]. Fig.6.15 shows a histogram of the DCT coefficients of the boat

test image seen in Fig.6.4(a). Noting the logarithmic y-scale, we see that the vast majority

of the DCT basis coefficients have a value close to zero. During image compression, only a

fraction of the highest value coefficients are retained, reducing the file size substantially. If

the original image was sufficiently sparse in this basis the compressed image can be almost

indistinguishable from the original.

Figure 6.15: Sparsity of a natural image in the Discrete Cosine Transform basis. Histogram
of the DCT basis coefficients of the 128 × 128 resolution image of boats inset [138].

The key to compressed sensing is to exploit this sparsity during the measurement or

‘sensing’ process, thereby reducing the required number of measurements. Once one knows
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a basis in which their object is sparse, the trick is not to image in this sparse basis, where

the chance of finding the non-zero coefficients with a reduced number of measurements is

poor, but instead to choose an illumination basis that is mutually incoherent with it. The

mutual coherence of two bases is proportional to the maximum value of the spatial overlap

between any combination of patterns from each basis [142]. By choosing an illumination

basis with low mutual coherence with the sparse basis one evenly samples the sparse basis

coefficients with each measurement.

Figure 6.16: Graphical illustration of the matrix equation describing compressed sensing.
A is the matrix of illumination patterns, x is the object / signal to be reconstructed and y
contains the measurement coefficients

The underdetermined system of linear equations that describes the compressed mea-

surement process is shown graphically in Fig.6.16. A is the matrix of illumination patterns,

x is the object / signal to be reconstructed and y contains the measurement coefficients.

As the measurement is compressed, m < n, A is no longer invertible and infinite solutions

for x exist for the relation Ax = y .

With the knowledge of constraints on the object x such as sparsity in some basis, the cor-

rect solution can be determined. The sparsity condition is technically satisfied by finding

the solution for x that has minimal L0 - norm. In practice however it has been shown that

in most cases the simpler problem of minimising the L1 - norm is equivalent [142]. Here

we choose to use a popular algorithm referred to as the Iterative Shrinking-Thresholding

(ISTA) algorithm [143].

Starting from some informed guess for x or a zero-valued initial condition, the improved

solution for x at the next iteration is calculated as [143]

xk+1 =T {xk −δ(AT (Axk − y))}, (6.19)
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where δ is an adjustable parameter. The thresholding step denoted T {..} is

T {x i } = sgn(x i )(|x i |−α)+, (6.20)

where α is the other adjustable parameter and (..)+ denotes retention of only the positive

values. sgn denotes the sign function, which has value +1, 0 or -1 if the real input is positive,

zero or negative respectively. The shrinkage / soft-thresholding step increases the sparsity

of the current solution for x by shifting its coefficients towards zero with each iteration.

By adjusting the values of the parameters α and δ one can dictate how fast and with what

weighting the thresholding process and information from measurements y are applied.

Figure 6.17: Comparison of image reconstructions from basis-processed and post-
processed experimental measurements with the number of measurements used reducing
from top to bottom. Percentage of the original N 2 measurements as indicated by # on the
left. Compressed measurements have been reconstructed using sparsity in the DCT basis
as a prior, following the ISTA approach (eq.6.19).
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We have applied the ISTA reconstruction algorithm to subsets of the measurements taken

previously, those shown in Fig.6.8(a) and (b), to compare the results for the basis and post-

processing methods. The measurements were taken at 64 × 64 resolution with an exposure

time of 220 ms and the power normalisation step included. The illumination basis A, which

is treated as the canonical basis in both cases is first transformed to the DCT basis, where

the object is assumed to be sparse. A subset of the illumination patterns and measured co-

efficients, according to the desired level of compression, are taken at random and supplied

to the ISTA algorithm as A and y as in eq.6.19.

The results are presented in Fig.6.17 for degrees of compression given by the % of mea-

surements used as shown. For the majority of cases the optimal parameters (determined

by trial and error) of the ISTA algorithm were the same, with δ= 0.75 andα= 0.01×max(y).

The exceptions were in (e) α = 0.05×max(y) and in (f) δ = 0.6. The number of iterations

was 1000 in all cases.

We can see in Fig.6.17 that the basis-processing method yields the better reconstructions

in each case. Recall however that the SNRs for basis-processing were already higher in the

absence of compressed sensing (Fig.??). A no conclusions can be drawn as to whether com-

pressed sensing directly in the modified basis is advantageous, and this remains an open

avenue for future work.

6.3 In the Context of Other Work

Improving the choice of illumination basis in response to prior or acquired knowledge of

the object to be reconstructed is a principle that has been applied in several forms to com-

putational imaging. In so-called principle component analysis the illumination wavefront

is tailored to match the principle components of the object [144, 145]. In other adaptive

imaging works the spatial resolution is varied in response to the detection of edges, which

can be located via the wavelet transform [146, 147].

Less common is the modification of the illumination basis in response to the intended

processing of the scene or ‘task at hand’ [148]. A recently proposed Learned Integrated

Sensing Pipeline addresses the use of this additional prior knowledge in the context of ma-

chine learning and thus shares some similar principles to this work [148]. Finally we note

some limited similarities with a microscanning imaging approach which combines shifted

low resolution images to produce a high resolution image with improved SNR that has ef-

fectively been convolved with a smoothing kernel [149].
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6.4 Conclusions

We have compared the images obtained using our novel ghost imaging technique, termed

‘basis-processing’, with the conventional post-processing method. We have presented the

results for a simple edge-detection kernel as our processing operation. We find that if care

is taken to make the comparison as fair as possible, the resulting SNRs from the two meth-

ods are equivalent. In this case a subtle advantage to the the basis-processing method is

that the background noise remains ‘white’ with no potentially misleading spatial correla-

tions introduced by the filtering step. Our simulations indicate that in the presence of con-

stant background signal in the main detector (PD2) that is not properly removed, basis-

processing is advantageous (Fig.6.9). We have also seen that if one doesn’t normalise to

fluctuations in the light source power with an additional bucket detector, basis-processing

can produce higher SNRs (Fig.6.12).

The simple analytical treatment presented in eq.6.13 and eq.6.16 allows the prediction

of the SNR changes for arbitrary filters. Finding a filter that universally yields higher SNRs

when basis-processed requires that the noise increase from the filtering step, given by the

square root of the filter energy (eq.6.12), outweighs the cost in measurement time associ-

ated with the need to increase the number of projected patterns. One such example would

averaging filters where the filter energy is high but no additional measurements are needed,

or simple Gaussian smoothing filters. However it does not seem likely these types of filters

would be desirable in a ghost imaging experiment, where resolution is fought for at the ex-

pense of increased measurement duration.

Finally we have demonstrated that basis-processed measurements are compatible with

compressed sensing techniques exploiting DCT basis sparsity, with no additional stand-out

advantage or disadvantage apparent when compared to post-processing a reconstructed

compressed measurement. One avenue for further investigation would be to explore al-

ternative bases in which the basis-processed signal might exhibit greater sparsity, as these

processed images may not share the characteristics of ‘natural’ images which make the

DCT basis favourable.
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7 Summary and Outlook

In the first results chapter of this thesis, Chapter 2, we investigated the lower size limits

at which parabolic reflectors retain their ability to generate highly directional emission.

Through finite element method simulations we determined that for the paraboloids in

question the cut-off is just above one wavelength vertex - opening distance. Below this

size the directed power is noticeably reduced with respect to the geometrical optics solu-

tion. Just above this size the directed power is comparable to and may even exceed that

obtained in the geometrical optics regime.

The amount of power directed into a given solid angle is, for paraboloids of size compa-

rable to the wavelength, a delicate interplay between changes in the local density of optical

states and the increasing emission beam divergence as the antenna size is reduced. Thus

the optimal position of an emitter to achieve the maximum directed power has been shown

to deviate considerably from the macroscale case.

There are numerous ways in which the simulations could be extended. For the sake of

generality we have chosen to model the reflector as a perfect mirror and not to include the

refractive index of the luminescent material and the dielectric interfaces it may introduce.

If one was simulating an experiment the choice of material for the mirror, index and dis-

tribution of the luminescent material would need to be accounted for. There is also the

freedom to pursue paraboloids of differing aspect ratios and extents, as well as deviations

from the ideal paraboloid, such as spherical reflectors, which may open new avenues for

fabrication.

In Chapter 3 we explained the reasoning behind our choice of system for the desired di-

rectional phosphor component. This included discounting techniques that would likely

restrict the thickness of a phosphor layer to of the order hundreds of nm. This was on the

grounds of the difficulty this would pose for absorbing a high enough fraction of the pump

light to produce white output. The chosen strategy was to pursue fluorescent optical fibres

as a means of generating bright white sources with small cross-sectional areas.

The efficiency of fluorescent fibres for this purpose depends heavily on their ability to

guide the fluorescence generated within them. This ability, quantified by the trapping frac-

tion, was a major theme in the assessment of fluorescent fibres in Chapter 4. We saw that a

simplified analytical treatment neglecting off-axis rays, which is commonplace for scintil-

lating fibres, could underestimate the trapping fraction by as much as 25-35% of the total

fluorescence generated.

The radial excitation position dependent trapping fraction was investigated through sim-
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ulation and experiment and demonstrated for high quality monocrystalline YAG:Ce3+ cylin-

drical rods to vary approximately half as much as predicted for pristine fibres (Fig.4.30).

The demonstrated presence of this additional trapping power in cylindrical guides could

facilitate mass manufacturing via conventional fibre drawing techniques, where otherwise

the more challenging square cross-section may have been deemed necessary.

Prototype fluorescent fibres (rods) are measured to produce up to 150 lumens of white

emission from their target output facet per Watt of blue laser pump, due to the contribu-

tion of off-axis rays. Simple improvements to the prototype design and implementation are

suggested to increase the efficiency beyond the 200 lm/W target specified in Section 1.4.1.

The strength of the fibre approach is to allow a high fluorescence output within a small

cross-sectional area, which enables more efficient collimation following the law of etendue.

Consequentially, the prototypes are demonstrated without modifications to provide highly

directional emission. The task of designing the optimum outcoupling and directing optic

for the fibre end facet is left as a future application (and manufacturing feasibility) specific

engineering challenge. One novel approach to this problem, the ‘modified ball lens’, has

been investigated here through numerical simulations (Section 4.3.4).

We believe that fluorescent optical fibres are a strong candidate solution for meeting

the full list of functional requirements outlined in Section 1.4.1. The next steps in assess-

ing their suitability will depend upon manufacturing restrictions and application specifics,

which are beyond the scope of this initial investigation.

In the final results chapter of this thesis, Chapter 6, we presented a novel technique in the

field of ghost imaging, which is applicable to computational imaging in general. We have

shown that by modifying the illumination basis such that the reconstructed image is al-

ready ‘post-processed’, the amplification of detector noise by the post-processing step can

be avoided. In addition no undesirable spatial correlations in the noise are introduced in

this basis-processing method. This technique can be applied to any operation which can

be formatted as a matrix multiplication with the original image, which includes the many

image filtering operations performed by convolution with a filter matrix.

The cost to this method is that the illumination basis becomes more complex, and may

require a linear combination of binary patterns to implement. In the example we explore

in detail, a simple edge-detection kernel, the reduction in noise achieved is in principle ex-

actly cancelled by the need to perform twice as many measurements. However, we discuss

several examples; such as when no additional detector is available to normalise to fluctu-

ations in the source power, and when the measurements contain a non-zero background

signal, in which basis-processing is shown to be advantageous.
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Finally we tested the basis-processing and traditional post-processing approaches when

combined with compressed sensing techniques. The relative visual quality of the com-

pressed images for each method is in line with the uncompressed case and neither method

shows a noticeably higher compatibility with compressed sensing. It is thought that with

the right choice of sparse reconstruction basis for the basis-processing approach, measur-

ing directly in the ‘edge-modified’ basis might prove favourable. The results of this chapter

are the subject of ongoing research.

As the industry sponsors of this work Dyson have provided the following statement re-

garding the status of this work from their perspective:

“Dyson received the work presented in this thesis and are satisfied by and excited about the

results. The internal review was passed and the project closed. The Lighting Research team

are currently working with the internal legal team to identify what details are outstanding

to compile a full proposal for patenting. These outstanding pieces do not concern this work

and are taking place internally.“

8 Publications and Intentions

• The work on wavelength-scale parabolic reflectors presented in Chapter 2 of this the-

sis has been published:

Penketh, H., Bertolotti, J., & Barnes, W. L. (2019). Optimal position of an emitter in a

wavelength-scale parabolic reflector. Applied Optics, 58(29), 7957.

https://doi.org/10.1364/ao.58.007957

• The work in Chapter 4 concerning fluorescent fibres (and supporting Chapters 3 and

5) is of direct commercial interest to the project’s sponsors and is being assessed for

potential intellectual property as discussed in the previous section.

• The Ghost Imaging work in Chapter 6 is being prepared for publication.
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